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Chapter I
Overview of the Phenomena

1.1 Introduction

This dissertation is an investigation into three issues regarding anaphora in Japanese.

Specifically, I will investigate (i) what roles the simplex anaphor zibun and the

complex anaphor zibun-zisin play in yielding a reflexive interpretationr (i.e. the

fuirction of zibun versus zibun-zisin in the local domain), (ii) how non-local zibun (i-e.
cases in which an antecedent for zibun is not its coargument) should be dealt with in the
grammar, and (iii) why it is difficult to constnre a third person pronoun in Japanese as a

variable bound by a quantifier phrase. In this intoductory chapter I will illustrate
problems that are posed by these issues.

1.2 Zibun in the Local Domain

Reflexive interpretation is normally licensed by the presence of a reflexivising element

in a sentence. For instance, reflexive interpretation in English can be obtained either by
the use of a reflexive pronoun, EIs in (la), or by using an intinsically reflexive
predicate, as shown in (lb).2

(t) a. Jacqueline; trusts hersel{.
b. Jacqueline washed.

I Throughout the disseration 'reflexive interpretation' is used as a descriptive term to inhritively describe a
reflexive relation.
2 In this disseration I use indices merely to indicate some kind of anaphoric dependency. [ndices are also

used to represent syntactic movement.
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In Japanese, on the other hand, reflexive interpretation can be licensed by the use of the
complex anaphor zibun-zisin, or, for some verbs of Chinese origin, by the affixation of
the reflexivising prefix zi(lw)-'self . This is illustrated in (2).3

(2) a. John,-wa zibun-zisini-o nagut-ta.
John-ropSE-self-ncc hit-psr
'John hit himself.'

b. John-wa zi-sei-si-ta.
John-rop self-control-do-psr
'John controlled himself.'

c. John-wa ziko-syookai-si-ta.
John-rop self-introduction-do-pst
' John introduced hirnself.'

At first blush, it seems that zibun can also be used to yield a reflexive interpretation.
Thus, one often finds an example like the following in the literature on Japanese

syntax.

(3) (Iida 1996:4)
Taroo,-wa zibun;o hihan-si-ta.
Taroo-Top SE-ecc criticism-do-psr
'Taroo criticised himself.'

Examples like (3) can be easily found in real texts as well. The following examples
have been collected from newspaper articles.

(4) (Mainichi Shimbun, May 17, 2001;'re

[Tanki-de sir-are-ru] huku-syusyoo-wa ziken-go,
short.temper-for know-pass-NPsT deputy-prime.minister-ToP incident-after
'zibun-o mamot-ta-dake-da'-to benmei.
SE-ecc defend-psr-only-cor-coMp explanation
'The Deputy Prime Minister, who is known for (his) short temper, explained after
the incident (t) only defended myself.'

(5) (Mainichi Shimbun, July 3,2001)*
Kotira-no huan-wa yakyuu-ga totemo suki-da-si, yakyuu-o yoku
here-cst'l fan-rop baseball-NoM very fond-cop-and baseball-ncc well
sit-te-i-ru.
know-ur-be-ursr
'(Baseball) fans here like haseball very much and know baseball well.'

3 I gloss Japanese zibun as SE in the sense of SE anaphor in Reinhart and Reuland (Reinhart and Reuland
1991, 1993; Reuland and Reinhart 1995). In the reflexivity frarnework of Reinhart and Reuland a SE
anaphor does not function as a reflexiviser, while a SELF anaphor like English himself does.
a An example marked with an asterisk after the source is taken from a real text.
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Sononaka-de puree-su-ru-node, mottozibun-omigaka-nakerebanarana-i.
that inside-inplay-do-mST-becausemore SE-eccimprove-must-NPsT
'Since (I) play in that (environment), (I) must improve myself more.'

(6) On an injury a judoka suffered (Mainichi Shimbun, July 19,2001)*
Kikiasi-no kega-dakeni, ooki-na handii-ni nari-kanena-i.
dominant.leg-ceu injury-because big-Cop handicap-DAT become-rnay-NPsT
'Because (it is) the injury of (her) dominant leg, (it) may become a big handicap
(to her).'
Sikasi Tamura-wa'kikikan-mo ar-u-ga, kega-o

but Tamura-TOP sense.of.crisis-too exist-xpst-though injury-ncc
si-ta-koto-de issoo zibun-ni syuutyuu-deki-ru-si,
do-psr-coup-with all. the. more SE-pRr concentation-c an. do-r+psr- and

keiken-kara kangae-te-mo pinti-to-wa omowa-na-i'-to
experience-from judge-NF-too pinch-covtP-ToP think-uec-NPsT-coMP
purasu-sikoo.
positive-thinking
'But Tamura positively thinks: Though there is a sense of crisis, (I) can

concentate on myself all the more because (I) had an injury, and judging from
(my) experience, (I) don't thfutk (I) arn in a pinch.'

(7) Comment of a golf player (Mainichi Shimbun, July 19, 2001)*
Nagare-o hikiyose-rare-zu, zibun-ni gakkari-si-ta.
trend-ecc attract-can-NEc SE-uer disappointnent-do-psr
'(I) could not get into the spirit (of the golf tournament), and (I) was disappointed
in myself.'

(8) Comment of a judoka (Mainichi Shimbun, July 25,2001)*
Aite-no kenkyuu yorimo zibun-o sinzi-te yar-u-sika-na-i.
opponent-GEN study than SE ncc believe-xr do-NPST-only-NEG-NPsT

'Rather than studying the opponent, all (I) can do is to believe in myself and do
my best.'

(9) (Mainichi Shimbun, July 29, 2001)*
Kusakabe-wa Sidonii-gorin-de doo-medaru-o kakutoku-si-ta-ato,
Kusakabe-Tor Sydney-Olympics-at bronze-medal-ecc winning-do-psr-after
'Orinpikku-no koto-wa kireisappariwasure-ru'-to zibun-niiikikase-ta.
Olympics-cEN thing-ror completely forget-lwsT-coMP SE-par tell-psr
'After winning a bronze medal at the Sydney Olympics, Kusakabe told herself to
forget about the Olympic Games completely.'

(10) (Mainichi Shimbun, August 19, 2001)*
Binsen 2O-mai-ni-wa 'ekusutasii'-to yob-are-ru doraggu-ni zibun-o
letter.paper 20-sheet-on-ToP ecstasy-Coupcall-pess-MsT &ng-in SE-ecc
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miusinai, taiho-s-are-ru-made-no keii-ga fuzur-are-te-i-ta.
lose arrest-do-PAss-NPsT-till-cnlt details-ttotvt write-pess-I.rF-be-psT
'On 20 sheets of letter paper were written the details of how (the defendant) lost
herself in the drug called "ecstasy" and got arrested.'

(ll) (Mainichi Shimbun, August 21,2001)*
Zibun-o ninsiki-su-ru nooryoku-wa l-sai-han yorimo kanari
SE-ecc recognition-do-mpstability-ror l-age-halfthan considerably
mae-ni keisei-s-are-hazime-ru-koto-ga wakat-ta.
before-at formation-do-pess-begin-msT-COMP-NoM discover-PsT
'(We) discovered that the ability to recognise oneself begins to take shape
considerably before the age one and a half.'

All these examples appear to indicate that zibun can be used to yield a reflexive
interpretation. Several researchers have noted, however, that in a local domain zibun is
not particularly felicitous with a reflexive reading. For instance, Oshima (1979) cites an
observation made in McCawley (1972) that some predicates are incompatible with
local zibun.

(12) (Oshima 1979: 425-426; originally from McCawley (1972))
*Hirosi;wa zibun,-o nagut-ta.
Hirosi-roP SE-ACC hit-psr
'Hirosi hit himself.'

McCawley notes, however, that when a phrase zibun-de'on one's own' is added to the
sentence, a reflexive interpretation becomes available. This is illustrated in (13).

(13) (Oshrma 1979: 425-426; originally from McCawley (1972))
Hirosi,-wa zibun;de zibun;o nagut-ta.
Hirosi-rop SE-with SE-ecc hit-psr
'Hirosi hit himself on his own.'

Katada (1988, 1989, 1991) also observes that a reflexive interpretation with zibun
becomes considerably worse when it is scrambled to the sentence-initial position.s

(14) (Katada 1991 : 299-300)
a. John;ga zibwr,/zibun-zisin;o seme-ta.

John-t-tol\,I SE SE-self-ecc blame-psr
'John blamed himself.'

b. Zibvn*,/Zibun-zisin;-oJohn,-ga riseme-ta.
SE SE-self-ecc John-Nona blame-pst
'Himself John blamed.'

5 Katada (1991: 300) notes that even though the contrast observed in (l ) may not be that robust for some
speakers, the contrast in (15) with a quantifier antecedent appears to be quite clear.
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(15) (Katada 1991:300)
a. Darekq-ga zibun,/zibun-zisini-o seme-ta.

someone-uou sE sE-self-ncc blame-psr
'Someone blamed himself.'

b. Zibwr,./Zibun-zisin;-o dareka;ga /, seme-ta.

SE SE-self-ecc someone-NoM blame-psr
'Himself, someone blamed.'

Moreover, Aikawa (1993) remarks with respect to the following examples that when
the intended antecedent is a quantifier phrase, zibun cannot be bound to it in the local
domain, though a quantifier antecedent is fine with zibun-zisin (see also footrote 5 of
this chapter).

(16) (Aikawa 1993 : 4l-42)
a. John;ga zibun;/zibun-zisin;-o hagemasi-ta.

John-Notrl SE SE-self-ecc encourage-psr
' John encouraged himself.'

b. Daremo,-ga zibwr,./zibun-zisiq-ohagemasi-ta.
everyone-NoM sE SE-self-eCC encourage-PsT

'Everyone encouraged himself.'

(17) (Aikawa 1993: 4l-42)
a. John;-ga zibun/zibun-zisin,-o tunet-ta.

John-Nona SE SE-self-ncc pinch-rsr
' John pinched himself.'

b. Dare;ga zibrn./zibun-zisin,-ofunet-ta-no?
who-uou SE SE-self-ncc pinch-rsr-Q
'Who pinched himself?'

c. Darekq-ga zibwr,,/zibun-zisiq-o tunet-ta.
someone-NoM sE sE-self-eCC pinch-rSr
'Someone pinched himself.'

Aikawa regards local binding of zibun with a quantifier antecedent as ungrammatical.
Note, however, that the judgement with a quantifier antecedent appears to diverge
between Aikawa and Katada; an existential quantifier dareka'someone' binding zibun
locally is perceived as ungrammatical by Aikawa but only as marginally ill-formed by
Katada (compare (l7c) versus (lsa)).

Thus, on the one hand, we find numerous examples from real texts that zibun rn
the object argument position of a predicate contibutes to a reflexive interpretation of
the sentence in some sense. On the other hand, we have seen that the behaviour of
zibun and zibun-zisin can diverge in interesting ways in certain contExts; while zibun-
zisin can yield a reflexive interpretation irrespective of (i) its syntactic position (i.e.
whether it is scrambled or not) and (ii) its antecedent tlpe, zibun is sensitive to these
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factors. This is an illustration of the first problem that we will investigate in much more
detail in chapter 3.

1.3 Zibun in the Non-Local Domain

One of the properties of zibun which is often noted in the literature is that it is subject
oriented, i.e. its antecedent must be a subject. This is illustated in (18) and (19).

(18) (Kitagawa 1981: 68)
Taroo;ga Hanako,-o zibunr,r-notomodati-nomae-deziman-si-ta.
Taroo-NonaHanako-ACCSE-cru friend-ceu front-inbrag-do-rsr
'Taroo bragged about Hanako in front of hislher friends.'

(19) John,-ga Bill,-ni [Mike1-ga zibuqp,.;,t-o kenasi-ta-koto]-o tuge-ta.
John-NotvtBill-ner Mike-Notvt SE-ecc speak.ill.of-psr-coup-Acctell-psr
'John told Bill that Mike spoke ill of him/himself.'

In (18) zibun can be anaphoric to the subject Taroo but not to the object Hanako.
Likewise, zibun in (19) can take either the rnatix or subordinate subject as an
antecedent but not the indirect object Bill.

However, it is not necessarily the case that the antecedent for zibun must be a

subject. As pointed out in Kitagawa (1981), it is indeed possible to construe Hanako in
(18) as an antecedent for zibun if the sentence is put into an appropriate context, i.e. a
context in which Hanako is the topic of the discourse.

(20) (Kitagawa l98l: 68)
A: DoositeHanako-wa tere-te-i-ru-no?

why Hanako-rop embarassed-ur-be-Npsr-e
'Why is Hanako emba:rassed?'

B: Taroo;ga Hanako,-o zibunr,-no tomodati-no mae-de
Taroo-ttonaHanako-ACCSE-aeN friend-cgl.t front-in
ziman- si-ta-kara-da-yo.
brag-do-f ST-because-COP-PRT
oThat's because Taroo bragged about Hanako in front of his/her friends.'

Similarly, Bill n (19) can be an antecedent for zibun when he is regarded as the
discourse topic.

(21) A: Doosite Bill-wa okot-te-i-ru-no?
why Bill-rop angry-NF-be-ursr-q
'Why is Bill angry?'

B: Sore-wa-ne, John-ga Bill;ni [Mike-ga zibun;o
that-ToP-Pnr John-NOtvt Bill-onr Mike-NOM SE-AcC
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kenasi-ta-koto]-o tuge-ta-kara-da-yo.

speak. ill.of-psr-cOtvtP-Acc tell-psr-because-CoP-PRT

'That's because John told Bill that Mike spoke ill of him.'

There have been a number of proposals which attempt to derive the subject orientation
of simplex anaphors by means of some syntactic mechanism (Katada 1988, 1989, l99l;
Cole, Hermon, and Sung 1990, 1993; Cole and Sung 1994; Cole and Wang 1996;
Aikawa 1993). Thus, examples (20) and (21) are quite significant in that they clearly
show that the syntactic accounts proposed so far are not tenable (at least for Japanese),

as they necessarily predict that only a subject can be the antecedent for a simplex
anaphor. The issue of subject orientation as well as other phenomena will be discussed
in chapter 4.

1.4 Bound Variable Construal of Kare

It has been standardly assumed that, as opposed to languages like English, Japanese

third person pronouns kare 'he' and kanozyo 'she' cannot be constnred as bound
variables (Kitagawa 1981; Saito and Hoji 1983; Hoji 1991; Noguchi 1997). This is
illustated below.

(22) (Saito and Hoji 1983 :247)
**daremo;-ga [kare,-gaMary-ni kiraw-are-te-i-ru-to]

everyone'NoM he-NOM Mary-by dislike-PASS-NF-be-rWSr-COUp

omoikon-de-i-ru(-koto)
be. convinced-NF-be -I'{PST-COMP

'(thaD everyone is convinced that he is disliked by Mary'

(23) (Hoji l99l:287)
*Daremoi-ga [kare;gatuku-ta] omotya-okowasi-ta.
everyone-NOu he-NOnamake-PSTtoy-ACC break-pSr
'Everyone broke the toy that he had made.'

(2a) Noguchi 1997:770)
*Daremo,-ga kare,-no hahaoya-o aisi-te-i-ru.
everyone-NoM he-GrN mother-ACC love-Ur-be-lrpSr
'Everyone loves his mother.'

Contrary to the equivalent sentences in English, kare in examples (22) to (24) cannot
be construed as bound variables. It is interesting to note, however, that in the following
cases it is possible to constnre lure/kanoryo as a bound variable.

(25) John, Bill, Mike-no daremoi-ga kare;no sensei-o sonkei-si-te-i-ru.
John Bill Mike-csl*t everyone-Nona he-GEN teacher-Acc respect-do-r.r-be-lrpst
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'Each of John, BilI, and Mike respects his teacher.'

(26) ?Sono dansikoo-de-wa [Matsumoto sensei-ni eigo-o narat-ta]
that boys'.school-at-ToP Matsumoto teacher-from English-eCc learn-pSt
seito-no daremo;ga kare,-no eigo-no zituryoku-o age-ta.

student-GEN everyone-NoM he-cgN English-CEN command-eCc improve-nst
'At that boys' school every student who learned English from Mr Matsumoto
improved his command of English.'

(27) [Ondai-ni hait-ta] zyosi-gakusei-no daremo;-ga [kanozyo;no
music.college-to enter-PsT female-student-CgN everyone-NOM she-GEN

sainoo-o mottomo yoku hikidasi-te-kure-ru] sensei-ni
talent-ACC most fully bring.out-NF-do.a.favour-NPsTteacher-uAT
dea-e-ta.

meet-can-PST
'Every female student who entered the music college was able to meet a teacher
who could bring out her talent to the full extent.'

That lrare and kano4,o in the above sentences are indeed constnred as bound variables
can be gleaned by observing the following examples.

(28) a. John, Bill, Mike-no darerno-ga tatiagat-te, *karelkare-ra-wa

John Bill Mike-cEN everyone-NoM stand.up-NF he he-pt-rop
iken-o nobe-hazime-ta.
opinion-ecc express-begin-nsr
'Each of Jobn, Bill, and Mike stood up, and he/they began to express
(his/their) opinion.'

b. Sono dansikoo-de-wa [Matsumoto sensei-ni eigo-o narat-ta]
that boys' . school-at-top Matsumoto teacher-from English-ncc learn-psr
seito-no daremo-ga ?kare-no eigo-no zituryoku-o
student-GEN everyone-NoM he-GrU English-CrN command-eCC
age-te, *kare/kare-ra-wa [[siboo-su-ru] daigaku-ni
improve-urhe he-pl-rop wish-do-upsTuniversity-to
nyuugaku-su-ru]-koto-ga deki-ta.
matri culation-do-ttpsr-coMp-Nona can. do-psr
'At that boys' school every student who leamed English from Mr Matsumoto
improved his command of English, and he/they were able to enter the
university (he/they) wished.'

Examples in (28) show that lcare in the second conjunct cannot be associated with a
quantifier expression in the first. Particularly striking in this regard is the contast
between the two occrurences of kare rn (28b); lmre rn the first conjunct can be
constned as a bound variable, while kare rn the second cannot. Following the standard
assumption that a c-coilrmand configuration is necessary for a pronominal element to
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be construed as a bound variable, the examples above clearly demonstate that lwre and
lranozyo in (25) to (27) are indeed bound variables.

We can further confirm that lcare/lcano4)o can be constrred as a bound variable by
the following two kinds of tests. First, Hoji (1997a, b) observes that kare tn a

comparative ellipsis constmction can yield both sloppy and strict identity readings.6

(29) (Hojil997a:?tB)
Mary-ga John-ni yorimo saki-ni Bill-ni kare-no hon-o
Mary-Nou John-per than earlier Bill-oat he-ceN book-ecc
suisen-s-ase-ta.

recommendation-do -CAUS-PST

'Mary made Bill recommend his book earlier than (she made) John (recommend
his book).'

Under the standard assumption that the availability of a sloppy reading is due to the

construal of a pronominal element as a bound variable (Sag 1976; rf,/illiams 1977),

example (29) can be taken as support for the claim that lcare/lcanozyo can be constrred
as a bound variable.? The other piece of evidence concerns the fact that a sentence

6 Here I follow Hoji (1997b) in presenting a comparative ellipsis construction to illustrate the availability of
a sloppy reading for lwre. Hoji argues that example (ia) is not identical to VP ellipsis in English, for (ib) can

also give rise to a sloppy reading.

(i) (Hoji le97b:215-216)
a. John-wa kare-no kuruma-o a^rat-ta. Bill-mo soo si-ta.

John-rop he-cEt-t car-Acc wash-pst Bill-too so do-psr
'John washed his car. Bill did it too.'

b. John-wa John-no kuruma-o arat-ta. Bill-mo soo si-ta.
John-ropJohn4EN car-Acc wash-psr Bill-too so do-psr
'John washed John's car. Bill did it too.'

In (ib) a proper noun Joftr is used in place of lure, yet the sentence can yield both sloppy and stict readings
(note in passing that this sentence is grammatical despite a violation of the binding condition C). If (ia) is to
be analysed on a par with English VP ellipsis, it would imply that the second occurrence of John in (ib) can

also be construed as a bound variable. Rather, Hoji (1997b: 216) suggests that the soo su-ru 'do so'
construction in Japanese may be an instance of deep anaphora in the scnse of Hankamer and Sag (1976),

and that its value can be obtained through the pragmatic context in which it is used (thus, the value of soo
si-ta in (i) can be the act of washing one's own car).
7 Following the dependency theory of Fiengo and May (1994), Hoji (1997a b) claims that lcare can be a p-

occutrence, giving rise to a sloppy reading, while it cannot be construed as a bound variable. In the

dependency theory indices are claimed to be complex objects, comprising an indexical type and an

indexical value. An occurrence of an index that is independent of other occurrences for interprctation is
called an cr+ccurrence, while an occurrence of an index which is dependent on others is referred to as a p-

occurrence (taken together, they are termed indexical types). Thus, in (ia) reference is established
independently and corefercnce obtains due to the fact that Jacqueline and her bear the same numerical
index (i.e. indexical value), whereas in (ib) rcference is established only once, the p-occurrence inheriting
the value of an cr-occurrence with which it is coindexed.

(i) a. Jacquelineol saw hefl1 mother,
b. Jacquelinegl saw herF, mother.
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which contains a quantificational particle dake'only' and a pronominal element within
its scope can have different truth conditions depending on whether the pronominal
element is construed as a bound variable or used for coreference. Let us consider (30).

(30) John-dake-ga tiisa-i koro-kara-no kare-no yume-o zitugen-si-ta.
John-only-NoM small-xpsr time-from-cEN he-crN dream-eCc realisation-do-pst
'Only John realised his childhood dream.'

If kare in (30) can be constued as a bound variable, the sentence should be false in the
following situation.

(3 l) Dream-realising relation
<johrr, john's dream>
<bill, bill's dream>
<mike, mike's father's dream>

Example (30) can indeed be false in the above situation, which suggests that lcare carr

be constnred as a bound variable.
When we consider various cases in which a pronominal element can be construed

as a bound variable, it becomes clear that it is examples (22) to (24) that need to be

According to Fiengo and May, a sloppy reading arises by the use of a pronoun bearing a p-occurrence. The
availability of a strict reading, on the other hand, is in general due to the use of a pronoun bearing an o-
occurrence (however, not exclusively so, as a pronoun bearing a p-occurrence can also give rise to a sEict
reading in cases like Max thinks he is strong, Oscar does, too, but his father doesn't; see Fiengo and May
(1994: l66ff.)). Now, Fiengo and May (1994: 76) state that "a pronoun bearing a p-occurrence is a variable
if and only if it is coindexed with a variable". This is because the value of a pronoun bearing a p-occurrence

must be determined via the value of an NP bearing the same numerical index. Thus, in (ii) the pronoun ftli
comes to function as a variable since it is coindexed with a trace of the subject (generated after quantifier
raising (QR)) and it inherits the 'variablehood' of the coindexed antecedent for interprctation.

(iD Everyone, [eo1 saw hisF, mother].

Turning our attention to Japanese, the fact that lcare and zibun can yield a sloppy reading indicates that they
both bear p-occurrcnces in such contexts. Moreover, the fact thatzibun can be construed as a variable bound
by a quantifier phrase suggests that, given the theorctical machinery assumed in Fiengo and May, QR is

applicable to Japanese as well, as illustrated in (iii).

(iii) Daremo,-ga [eorzibunF,-noryoosin-ni kansya-si-te-i-ru].
everyone-NoM SE-cmt parents-DAT gratitudedo-Nr-be-Npst
'Everyone is grateful to his parents.'

If QR can be applied to zibun bearing a p-occurrence, there should be no reason why it cannot be applied to
the pronoun kare with a p-occurrence. However, as discussed in the text, it is diflicult to construe kare u a

variable bound by a quantifier phrase in certain cases. Thus, even if we adopt Fiengo and May's
dependency theory, an explanation is called for regarding the status of (iv).

(iv) ??Darernol-ga [eo, kareF,-no ryoosin-ni kansya-si+e-i-ru].
everyone-NoM he-GEN parents-DATgratitude-do-l.IF-be-NPsT
'Everyone is grateful to his parents.'
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explained. That is, why is it difficult to constue lwre as a bouud variable in these cases

but not others? This issue wiltr be taken up in chapter 5.

In this chapter we have observed three representative phenomena that will be

investigated in this dissertation. In the following chapter we will review the theoretical
assumptions that will be adopted for the remainder of ou discussion.

il



Chapter 2

Levels of Anaphoric Dependencies

2.1 Introduetion

As is well known, natural language exhibits different kinds of anaphoric dependencies.
For instance, the anaphoric dependency observed in (1a) is not the same as that of (1b)
(under the reading in which her tn (lb) is construed as a variable bound by every girt).

(l) a. Jacqueline; went home. Her' parents were having a cup of coffee.
b. Every girl, bought a present for her,parents.

The difference in anaphoric dependencies in (1) can be made clear when we replace
Jacqueline in (la) with a quantifier expression Like every girl.In contrast to (lb), the
sentence turns out to be ungrammatical with the intended reading.

(2) *Every girl, went home. Her, parents were having a cup of coffee.

Thus, it is clear that there are different kinds of anaphoric dependencies which are

licensed by the grarnmar. In this chapter we will investigate the encoding of such
anaphoric dependencies based on the work of Reuland (2001) and Ariel (1990, 1991,
1994, in press). The content of this chapter will serve as a theoretical foundation for the
remainder of our discussion.

2.2 Establishment of Anaphoric Dependencies

2.2.1 Economy of Interpretation

We have seen in section 2.1 that a priori there are at least two different kinds of
anaphoric dependencies observed in natural language: one is coreference, as in (la),
and the other is a bound variable reading, as illustated in (1b). The question that
immediately comes to mind is how these dependencies are licensed by the grcrnmar.
Working within the framework of the minimalist programme (Chomsky 1995),
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Reuland (2001) attempts to provide an answer to this question. More specifically, he

argues that an anaphoric dependency can be established at the following tbree different
levels:

(3) a. within the computational system (Crr)
b. at the conceptual-intentional (C-D interface
c. by accessing the discourse storage

Essentially, the establishment of anaphoric dependencies via (3a, b) leads to a bound
variable construal, while the dependency formed by (3c) is that of coreference.
Moreover, developing the line of thought set out by Reinhart (1983a) and Grodzinsky
and Reinhart (1993), Reuland claims that the most economical way to establish an

anaphoric dependency is within Cs1, while the dependency created by accessing the

discourse storage is the costliest of all. He assumes that the amount of cost is associated

with cross-modular operations (Reuland 2001: 472-473). That is, sending off and

translating a lexical item from one module to another is regarded as a costly operation.

Let us consider the following diagram to see what Reuland means by cross-modular
operations.

l3

(4) a. Dependency within C*

discourse storage

C-I objects

syntactic objects

basic expressions

b. Dependency at the C-I interface

discourse storage

C-I objects

syntactic objects

basic expressions

a

1)

X1

f)
C,eC,

ct... p

a

1)

xtFxt
1) 1I

Cr Cz

o ... p
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Dependency by accessing the discourse storage

discourse storage

C-I objects

syntactic objects

basic expressions crp

In (aa) the anaphoric dependency between two expressions cr and p is established
within C*, (indicated by the horizontal arrow +). In Reuland's terms, a CHAIN is
formed between cr and B within C"r.' When a dependency is formed between cr and p,

the value of p is parasitic to that of a. Hence, when this CHAIN is sent off to the C-I
interface, there is only one object that needs to be tanslated (this is indicated by the
vertical uurow f)1. et the C-I interface this object is translated into a variable (denoted
by x), which in turn will be assigned a value by accessing the discourse storage. Thus,
in (aa) there are two cross-modular operations, as indicated by the two vertical arrows.
In (ab) the dependency is not formed within C", but at the C-I interface. Hence, both of
the syntactic objects C, and C, will be sent off to the C-I interface independently. This
counts as two cross-modular operations. At the interface a dependency is formed
between s and B. Thus, only one access of the discourse storage is necessary to assign
a value to the dependency between o and P. In (4b), then, there are three cross-modular
operations in total. As for (4c), a dependency between cr and p is not formed within Cs1
or at the C-I interface, yet they are assigned the same value by accessing the discourse
storage. Hence, there are four cross-modular operations in (4c), which is the costliest
way to form an anaphoric relation between o and p. In the following section we will
discuss more closely how an anaphoric dependency can be formed at each component.

2.2.2 Dependencies withitr Cxr

Let us first consider how a dependency between two expressions o and p can be
established within Crr. Reuland (2001) mentions two possibilities, one of which is
discussed much more extensively than the other. We will look at both of them in turn.

In a nutshell, the gist of Reuland's (2001) proposal is that a dependency relation
can be established within Co as a by-product of Move/Auract and checking, hence
there is no need to resort to the use of indices, which do not have a status as a
theoretical primitive within the minimalist programme. Below I will illustrate how a
dependency can be formed within Co without going into too much technical detail
(Reuland also outlines the general procedure which must be taken given the

aa
1) fI
xl xz

1T f|
Cr C2

' The notion of CHAIN will be discussed in section 2.2-2.
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assumptions of the minimalist programme, leaving aside some technical
implementations). Let us consider (5).2

(5) a. (Reuland 2001:477)
Willem' schaamt zich'.
Willem shames SE

'Willem is ashamed.'
b. [Willem [[r. r FF"i.r, [,,, schaamt I]l [r*,,,.,' [zich t*n*,"1]]]

Following Reinhart and Reuland (Reinhart and Reuland 1997, 1993; Reuland and

Reinhart 1995), I assume that anaphors can be divided into two qryes: SE or simplex
anaphors like Dutch zich and Icelandic sig and SELF or complex anaphors such as

Dutch zichzelf and English himself. According to Reuland (2001: 444), Dutch SE

anaphor zich possesses only D- and 3d person features (thus it does not have gender

and number features). In example (5) formal features (FF) of zich covertly move and
adjoin to the V/I complex in the I system for Case checking (under the assumption that
Case of zich is a weak feature). Thus, FF"i.t are within a checking configuration of
Willem. Reuland (2001 454) assumes that (i) checking takes place blindly immediately
after a checking configuration has been established, and (ii) as many features as

possible can be deleted in a checking configuration. Accordingly, FF*iu.* check all the
relevant features which enter into a checking configuation, including the D- and 3d
person features af zich. When this checking takes place, a Chain can be established
between Willem and FFo.r. Reuland (2001:454) presumes that a checked feature cannot

be deleted if deletion violates the principle of recoverability of deletion (PRD). Based
on the PRD, he defines the notions of Chain and CHAIN as follows:

(6) Chain (Reuland 2001:457)
(s, F) forms a Chain if (a) p's features have been (deleted by and) recovered from
o, and (b) (cr, p) meets standard conditions on chains such as uniformity, c-
command, and locality.

(7) CHAIN (Reuland 2001: 458)
If (a,, o,r) is a Chain and (9r, Fr) is a chain and cr, : Fr, then (a,, dzlpu p) is a
CHAIN.

According to Reuland, deletion of FFrrn (i.e. D- and 3'd person feaflres) does not
violate the PRD as they are recoverable from the D- and 3'd person features of Willem.3

Hence, a Chain (Willem, FF6J is established. Following (7), a CHAIN (Willem,
FF,."h/FF,i"6, zich) is also formed, which can be abbreviated, as (Willem, zich). The result
is that the dependency relation between zich and its antecedent Willerz is established
within C*r.

x Adjunction is indicated by [r * ... ].
3 Thus, Reuland (2001: 454) rejects Chomsky's (1995) claim that interprctable features cannot be deleted.

15
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The other way to form a dependency within Cs1, which Reuland (2001: 483-485)
speculates about rather briefly, is when the SELF part of a complex anaphor undergoes
head movement to the predicate.4 Schematically, it can be represented as i" (8).

(8) a. DP ... [H] [PRoN [SELF]I
b. DP ... [SELF H] [PRON [e]l

When the SELF part adjoins to the predicate head, it affects the interpretation of the
predicate in such a way that the value of the pronominal element in the specifier
position will be restricted to that of the subject argument. In effect, tlen, the
incorporation of SELF results in the interpretation that the values of the subject and
object arguments are identical. From the perspective of the economy of interpretation,
however, the crucial point is that the foundation of the dependency relation between the
subject argurnent and the pronominal element in the specifier position is encoded
within Cs1, though C* itself is trnaffected by its semantic effect.

An intriguing result of the failure to establish a dependency within C* can be
observed in relation to the phenomenon of logophoricity. Reuland (2001:- 465-470)
claims that an anaphor can be used logophorically in case a dependency relation
between the anaphor and its antecedent is not formed within Crr. Thus, he states the
following rule for logophoricity:

(9) Rule L: Logophoric interpretation (Reuland 2001: 466)
NP A cannot be used logophorically if there is a B such that a CHAIN @, A) can
be formed.

It is widely known that Icelandic SE anaphor .slg can be long-distance bound out of a

subjunctive clause (i.e. it can be used logophorically). Example (10) illustrates this.

(10) (Manzini and Wexler 1987:417)
a. J6q segir ad M*iq elskar sig,il.

Jon says that Maria loves-no SE

'Jon says that Maria loves himlherself.'
b. J6n, segir ab Maria, elski sigvi.

Jon says that Maria loves-suBJ SE

'Jon says that Maria loves himlherself.'

Following an analysis that the subjunctive mood in Icelandic and Romance languages
is licensed by the presence of an operator (Kempchinsky 1986; Manzini 1993),
Reuland argues that under the minimalist assumptions this licensing mechanism will be
most likely to be ca:ried out within C,rr. If that is the case, the fact that slg can be long-
distance bound will follow naturally. Let us look at (11).

a One may wonder what triggers the head movement of the SELF part of a complex anaphor. Reutand
(2001: 485) makes a few conjechres on this point. The simplest option would be to assume that head
movement is available within Cs1 independently of any inrinsic triggers.
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(11) a. [Op [,, Maria [[r,r FF,ie [,,, elski I]] [rrr. [t,,nr sig]Jlll
b. [[oo, o, [r, r FF,ie [r, r FF"r,m I]l Opl [p Maria [elski [r**" [tk*r sig]llll

Suppose that the formal features of the V/I complex in the subjunctive mood move to
the operator covertly. This disrupts the potential CHAIN formed between Maria and
slg.s As the most economical way to interpret srg via the formation of a dependency
within C* is not available in a subjunctive clause, this opens up the possibility of sig
being interpreted logophorically.

2.2.3 Dependencies at the C-I Interface

Reuland (2001: 471) assumes that at the C-I interface the output of C", will be

translated into a logical synta( representation consisting of, among other things,
variables and 1,-operators. Let us see how this translation proceeds. First, a l.-operator
will be introduced at the C-I interface as a by-product of the subject argument checking
the EPP feature within C", (Reinhart 2000: 300-301). Example (12) illustates this
procedure.

(12) a. [Jacquelin€ [/ro"qu.rin. [swam]]]
b. Jacqueline (trx (x swam))

In (l2b) the lower copy of Jacqueline is translated into a variable bound by the l,-
operator. The l.-predicate in (l2b) denotes the set of individuals who swam and (l2b)
indicates that Jacqueline is in this set.6 A SE anaphor like Dutch zich is obligatorily
translated as a variable bound by a l.-operator (for it can never be used for
coreference), while a pronoun can be translated either as a bound or a free variable.
Thus, (5a) will be translated as in (13) at the C-I interface.

(13) Willem (2ux (x schaamt x))

Now, with this mapping procedure in mind, let us consider the following
examples.

(1a) $einhart and Reuland 1993: 706)
a. +Willem, bewondert zich,.

Willem admires SE
'Willem admires himself.'

5 More precisely, Eric Reuland (personal communication) assumes that although checking takes place
indiscriminately as soon as a checking configuration has been established, this does not immediately result
in the formation of a CHAIN. Rather, whether a CHAIN can bc formed or not is determined after all the
other operations within Csl have taken place. Thus, a CHAIN beween Maia and sE cannot be established
in (11) once the formal features of the V/I complex covertly move to the operator.
6 As we will see in chapter 3, other DPs may also become sisters of iu-predicates by movement.

t7
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Willem, bewondert zichzel{.
Willem admires himself
'Willem admires himself.'

**Willemi bewondert hem,.

Willem admires him
'Willem admires him.'

In (Iaa) the dependency between zich and its antecedent Willem is established within
Crr, and the derivation converges just like example (5) above. Why is the sentence

ungrarnmatical, then? Reuland (2001: 477) argues that the difference in grammaticality
between (5) and (taa) can be atffibuted to the fact that schamen'shame' is a one-place
predicate (as it is intrinsically reflexive), while bewonderen'admire' is a two-place
predicate. When a CHAIN is established between zich and its antecedent within C"r, it
will be interpreted as one semantic argument at the C-I interface. More generally,
Reuland (2001: 477) assumes that two occlurences of a variable bound by the same l"-
operator will constitute a chain at the C-I interface (as long as the stmctural conditions
on chains are satisfied).7 Thus, in (13) above two occurrences of the variable x within

? This assumption, I presume, is needed in order to account for the following contrast in Frisian.

(i) (Reuland 2001:478)
a. Willeq skammet hirq.

Willem shames him
'Willem is ashamed.'

b. Willem (Ix (x skammet x))

(ii) (Reuland200l:479)
a. *Willemi hatet him;.

Willem hates him
'Whillem hates him.'

b. Willem (fx (x hatet x))

As indicated in (ia), Frisian allows a pronoun to occur in places where zich is used in Dutch. Under the
assumption that the presence of a number feature in him precludes the establishment of a dependency
relation within Cg1 (see the discussion in the text), a dependenry in (ia) is not formed within Cg1 but at the
C-l interface. The prcdicate skamje'shame' in Frisian is intrinsically reflexive and has only one 0-role to
assign (ust like Dutch schamen). Hence, the arity requirement in (ia) is satisfied under the assumption that
two occurrences of a variable bound by the same l,-operator constitute a chain or one s€mantic object. In
(iia), however, haatsje 'hate' is a mnsitive verb and requircs two arguments. Since two occurrences of a

variable bound by the same l.-operator conespond to one ssmantic object, (iia) misses one argument. As
will be discussed in the text shortly, the arity requirement in (iia) will be satisfied by adding SELF, as

shown in (iii).

(iii) Willeq hatet himsels;.
Willem hates himself
'Willem hates himself.'

Exarnple (i) also suggests that the arity of a predicate will be checked at the C-I interface rather than within
Cp; if it were checked within Cr., (i) would be inconectly ruled out due to a violation of the arity
requirement. That arity is checked at the interface can be obsewed in the following example, too.

b.
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the l"-predicate will be keated as one semantic argument. If that is the case, the arity
requirement of schamen is satisfied by the CHAIN formed within Cr, (which will be

represented as two occturences of a variable bound by the sutme l,-operator at the C-I
interface), while b*vonderen misses one semantic argument at the C-I interface.
According to Reuland (2001: 579), the requirement that bewonderen should have two
arguments is satisfied by the presence of the zelf part in zichzelf. More specifically, let
us observe (15).

(15) Willem, bewondert [. zichi [^ zel{l]

In (15) the coargument of Willem is not zichbut the entire DP r. As Willem and the DP
t do not form a CHAIN (though Willem and zich do), the arity requirement of
bewonderen is not violated here. At the C-I interface example (15) will be represented
as follows:

(16) Vfi[em (]"x (x bewondert f(x)))

In (16) the verb bewondert takes two arguments: one is x and the other is some function
of x. Reuland (2001: 481-483) proposes that this function gives a close approximation
to the value of x (i.e. the value of the sister of the immediate l.-predicate which
contains the function) without being formally identical.s He offers the following
examples in support of this claim.

(17) 'Madame Tussaud's' context (Reuland 2001: 483)
Marie is famous and walked into Madame Tussaud's. She looked in a mirror and
a. ze zagzich in een griezelige hoek staan.

she saw SE in a creepy corner stand
'she saw SE standing in a creepy corner.'
favoured interpretation: zich = Marie, i.e. Marie saw herself

b. ze zagzichzelf in een griezelige hoek staan.

she saw herself in a creepy corner stand
'she saw herself standing in a creepy corner.'
favoured interpretation: zichzelf = Marie's statue, i.e. Marie saw her statue

(iv) (Reuland 2001: 480n43)
a. *Oscar loves Cindy and him.
b. Oscar (lx (x loves Cindy and x loves x))
c Oscar loves Cindy and himself.

In (iva) the arity requirement of the predicate is satisfied within Cg1. However, upon hanslating it into a

logical syntax representation at the Cl interface, as in (ivb), ttre second conjunct will result in a violation of
the arity requirement and thus the derivation will be ruled out (to satisfr the arity requiremeng we need to
use hirnself, as in (ivc)). Therefore, the ungrammaticality of (iva) supports the view that arity is checked at
the CJ interface.
8 Following Reinhart (2000), Willem in (16) is referred to as the srsler of the l"-predicate.

t9
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(18) 'Mtinchhausen' context (Reuland 2001: 483)
a. De baron trok zich uit het moeras.

the baron pulled SE out.of the swamp
'The baron pulled SE out of the swamp.'
favoured interpretation: the baron pulls himself out by grabbing a branch of
a tee hanging over him

b. De baron tok zichzelf uit het moeras.
the baron pulled himself out.of the swamp
'The baron pulled himself out of the swamp.'
favoured interpretation: the baron pulls hirnself out by his hair (the story
situation)

ECM constructions in Dutch allow either zich or zichzelf to occw in the ECM subject
position. However, their interpretations are not necessarily the same; while zich yields
an interpretation in which the values of the subject and the object are identical, zichzelf
may induce an interpretation where their values are distinct. Thus, the preferred
interpretation of (17b) is that zichzelf denotes a statue of Marie rather than Marie
herself, while that of (l8b) is that the baron is portrayed as an agent distinct from his
body. Examples (17) and (18) support Reuland's claim that the zelfpart of the complex
anaphor zichzelf is semantically a function which yields a close approximation to the
value of the sister of the immediate l.-predicate which contains it.

Finally, the ungrammaticality of (14c) is explained as follows. Since pronominal
elements (i.e. anaphors and pronouns) can be translated as bound variables, nothing
prevents the pronovn hem from being interpreted as a variable locally bound by the
subject. Reuland indeed claims that hem in (lac) can be ranslated as a variable. The
crucial point is, however, that the translation of hem into a variable, or to put it in a
different way, the establishment of a dependency relation between Willem and hem in
(l4c), does not occur until the C-I interface. Reuland (2001: 458-459) argues that, as

opposed to the deletion of categorial, person, ffid gender features, deleting a number
feature would have the effect of violating the PRD; the information provided by a

number feature cannot be fully recoverable from the number feafure of another DP in a
checking configuration. Let us consider the following example.

(19) (Reuland 2001: 458)
The times were rough. Men were betraying men and women were betraying
women.

Reuland claims that the interpretations of the two occrurences of men atdwomen in the
above sentence are not necessarily identical and that they may indeed denote distinct
sets of individuals with potentially different cardinalities. Thus, a number feature will
uniquely conkibute to the interpretation of the DP in question and it cannot be simply
recovered from the matching feature of another DP in a checking configuration. It
follows then that a Chain (and consequently a CHAIN) cannot be formed between
Willem and hem within Crr, since hem contains a number feature [+singular]. Although
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a dependency relation between Willem and hem can be established at the C-I interface
due to the constnral of hem as a bound variable, this representation is blocked by a
more economical representation like (lab) where a dependency is established within
Crr. Moreover, native speakers of Dutch usually regard (lac) as worse than (14a).

Within the reflexivity framework of Reinhart and Reuland (1993), the difference in
grammaticality between (laa) and (l4c) is attributed to the fact that (14a) violates
Reinhart and Reuland's condition B, while (lac) violates not only the condition B but
also the chain condition.e Within the framework of Reuland (2001), on the other hand,

this difference in grammaticality can be accounted for by the notion of economy of
interpretation. That is, although both (l4a) and (lac) violate the arity requirement of
the predicate bewonderen, the dependency relation of the former is established within
Cg1, while that of the latter is formed at the C-I interface. As the dependency

established within Cs1 is preferred over the one created at the C-I interface, native
speakers of Dutch would consider (laa) better than (l4c).

At this point I would like to add one assumption to Reuland's (2001) framework.
I will assume that when a lexical item is tanslated into a variable at the C-I interface,
its lexical properties are retained as a constaint on any bound variable constmal. This
assumption is motivated by the fact that she tn the following example cannot be

constrred as a bound variable even though the c-command condition is met.

(20) *Every boyi wonders what she' will become in the future.

e Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) conditions and their definitions are given below.

(i) Binding conditions (Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 678)
A: A reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive.
B: A reflexive semantic predicate is reflexive-marked.

(ii) Definitions (Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 678)
a. Tbe syntactic predicate formed of (a head) P is P, all its synActic arguments, and an extemal

argument of P (subject).

The syntactic arguments of P arc the projections assigned O-role or Case by P.

b. The semantic predicate formed of P is P and all its arguments at tbe relevant semantic level.
c. A predicate is reflexive ifftwo of its arguments arc coindexed.
d. A predicate (formed of P) is rellexive-mar&ed iffeither P is lexically reflexive or one of P's

arguments is a SELF anaphor.

(iii) General condition on A-chains (Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 696)
A maximal A'chain (d,,..., cr) contains exactly one link {r- that is both +R(eferential
independence) and Case-marked.

(iu) Generalised chain definition (Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 693n32)
C = (s,,..., on) is a chain iffC is the maximal sequence such that
a. there is an index i such that for all7, t Sj < n, oj carries that index, and
b. for all7, I 3 j < z, cl governs fl7+ r.

As noted in the text, (l4a) violates Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) condition B: although the predicate is
rcflexive (i.e. its coarguments arc coindcxed), it is not reflexive-marked. Example (l4c), on the other hand,
violates both the condition B and the chain condition. The predicate is not reflexivc-marked and both the
head and the tail of an A+hain (Willem, hem) xe fully specified for grammatical features.

2t
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Under this assumption, then, OaO and (14c) will be represented as in (21).

(21) a. Willem (l,x (x*,,,"* bewondert x"i,rJ)
b. Willem (1,x (x*,,,*n bewondert xh.J)

Occur:ences of a variable n (21a, b) are bound by the same l,-operator, and thus they
constitute a chain. Since the lexical properties of x6g,, c&r be accessed at the C-I
interface, (21b) violates the chain condition, as not only the head but also the tail of the
chain is fully specified for Q-features (see footnote 9 of this chapter for the definition of
the chain condition). Thus, the difference in grammaticality between (laa) and (14c)
can also be attributed to the fact that (14c) violates the chain condition, while (laa)
does not.

In section 2.2.2 we briefly saw an alternative way of establishing a dependency
relation within C".. This is achieved by head movement of the SELF part to the
predicate, the semantic effect of which is to restrict the value of the pronominal element
in the specifier position to that of the subject argument. At the C-I interface example
(22a) will be translated as (22b).

(22) a. Jacqueline dressed herself.
b. Jacqueline (l"x (x1**1;n, dressed yn", & y: x))

In (22b) the arity requirement of the predicate is satisfied by distinct variables: one is a
variable bound by the l,-operator and the other is a free variable, the value of which is
equal to that of the subject argument due to the semantic restiction of the incorporated
SELF.

2.2.4 Dependencies by Accessing the Discourse Storage

Lastly, a dependency relation (i.e. coreference) can be established by accessing the
discourse storage. For instance, the ambiguity observed in the following sentence has
been claimed to be the result of tanslating a pronoun either into a bound variable or a
free variable.

(23) (Reinhan 2000: 298)
a. Only Lucie respects her husband.
b. only Lucie (l,x (*.r." respects xh.,'s husband))
c. only Lucie (l,x (xuu,"" respects yh.,'s husband)) & y = Lucie

In (23b) the pronoun her is construed as a variable bound by the l,-operator, while in
(23c) it is translated as a free variable, the value of which is given by accessing the
discourse storage and which happens to be Lucie. These two logical syntax
representations differ tuth-conditionally: (23b) is tue if Lucie is the only wife who
respects her own husband though someone else may respect Lucie's husband as well,
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whereas (23c) is tue if Lucie's husband is respected by nobody but Lucie even though
there may be wives who respect their own husbands.

Next let us consider the following example.

Q$ a. Bill adores him.
b. Bill (l"x (xs', adores xr,iJ)
c. Bill ()"x (xr,1, adores yniJ) & y = Bill

In (2ab) two occurrences of a variable x are bound by the srlme l.-operator, hence they
constitute one semantic object. Thus, (24b) violates the arity requirement of the
predicate and the representation is ruIed out. But how about (24c)? Here the arity
requirement is satisfied as a free variable y is formally distinct from a bound variable x,
and yet apparently Qaa) does not allow this coreferential reading. It has been argued,

however, that a coreferential reading is not impossible for this type of sentence

(Reinhart 1983a; Grodzinsky and Reinhart 1993; Heim 1998). For instance, a

coreferential reading is certainly available in the following case.

(25) (Reuland 2001: 448)
I know what Mary and Bill have in common. Mary adores him and Bill adores

him too.

ln order to capture the possibility of coreference illustrated above, Grodzinsky and
Reinhart propose the following:

(26) Rule I: Intrasentential coreference (Grodzinsky and Reinhart 1993: 79)
NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with C, C a variable A-bound by
B, yields an indistinguishable interpretation.

According to rule l, (24c) is ruled out because an indistinguishable interpretation with a

bound variable can be obtained by (2 b) (even though the latter is eventually ruled out
due to the arity violation). This is in effect the economy consideration obsewed in
section 2.2.1; forming a dependency relation at the C-I interface is more economical
than creating a dependency by accessing the discotrse storage, and thus the former is
chosen over the latter. By contrast, in (25) what is predicated of Bill is not the property
of self-admiration but the property of admiring BiU (which is also predicated of Mary).
In this case, then, a coreferential interpretation is distinct from a bound variable
interpretation; therefore (25) is allowed by rule I.

So far we have considered how a dependency relation between an anaphoric
element and its antecedent can be established; a dependency can be formed by (i) the
result of checking (or the incorporation of SELF) within CHL, (ii) the binding of
variables by a l,-operator at the C-I interface, and (iii) accessing the discourse storage.
ln section 2.3 we will look at another aspect of anaphora, namely how a given
anaphoric expression is selected over other potential ones to establish an anaphoric

relation with the intended antecedent.

23
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2.3 Selection of Appropriate Anaphoric Expressions

2.3.1 Accessibility Theory

Suppose that the speaker rnentions some referential entity, say Jacqueline, in a

conversation. When the speaker wishes to refer to this entity again, there are several
options he can entertain. He can use a pronoun shelher, the proper name Jacqueline
again, or a definite description which describes the entity like the linguist who did

fieldwork in Guinea. However, a given anaphoric expression is not selected randomly
out of these options. Thus, although (27a) is a felicitous sentence, (27b) is not.

(27) a. After Jacquelinei crrme back from Guinea,I met her,.

b. #After Jacquelinei came back from Guinea, I met Jacquelinel.

Note that the unnaturalness of (27b) cannot be due to the violation of some
grammatical principle like the binding condition C; in (27b) neither occrurence of
Jacqueline c-corrmands the other, and hence it cannot be ruled out by the condition C.

Rather, the unnaturalness of (27b) will be accounted for by accessibility theory (Ariel
1990, 1991, 1994, in press), which deals with the selection of appropriate anaphoric
expressions in cases where the dependency relation is not formed within Cp. In what
follows, I will give an overview of accessibility theory and we will consider its
application to Japanese in section 2.3.2.

The cental idea of accessibility theory is that some mental entities or
representations are more readily retrievable than others in the addressee's memory, ild
the speaker uses different kinds of anaphoric expressions to help the addressee retrieve
the mental entities (the antecedents for anaphoric expressions for our purposes) that the
speaker intends in his utterance. Accessibility theory thus comprises two components:
(i) what sort of mental entities are considered to be salient in the addressee's memory
and hence highly accessible to her, and (ii) what kind of anaphoric expressions code
high accessibility. With respect to the former, Ariel argues that (28a-e) below are

among the salient entities in a discourse (i.e. salient within the mind of the addressee),

while (280 is added as a highly accessible antecedent in Reinhart (1995: 102).

(28) Highly accessible antecedents

a. discourse or sentence topicro

'0 Admittedly, it is a formidable task to provide a convincing definition of what a topic is (as far as I know,
Ariel uses this notion without clearly defining it). In general, there axe two approaches in explicating what a
(sentcnce) topic is: one approacb claims that a topic refers to the old information in the prcceding discourse,
while the other approach holds the view that a topic is what the sentence makes an assertion about. Reinhart
(1981) supports the latter view and rejects the former, arguing that old information is neither a suflicient nor
a necessary condition for topichood. Following Reinhart, we will adopt the latter view in this dissertation.
Reinhart (1981:63-64) notes that certain syntactic constructions like left dislocation, topicalisation, PP
preposing, and passivisation obligatorily place a topic expression in a fixed position (unless the expression
in question receives focus intonation). For instance, in (i) below the left dislocated element qualifies as a
topic ofthe sentence.
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b. grammatical subject
c. mental representations of discourse participants (i.e. the speaker and the

addressee)

d. certain special discourse entities (e.g. humans as opposed to non-humans)

e. important people or things in the addressee's life (e.g. her spouse and

children)
f. cente of consciousnessrl

(i) (Reinhart l98l: 63)
a. Felix, it's been ages since I've seen him.
b. As for Matilda, she can't stand Felix.
c. Regarding yoursecond proposal, the board has found it unfeasible.

Whether a given expression functions as a topic or not can therefore be elucidated when we consider a
paraphrase of the sentence in question using one of these constnrctions. Reinhart (1981: 65) argues that
quantifier expressions are often hard, and in somc cases impossible, to interptet as topics. That this is the

case can be gleaned when we consider their paraphrases. Thus, the sentences in (iii) are awkward as

paraphrases for (ii), which indicates that the expressions in italics are not topics.

(iD (Reinhart l98l:65)
a. There is afly in my tea.

b. More people are familiar with the book's catchy title than are acquainted with its turgid text.

(iii) (Reinhart l98l: 65)
a. ??As for a fly, it's in my tea/there is one in my tea.

b. ?He said about people that more of them are familiar with the book's catchy title than are

acquainted with its turgid text.

It should also be noted that as far as the content of this dissertation is concemed, since a topic is

grammatically coded by a topic marker wa in Japanese, whether a given expression qualifies as a topic or
not can be determined without much diffrculty (though the rcverse does not hold, i.e. a wa-marked

expression does not necessarily serye as a topic in Japanese).
rr Ariel (1990, 1994, in prcss) claims ttrat the cntity whose point of view the speaker adopts in a discourse
will be coded by a highcr accessibility marker. This is in line with the notion of centre of consciousness as

suggested by Reinhart (1995). According to Tanya Reinhart (personal communication), centre of
consciousness subsumes Sell's (1987) souncr and seLr among other things, while PIvoT is rejected by
Reinhart as illdefined. Sell's definitions are given below.

(i) (Sells 1987:457)
soucE: one who is the intentional agent of the communication
SELF: one whose mental state or attinrde the content of the proposition describes
PIVoT: one with respect to whose (space-time) location the content of the proposition is evaluated

Note that prvot is primarily motivated in order to explain the following difference in grammaticality in
Japanese.

(ii) (Sells 1987:455)
a. Takasi;wa [Yosiko-ga mizu-o zibun;no ue-ni kobosi-ta-node] nure-te-simat-ta.

Takasi-rop Yosiko-Nou water-Acc SE-GEN on spill-rsr-becaus€ get.wet-NF-PERF-PST

'Takasi got wet because Yosiko spilled water on him.'
b. *Takasfwa [Yosiko-ga mizu-o zibun;no ue-ni kobosi-ta+oki] nut-te-simat-ta.

Takasi-rop Yosiko-Nou water-Acc SEce!{ on spill-rst-when get.wet-NF-PERF-PsT

'Takasi got wet when Yosiko spilled water on him.'
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Additional factors contribute to the relative accessibility of an antecedent, too. For
example, a short distance between an anaphoric expression and its antecedent usually
makes the latter highly accessible. On the other hand, if there are more than one
potential antecedent for a given anaphoric expression, these antecedents will be in
competition for anaphora resolution, which in effect makes them less accessible. Ariel
also points out that when an anaphoric expression and its antecedent appear in different
clauses, the way these clauses are connected to each other influences the relative
accessibility of the antecedent. Thus, subordination creates a more cohesive link
between the anaphoric expression and its antecedent than the case of coordination,
hence the antecedent is more accessible when it appears in a superordinate clause. The
sErme applies to a restictive versus a non-restrictive relative clause as well; as the
former is more cohesive than the lafier, the head noun of a restrictive relative clause is
more accessible to the variable of a wh-operator than that of a non-restrictive relative
clause. Furtherrnore, whether a given part of discourse is presented from the same point
of view/frame or not also influences the relative accessibility of an antecedent. That is,

when an anaphoric expression and its antecedent are uttered frorn the same point of
view/frame, the antecedent is more accessible than otherwise. In sum, then, there are at
least three factors which can influence the relative accessibility of an antecedent, as

stated in (29).

(29) Factors affecting the relative accessibility of an antecedent
a. distance
b. competition
c. unity

The other component of accessibility theory concerns the question of what kind of
anaphoric expressions code high accessibility. Based on a corpus study of a variery of
texts (both spoken and written), Ariel proposes the following hierarchy:

In (iia) where the two clauses are connectedby node'because' a SE anaphor zibun can be anaphoric to the
matrix subject Takasi, whereas such an anaphoric relation is impossible when the two clauses are linked by
/o/ri 'when', as shown in (iib). Sells (1987: 466) argues that the use of node implies that the speaker is
making a judgement on the causal relations between two events, in which case the speaker is allowed to
take the point of view of the matrix subject. Not only do I not understand what he means by this, but also
things are morc complicated than what examples in (ii) apparcntly show. As can be seen in (iii) below, it is
in fact not impossible for zibun in the roti clause to have Talcasi as its antecedent.

(iii) ?Takasi;wa [Yosiko-ga mizu-o zibun;-no ue-ni kobosi-ta+oki] okot-ta.
Takasi-rop Yosiko-uouwater-AccSE+en on spill+sr-whenget.angry-psT
'Takasi got angry when Yosiko spilled water on him.'

Here the presence of a psych-verb olor-u'get angry' facilitates the anaphoric relation between Talrasi and
zibun. Thus, whatever the cause of the ungrammaticality of (iib) is, what is clear is that it is not the case that
zibun inthe toki clause cannot take the matrix subject as its antecedent because it does not allow binding via
PrvoT. Hence, we will reject Sells' proposal to explain the difference in grammaticality in (ii) by appeal to
the notion of PtvoT, while leaving the solution to it for further research.
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(30) Accessibility marking scale (Ariel 1994: 30)
zeto1reflexives<agreementmarkers<cliticisedpronouns<

demonstrative (+ NP) < distal demonstative (+ NP) < proximal demonstrative (+
}tIP) + modifier < distal demonstrative (+ I.IP) + modifier < first nzlme < last name
< short definite description < long definite description < full name < full name +

modifier

ln the above hierarchy a zero form is the highest accessibility marker among all the

potentially anaphoric expressions, while a full nzlme plus a modifier is the lowest
accessibility marker of all. The speaker uses a high accessibility marker when referring
to a highly accessible antecedent and a lower accessibility marker for a less accessible

antecedent. The addressee, then, relies on the relative degree of the accessibility marker
provided by the speaker to correctly retrieve the antecedent from her memory which
the speaker has intended.r2

12 Ariel (in press) has changed her view that a reflexive pronoun is an extremely high accessibility marker,
as indicated in (30), and argues instead that it codes an intermediate degree of accessibility. Ariel claims
that the universality of accessibility marking scale results from thrce cognitively motivated coding
principles: informativity, rigidity, and attenuation. By informativity she means that the more informative a

given anaphoric expression is, the more Iikely it is to code a lower degree of accessibility, while rigidity
refers to the tendency that the more rigidly (or unambiguously) a given anaphoric expression rcfers, the

lower accessibility it codes (as in proper names). Finally, the less attenuated an expression is, the lower
accessibility it marks in general (e.g. stressed versus unstressed pronouns). Based on the criterion of
attenuation, Ariel (in press) now asserts that since a reflexive pronoun (in English) is less attenuated than a

pronoun (i.e. a reflcxive pronoun is phonologically longer than a pronoun), it will code a lower degree of
accessibility than a pronoun. Therefore, she is led to conclude that the antecedent of a coargument reflexive,
though it is highly accessible in terms of distance, is in fact less accessible as it is unexpected as an

antecedent (especially when the predicate denotes a relation on inflicting some serious harm).
I wish to argue, however, that the modification that Ariel proposes with respect to the accessibility of

a reflexive pronoun is not tenable for the following five reasons. First, if we follow the reasoning of
Reuland (2001), the fact that a reflexive pronoun appears less attenuated than a pronoun has nothing to do
with the degree of accessibility, but rather the reason why the SELF part is required is because it can

salvage the derivation from an arity violation (or it can encode the identity relation between coarguments).
Morcover, Ariel's claim that John in (ia) is less accessible as it is an unexpected antecedent cannot be

maintained empirically, as can be seen in (ib-d).

Johq hurt himsel(.
Nobodyl likes to hurt him.y'himsel(.
John; hurt his; leg.
Johq hurt himsel{ but did not tell it to hisi parents.

If Ariel's claim about the unexpectedness of an antecedent were correct, we would expect a high
accessibility marker like him to occur in (ib), as the antecedent is not unexpected at all semantically.
However, this is not the case. Similarly, if hurting oneself is not a likely event, we would not expect a high
accessibility marker like frrs to occur in (ic), either. Example (id) would also remain aptzzle as the use of a

reflexive pronoun in the first conjunct shows that John is less accessible, and yet the second conjunct
indicates that John is in fact highly accessible. Third, as noted in footnote I I of this chapter, Ariel claims
that the entity whose point of view the speaker adopts in a discourse is coded by a higher accessibility
marker. However, given that logophoricity is rcalised by a rcflexive pronoun in many languages, this runs
counter to Ariel's claim that a reflexive pronoun codes an intermediate degree of accessibility. Fourth, Ariel

27
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Let us consider some examples as an illustation of how accessibility theory
works in actual anaphora resolution. First, let us observe the following:

(31) (tuiel1994: I l; originally from Broadbent (1973))
The feedpipe lubricates the chain, and it should be adjusted to leave a gap half an

inch between itself and the sprocket.

In (31) there is more than one potential antecedent forthe pronoun it,yet the default
interpretation is that the pronoun refers to the feedpipe and not the chain This is

because the (unstressed) pronoun, a high accessibility marker, signals to the addressee

to search for a highly accessible antecedent. Since the subjecUtopic of a sentence is

more accessible than the object in the default case, the feedpipe is selected as the
antecedent of the pronoun. That a pronoun refers to a highly accessible antecedent can

be observed in the following example as well.

(32) (Ariel 1990: 25; originally from Isard (1975))
a. First square 19 and then cube it. (it: 19 or 192)

b. First square 19 and then cube that. (that = 192 only)

Here the pronoun i/ can refer to either the topic (i.e. 19) or the non-topic (i.e. 192),

whereas the demonstrative that, an intermediate accessibility marker, can only refer to
the non-topic. Next let us consider (33).

(33) (Ariel 1990: 65)
a. Jane,kissed Maryi, and then sher.., kissed Harry.
b. Jane,kissed Maryi, and then SHE.i/j kissed Harry.

When a pronoun in the subject position is stessed, as in (33b), coreference between the
pronoun and the preceding subject Jane becomes unavailable. A stressed pronoun is a

(in press) notes that a high accessibility marker in general entails a low processing cost, for the antecedent is
highly accessible in the addressoe's memory, whercas a low accessibility marker implies a high processing

cost. [f that is the case, processing a reflexive pronoun in the object argument position would be a relatively
costly operation. Pifiango et al. (2001) have demonstrated, however, that processing a logophoric reflexive,
as in (iib), is in fact costlier than processing a coargument reflexive like (iia), which is contrary to Ariel's
claim that a logophor codes higher accessibility, while a coargument reflexive is a rclatively low
accessibility marker.

(ii) (Pifrango et al. 2001)
a. The girl; who was arrogant praised hersel{.
b. The gir! sprayed bug rcpellent around hersel(.

Finally, discussion on (logophoric) reflexives in the text assumes Ariel's earlier view that a reflexive
pronoun is an extremely high accessibility marker. Hence, these examples would be unaccounted for under
the view that a reflexive codes an intermediate degree of accessibility. In the remainder of our discussion we
maintain the accessibility marking scale stated in (30).
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lower accessibility marker than an unstessed pronoun; hence, it signals to the

addressee to look for a less accessible antecedent like the object Mory."
In the following example a reflexive pronoun does not have an antecedent within

the sentence.

(3a) (Ariel 1994:35; taken from Brookner (1983: 124))*
Now KitU, could see Mauricei, his red pullover the only colour in the gloom.
There was no one but themselvesi*j h the huge building.

Example (3a) is an instance of a logophoric reflexive. In contast to a coargument

reflexive, a logophoric reflexive (in English) is licensed when it does not occupy an

argument position of a predicate by itself (Reinhan and Reuland 1991, 1993; Reuland

and Reinhart 1995). In the above example a logophoric reflexive is permitted
presumably because the speaker is adopting the point of view of Kitty in describing the

situation. Or it could be the case that a logophoric reflexive in (3a) is licensed because

the antecedent(s) are the topic of the discourse.ro Note that in either case the

antecedent(s) are regarded as highly accessible. Furthermore, Ariel claims that the
reason why the first-person reflexive is licensed in the following cases is because the

mental representations of discourse participants are among the highly accessible
potential antecedents.

(35) (Ariel 1994: 35)
This masterpiece was written by Maya and myself/*himself.

(36) (Ariel 1994: 35; taken from a 1987 fiLm The Fourth Protocof)*
So who's advising Govorshin apart from ourselves/*themselves?

Also, the fact that an anaphor in many languages is subject oriented is quite compatible
with accessibility theory; an extemely high accessibility marker like an anaphor

signals to the addressee to look for a highly accessible antecedent, and the subject of a
sentence is among the highly accessible antecedent expressions. An anaphor in English
is not necessarily subject oriented, yet a subject is preferred over an (indirect) object in
the default case.rs Moreover, in some cases the antecedent of an anaphor must be a
subject:

13 However, I will suggest in chapter 4 that a stressed pronoun does not necessarily code lower accessibility.
ra In some cases it may be diffrcult to pinpoint the factor which is responsible for the high accessibility of
the antecedent, especially when an example sentence is presented in isolation. Although this may give an

impression that the notion of centre of consciousness is supcrfluou (since when the speaker adopts the
point of view of the third-person individual, this individual is most likely to be the topic of the discourse as

well), we will see in chapter 4 that both centre of consciousness and topichood are in fact necessary to
account for anaphoric behaviours in Japanese.
15 For instance, Kim (1993: 194-195) reports that when the native speaker controls (n = 15) were asked to
choose the antecedent for a reflexive in (i), they chose the subject DP 68.33% of the time and the object DP
21.63% of the time (the control zubjects also chose both DPs as potentialantecedents l0% of the time).

29
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(37) (Ariel 1994: 36; originally from Chomsky (1986: 108))

a. They' told me that pictures of each other, would be on sale.

b. *I told them, that pictures of each other, would be on sale.

In (38) below two occurrences of John can be coreferential in one case but not in
the other.

(38) (Ariel1994:13; originally from Haegeman (1984: 712))
a. *John, did all the housework while John,'s wife was ill.
b. John, will study linguistics, while Johq's father used to teach literature.

The difference in grammaticality observed above can be accounted for by considering
the degree of cohesion between the two clauses. The clauses in (38a) are connected
without an intonational break and thus they are more cohesive than the ones in (38b).
An antecedent is considered to be more accessible when it occtrs in a clause which is
tightly linked to the clause which contains an anaphoric expression. Therefore, in the
case of (38a) if the speaker intends coreference between the two occturences of John,
he would have to use a high accessibility marker (a pronoun in this case) instead of a
proper noun; otherwise, given such a low accessibility marker as a proper noun, the
addressee will search for a less accessible antecedent than the first occrurence of John
and the coreference intended by the speaker will not be achieved. In (38b), on the other
hand, since the two clauses are less tightly linked, John in the antecedent clause is not
as salient as the one in (38a). Hence, a low accessibility marker can be felicitously used
to establish coreference. The relevance of cohesion in accessibilify theory can be

observed in relative clauses in Hebrew as well. Let us observe the following.

(39) (Ariel1994:29)
a. Ha-gvarim ha-yisreelim [she-ha-cava sholeax el?otam le-hilaxem] hem

the-men the-Israelis that-the-army sends them to-fight are
geza shuvenisti bi-myuxad.
race chauvinist especially
'The Israeli men that the army sends (them) to fight are an especially
chauvinistic lot.'

b. Ha-gvarim ha-yisreelim, [she-ha-cava sholeax elotam le-hilaxem], hem
the-men the-Israelis that-the-arny sends them to-fight are
geza shuvenisti bi-myuxad.
race chauvinist especially
'The Israeli men, whom the army sends (them) to fight, are an especially
chauvinistic lot.'

(D (Kim 1993: l9t-192')
a. John told Tom about himself.
b. Susan talked to Mary about herself.
c. John gave Tom a picture of himself.
d. Susan asked Mary about herself.
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Example (39a) shows that when the head noun is modified by a restrictive relative
clause, the use of a resumptive pronowr otam'them' is disfavoured. By contast, when
the head noun is modified by a non-restrictive relative clause, as in (39b), a resumptive
pronoun can be felicitously used to corefer with the head noun. According to Ariel, this
is because the tighter link between the head noun and a restictive relative clause makes

the former highly accessible, thereby a zero form (i.e. the variable of a wh-operator) is

preferred over a resumptive pronoun. However, when the connection between the head

noun and a modiffing clause is not tighf as in the case of a non-reskictive relative
clause, the head noun is less accessible and hence a lower accessibility marker like a

resumptive pronoun is also permitted. As noted above, Ariel argues that the disknce
between an anaphoric expression and its antecedent can influence tle accessibility of
the latter in that a larger distance between the two will make the antecedent less

accessible. We thus predict that when the distance between the head noun and the
position of a variable in a restrictive relative clause is made larger, it should be easier to
use a resumptive pronoun in place of the variable. Ariel contends that this is indeed the
case.

(40) (Ariel t994:29)
a. Shoshana hi ha-isha [she-nili ohevet el?ota].

Shoshana is the-woman that-Nilly loves her
'Shoshana is the woman that Nilly loves (her).'

b. Shoshana hi ha-isha [she-dani siper [she-moshe rixel [she-nili
Shoshana is the-woman that-Danny said that-Moses gossiped that-Nilly
ohevet ?e/otalll.
loves her
'Shoshana is the woman that Danny said that Moses gossiped that Nilly
loves (her).'

In contrast to (40a), the head noun in (aOb) is separated frorn the position of the
variable by two additional clauses. In this case the resumptive pronoun is in fact
preferred over the variable. Moreover, zts opposed to the resumptive pronoun in the
object position, as in (39a) and (40a), a resumptive pronoun in the subject position of a
restrictive relative clause is in general stongly disfavoured, as indicated in (ala)
below. This is due to the proximity between the head noun and the subject position of
the relative clause, i.e. the head noun is too highly accessible for a resumptive pronoun
to be anaphoric to. However, if the distance between the head noun and the subject
position of the relative clause is made larger by placing a topicalised element between
them, a resumptive pronoun can be felicitously used, as illustated in (4lb-d).

(41) (Ariel 1994:31)
a. ha-talmida [she-e/*hi meaxeret]

the-student that she is.late
'the student who (she) is late'
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ha-talmida [she-et tal hi ohevet]
the-student that-ACC Tal she likes
lit. 'the student who Tal, she likes'

?ha-talmida[she-tamid hi meaxeret]
the-student that-always she is.late
lit. 'the student who always she is late'
ha-talmida [she-le-xol exad min ha-sheurim hi meaxeret]
the-student that-to-each one of the-classes she is.late
lit. 'the student who for each one of the classes she is [ate'

Note that the degree of distance between the head noun and the subject position is
reflected in the relative acceptability of the resumptive pronoun, as evidenced in (4lc)
versus (41d). Why is (41b) fully acceptable despite the short distance, then? Ariel
suggests that this is because the presence of a competing antecedenl tal between the
head noun and the resumptive pronoun also lowers the degree of accessibility of the
former. In (41b), then, we can observe the intricate working of accessibility theory; not
only distance but also competition contributes to the lowering of the accessibility of the
head noun.

Competition is also at work in the following example.

(42) (Ariel 1994: 36; adapted from Chomsky (1981: 290))
a. Johni turned the argument against *himilhimsel{,

b. John, tumed his friend against him,/himsel{.

In (a2a) the intervening DP between the anaphoric expression and its antecedent is
inanimate, in which case only an anaphor is permitted. By contast, in (42b) where the
intervening DP is human a pronoun as well as an anaphor can be used to establish the
anaphoric relation with John This is because the intervening DP in (42b) constitutes a
competitor as a potential antecedent for the anaphoric expression, which in effect
lowers the accessibility bf tne intended antecedenl John. Hence, a pronoun, a lower
accessibility marker than a reflexive, can also be licensed. On the other hand, the
intervening DP in (42a) is inanimate and thus does not constitute a competitor. The
subject DP John remains highly accessible and a high accessibility marker must be
used for the intended coreference.

2.1.2 Accessibility Marking Scale in Japanese

ln the previous section we have observed that accessibility theory can account for the
selection of appropriate anaphoric expressions in case the dependency relation is not
established within Co. Although Ariel claims that the accessibility marking scale stated
in (30) is universal, it is worthwhile to establish the accessibility marking scale in
Japanese independently and check if it indeed agrees with the ranking proposed in (30).

b.

d.
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For this purpose I have investigated the frequency and distribution of different
anaphoric expressions in a Japanese text.r6'17 The results rue srunmarised in table l.

Table I
Distribution of Japanese anaphoric expressions in a text

One thing we immediately notice when we look at table I is that the antecedent of a SE

anaphor zibun(tati) is almost exclusively found within the sarne sentence (90.6% of the
time). This leads us to determine that zibun(-tati) is presumably the highest
accessibility marker in Japanese, since the short distance between an anaphoric
expression and its antecedent implies that the antecedent is higbly accessible, which in
fiim suggests that an expression which is anaphoric to it is a high accessibility marker.
Next let us consider the relative ranking among zero pronouns, third person pronouns,
and sono if,P in Japanese. Unlike zibun(-tatrl, the percentages of the occurrences are

quite similar for these expressions, which makes it diffrcult to decide the relative
ranking among these elements. Moreover, there are very few instances of sono NP tn
the text examined, ffid we cannot draw a conclusion from such limited data. Thus, I
conducted an additional search from newspaper articles.r8 Table 2 shows the frequency

t6 For the analysis I used Uchida (1992), which is colloquial uniting. The analysed text has 180 pages.
t7 With respect to the distance between anaphoric exprcssions, I followed Ariel in measuring the disance
between one anaphoric exprcssion and the previous (potentially anaphoric) expression. Thus, in a sequEnce
of anaphoric expressions in a text which refer to the same entity, schernatically reprcsented in (i), the

distance measured was that between the first occurrence of zero atl.d Jacqueline, between the second and
first occurrences ofzero, and benreen the pronoun and the second occurrence ofzero, respectively.

(i) Jacquelinei .., zero; ... z€ro; ... pronoue ...

As for the anaphoric expressions in the text, I only counted instances which were anaphoric io refercntial
uses ofnouns and excluded cases which were anaphoric to generic uses ofnouns.
rE The examples were collected from thc website of a Japanese newspaper publishing company Mainichi
Interactive (http://www.mainichi.cojpiindex.htrnl). This time I only looked for occurrences of ttrird person
singular pronouns and sono I/P by using a search engine. As for the third pemon pronouns, I excluded
instances which appeared in translated sentences (including quoted rernarks of non-Japanese) from the data.

JJ

antecedent in
the same S

antecedent in
the previous S

antecedent in
the same par.

antecedent
across a par.

total

zibun(tati)
'SE(-rl)'

29
(e0.6%)

2
(6.3%)

I
(3.1%)

0 32
(100%)

zero pronoun JI
(2e.1%)

77
(60.6%)

l0
(7S%)

3

(2.4%)
t27

(100%)
overt third

person pronoun
10

(20.8%)
29

(60.4%)
6

(12.s%)
J

(6.3%)
48

(100%)
sono NP
'that NP'

2
(33.3%)

4
(66.7%)

0 0 6
(100%)
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and distribution of karelkanory)o and sorzo I/P which were found in the newspaper
articles.

Table 2
Distribution of Japanese anaphoric expressions in newspaper articles

When we compare tables 1 and 2, it appears that there are some discrepancies between
them. For one thing, the percentages of third person pronouns are different, with
antecedents occurring across a paragraph much more frequently in the newspaper
articles. This is presumably because the content of the text that I originally investigated
was not about any specific individuals, and hence there was not much need to refer to
an antecedent which appeared in the previous paragraph of the text. In newspapers, on
the other hand, individuals are often the topic of an article and indeed all the
occurences of kare/lcano4to which are anaphoric to an antecedent across a paragraph
(n : 14) are cases where the antecedent is the topic of the article. This frnding is
consistent with that of Ariel (1990: 19), who notes that, in English, most of the
occurrences of a pronoun which is anaphoric to an antecedent across a paragraph are

cases where the antecedent is the discourse topic (22 out of 24 instances). Second,
when we look at the distribution of sono NP in the two tables, there seems to be a huge
difference, with sono NP much more frequent in the intrasentential domain in the
newspaper articles. To see what is really going on, then, it is necessary to consider the
syntactic position of the antecedent for innasentential anaphora. This is presented in
table 3.re

This is to ensure the naturalness of the usage of third person pronouns. Here, too, I only collected
referential uses.
re ln table 3 the occurrences of zero pronouos are drawn from the initial text that I investigated, and those of
third person pronouns and sono IfP are drawn from both the initial text and the newspaper articles.

antecedent in
the same S

antecedent m
the previous S

antecedent in
the same par.

antecedent

across a par,
total

lcare/kanozyo

'he/she'
26

(30.e%)
40

(47.6%)
4

(4.8%)
l4

(t6.t%)
84

(100%)
sono NP
'that NP'

7
(70.0%)

I
(r0.0%)

0 2
(20.0%)

l0
(100%)



position of the antecedent zero Pronoun overt thlrd penion

Dronoun
sono NP
'that NP'

in the subjecUtopic position ls (40.s%) 1 (2.8%) 0
embedded within the subjecVtopic t (2.7%) 6 (16.7%) 3 (33.3%)
in the non-subject/topic position 2 (s.4%) 3 (8.3%) 1(11.1%)
in the preceding scrambled object 0 1 (2.8%) 0
in the preceding adjunct phrase 2 (s.4%) 2 (s.s%) 0
in the preceding adjunct clause ls (40.s%) t4 (38.9%) r (ll.r%)
in the preceding conjunct ofan IP conjunction 2 (s.4%\ 9 Qs.o%) 4 (44.s%)

total 37 (e99%) 36 (100%) e (100%)

Levels of Anaphoric Dependencies

Table 3
Syntactic position of the antecedent for intasentential anaphora

The initial text examined contains two occurrences of sono ^l/P which are used for
intrasentential anaphora. The antecedent of one of them is embedded within the
subjecVtopic position and the other shows up in the preceding adjunct clause. On the
other hand, of the seven occturences of sono NP in the newspaper articles which are

used for intasentential anaphora, four are instances of an anaphoric relation over an IP
conjunction. Hence, from the perspective of discourse these cases will not be

significantly different from an anaphoric relation to an antecedent in the previous
sentence. When we teat these IP conjunction cases as being anaphoric to the
antecedent occurring in the previous sentence, then there is not much difference
between tables I and 2 with respect to the relative frequency of sono NP over different
textual domains.

Even though zero pronouns, third person pronouns, and sono NP arc used for
intrasentential anaphora around 20 to 30% of the time (in comparison with their
occrurences in other textual domains), table 3 clearly shows that zero pronouns are

reserved for highly accessible antecedents, being anaphoric to the subjecVtopic of a

sentence, while third person pronouns and, sono NP are used for less accessible
antecedents within a sentence. This leads us to conclude that zero pronouns are higher
accessibility markers than the other two. How about the relative ranking between third
person pronouns ard sono lfP, then? Although there are not enough occrurences of
sono NP in our data to form definitive conclusions, I would like to propose that third
person pronouns are (perhaps marginally) higher accessibility markers than sono NP
for the following two reasons. FirsL it is generally considered that two clauses of a
coordinating constnrction such as an IP conjunction are less tightly linked as compared
to the case of main and adjunct clauses (see Ariel (1990: 133-138) for a brief
summary). We have seen in the previous section that the way two clauses are connected
to each other can influence the selection of an accessibility marker; the more tightly
two clauses are connected, the higher is the accessibility marker used to establish an

anaphoric relation with the antecedent in the preceding clause. If that is the case, third
person pronouns do seem to be higher in the accessibility marking scale than sono NP,
since the proponion of the antecedent occurring in the preceding adjunct clause is

3s
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higher in the former (38.9%) than the latter (11.1%). Conversely, the proportion of the
antecedent showing up in the fust conjunct of an IP conjunction is higher in the latter
(44.5%) than the former (25.0%). Second, we have noted that third person pronouns
can be anaphoric to antecedents across a paragmph when the antecedents are discourse
topics. This indicates that third person pronouns are (relatively) high accessibility
markers, since topics are highly accessible. In table 2 we find that there are only two
occurences of sono NP which are anaphoric to antecedents across a paragraph. In
neither of these cases does the antecedent refer to a discowse topic. Hence, even

though this may not be a very strong argument, this diverging behaviour between third
person pronouns and sono.MP is at least compatible with the proposal that third person
pronouns are higher accessibility markers than sono NP.

In sum, I suggest the following accessibility marking scale for Japanese.

(43) Accessibility marking scale in Japanese

zibun < zero pronouns < third person pronouns < sono NP

The accessibility marking scale for Japanese is almost identical to the one Ariel
proposed originally (see (30) above) except for one point. In (30) a zero form is placed
as the highest accessibility marker, while in (43) it is zibun which occupies the highest
position. As far as I know, Ariel's decision to place a zero from at the highest in the
accessibility marking scale is mainly based on the behaviour of Chinese zero pronouns,

and yet it does not seem likely that there has ever been an investigafion with respect to
the relative ranking between a zero pronoun and an anaphor ziji n Chinese. Thus,
although we need firrther investigation to argue conclusively, it may well be the case

that a SE anaphor is in fact a higher accessibility marker than a zero form. At any rate,
the overall congruence of the accessibility marking scales between (30) and (43)
supports Ariel's claim regarding the universality of accessibility theory.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter we have surveyed the theories which we will be assuming for the
remainder of our discussion. Following Reuland (2001), we will assume that a

dependency relation between an anaphoric expression and its antecedent can be
established at three different levels:

(44) within C*
at the C-I interface
by accessing the discourse storage

We have also noted Reuland's claim that a logophoric interpretation of an anaphoric
element may be available if a CHAIN is not formed within Crr. His rule L is repeated
below.

a.

b.
c.
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(45) Rule L: Logophoric interpretation (Reuland 2001:466)
NP A cannot be used logophorically if there is a B such that a CHAIN (B, A) can

be formed.

Stating the intuition behind rule L in our terms, we take it that an interpretation
sensitive to discourse factors as suggested in accessibility theory (which subsumes

logophoricity) becomes available if a dependency relation between an anaphoric

expression and its antecedent is not estabtished within Crr.'o tn other words, there is a
division of labour between encoding a dependency relation within Cnr (which is a

residue of the taditional binding theory) and accessibility theory; the latter applies in
case a dependency is not formed within Cs1.

20 Eric Reuland (personal communication) informed me thaq srictly speaking, rule L only applies to one of
the trro possible ways to encode a dependency rclation within Cp (i.e. via the formation of a CHAIN) and
that rule L is not operative when a dependency is formed as a result of the incorporation of SELF into the
predicate head. Nonetheless, the unavailabilig of a logophoric interpretation still follows for the lattcr case;

since the incorporation of SELF necessarily results in the identity relation between the subject and object
arguments, it is simply not possible to interpret an anaphor in the object position by other means.

5t



Chapter 3
Reflexive Interpretation

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 1 we have observed that several researchers consider zibun in a local domain
not to be very felicitous with a reflexive reading. The relevant examples are repeated
below for ease of exposition. First, McCawley (1972) notes that some predicates are

incompatible with local zibun.

(l) (Oshima 1979:425-426; originally from McCawley (1972))
*Hirosit-wa zibun;o nagut-ta.
Hirosi-rop SE-ecc hit-psr
'Hirosi hit himself.'

As illustrated in (2), however, when a phrase zibun-de is added to the sentence, a
reflexive interpretation becomes available.

(2) (Oshima 1979: 425426; originally from McCawley (1972))
Hirosi;wa zibun;de zibun;o nagut-ta.
Hirosi-rop SE-with SE-ncc hit-psr
'Hirosi hit himself on his own.'

Second, Katada (1988, 1989, 1991) observes that a reflexive interpretation with zibun
becomes considerably worse when it is scrambled to the sentence-initial position.

(3) (Katada l99l: 299-300)
a. John;ga zlbrn /zibun-zisin;o seme-ta.

John-tlot\4 SE SE-self-ecc blame-psr
'John blamed himself.'

b. Zibun -/Zibun-zisin;-o John,-ga Ii seme-ta.

SE SE-self-ecc John-uona blame-psr
'Himself, John blamed.'
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(4) (Katada 1991:300)
a. Dareka;ga zibun /zibun-zisin;o seme-ta.

someone-NoM sE sE-self-eCC blame-pSr
' Someone blamed himself.'

b. Zibwr,.-tZibun-zisin;o darekq-ga ,i seme-ta.

SE SE-self-ecc someone-NoM blame-psr
'Himself, someone blamed.'

Finally, Aikawa (1993) remarks with respect to the following examples that when the
intended antecedent is a quantifier phrase, zibun cannot be bound to it in the local
domain, though a quantifier antecedent is fine with zibun-zisin.

(5) (Aikawa 1993:4142)
a. John;ga zibun;/zibun-zisin;o hagemasi-ta.

John-xou SE SE-self-ecc encourage-psr
' John encouraged himself.'

b. Daremo;-ga zlbtlri,./zibun-zisin;-o hagemasi-ta.
everyone-Nona SE SE-self-ecc encourage-PsT
' Everyone encouraged himself.'

(6) (Aikawa 1993:41-42)
a. John;ga zibuq/zibun-zisin;-o tunet-ta.

John-htoN4 SE SE-self-acc pinch-rsr
'John pinched himself.'

b. Dare;ga zibunr.i/zibun-zisin;o tunet-ta-no?
who-NoM SE SE-self-acc pinch-rsr-Q
oWho pinched himself?'

c. Darekq-ga zlbun,/zibun-zisiq-o tunet-ta.
someone-Novt SE SE-self-ecc pinch-rsr
'Someone pinched himself.'

Aikawa regards local binding of zibun with a quantifier antecedent as ungrammatical.
Note, however, that the judgement with a quantifier antecedent appears to diverge
between Aikawa and Katada; an existential quantifter darelu binding zibun locally is
perceived as ungrammatical by Aikawa but only as marginally ill-formed by Katada
(compare (6c) versus (aa)).

The examples above indicate that the behaviour of zibun alord zibun-zisin can
diverge in interesting ways in certain contexts; while zibun-zisin can yield a reflexive
interpretation irrespective of (i) its syntactic position (i.e. whether it is scrambled or
not) and (ii) its antecedent type, zibun is sensitive to these factors. In this chapter I
would like to propose an explanation for this puzzling behaviour of zibun based on
Aikawa's (1993) insight that zibun is not a reflexiviser. But before presenting my own
analysis, let us first consider how Katada and Aikawa attempted to resolve the puzzles

they noted.
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3.2 Previous Analyses

3.2.1Zibun as an Operator Anaphor (Katada 1988, 1989, 1991)

As we have seen in the previous section, Katada (1988, 1989, 1991) observes that when
the object zibun is scrambled to the sentence-initial position, a reflexive interpretation
becomes unavailable. Katada further notes that when the scrambled zibun is embedded
within another noun phrase, it can be felicitously bound to the antecedent subject DP.
This is illustrated in (7).

(7) (Katada l99l: 301)
a. Jotur;ga [zibun/zibun-zisin'-nohahaoya]-o seme-ta.

John-Nona SE SE-self-csN mother-eCc blame-psr
'John blamed his mother.'

b. lZibun/zibun-zisin,-nohahaoyal-o John'-ga seme-ta.
SE SE-self-csN mother-ecc John-Nou blame-pst
'His mother, John blamed.'

Katada proposes the following conditions in order to explain the contast observed
between (3) and (4) on the one hand and (7) on the other.

(Katada 1991:303)
a. Zibun is an operator.
b. Zibun-zisin is not an operator.

(Katada 1991:303)
a. Operators can and must remain in A'-positions.
b. Nonoperators must undergo reconstrrction.

Katada interprets the paucity of $-feature specification of zibun as an indication that
zibun possesses a property of 'semantic range', which is shared with other well-known
operators like quantifiers, wh-words, ffid null operators. Hence, zibun is called an

operator anaphor. As an operator anaphor, zibun undergoes movement to an A'-
position at LF by adjoining to VP. In contrast, zibun-zisin is not an operator anaphor
(though the zibun part of zibun-zisin bears an operator property). Katada claims that
since an operator property is not an agteement feature, spec-head agreement between
zibun and zisin does not lead to the transfer of the property [+op] from zibun to the

head zisin Thus, zibun-zisin as a phrasal anaphor does not bear the property [+op].'

t Katada argues that although zibun-zisin itself does not undergo movement at LF (since it does not bear the

[+op] property), zibun in the specifier position raises and adjoins to VP. However, since a specifier position
is not lexically governed in Japanese unless there is a genitive Case marker no (Case markers are assumed to
be lexical govemors), the ECP requires the trace of zibun to be antecedent-govemed. Hence, the zibun part
of zibun-zisin can only move to a position from which antecedent govemment of the trace is possible.

IGtada claims that this explains why zibun-zisiz does not allow long-distance binding.

(8)

(e)
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Now, given (9a), when an operator anaphor zibun is scrambled to the sentence-

initial A'-position at S-stucture, it must remain in that A'-position at LF. This is

schematically represented as ( I 0).

(10) zibun;-o [DP;ga ... li ... ]

Katada contends that this representation yields two conceivable violations of UG
principles: (i) the tace, which is a variable, is A-bound by the subject DP and thus it
violates binding condition C, and (ii) zibun does not have a c-commanding antecedent.2

By contast, zibun-zlsiz and a noun phrase which contains zibun are not operators

themselves; hence they undergo reconsfruction at LF:

(11) [DP-gai ... zibun-zisin'/zibun;no hatraoya-o ... ]

In this representation, the violation of binding condition C does not arise arrd zibun(-
zistn) can be felicitously bound to the subject DP.

However, Katada's hypothesis that zibun is an operator anaphor fails to provide
an account for the observation made in Aikawa (1993), namely that in some cases local
zibun is not felicitous with a quantifier antecedent. That is, in Katada's framework the

following sentences will be treated equally, hence her analysis incorrectly predicts that
(12b) should be fully acceptable.3

2 However, if the trace left behind by scrambling zibun to the sentence-initial A'-position is subject to
binding condition C, the question remains as to why the trace left behind by LF movernent of zibun to an

A'-position does not yield a binding condition C violation:

(i) a. (Katada l99l:299)
?John;ga [* zibun;-o seme]-ta.
John-t*rorvr SE-Accblame-rsr
'John blamed himself.'

b. John;ga [ye zibun; [w /i-o seme]l-a

Although Katada assumes that the accusative Case marker o lexically govems the nace of zibun, thereby
satis$ing the ECP, the trace is still bound by the coindexed antecedent John in (ib). If a variable is defined
as a trace left behind by moving a category into an A'-position, the trace in (ib) should qualiff as a variable.

Moreover, since Katada regards zibun as an operator on a par with quantifiers and wh-words, on this
ground, too, the trace left behind by the movement of zibun is most likely a variable bound by the moved
operator. Note also that restricting the application of binding condition C to S-stnrcture does not solve the
problem, as it would incorrectly rule out an example like (3b), where zibun-zisin is scrambled to the
sentence-initial position. However, assuming (9), Katada's other argument that scrambled zibun fails to have
a c-commanding antecedent would still hold as an explanation of the degraded accepability of (3b) and
(4b).
3 The contrast between (l2a) and (l2b) may not be so clear for some native speakers of Japanese. In the
following case, however, I sense a conrast with respect to the relative availability of a reflexive reading; in
(ia) both a reflexive reading and a rcading in which zibun refers to the speaker seem to be equally available,
while in (ib) a reading in which zibun refers to the speaker is preferred over a reflexive reading. To the
extent that there is a contrast in (i), then Katada's analysis rernains inadequate.

(i) a. Daremo;ga zibuny*.L.-o mamot-ta.
everyone-NoU sE-eCC defend-pSr

41
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(12) a. (Katada 1991:300)
?Dareka-ga zibun-o seme-ta.

someone-NoM SE-ACC blame-pSr
'Someone blamed himself.'

b. (Aikawa 1993:42)
?*Dareka-ga zibun-o tunet-ta.

someone-NoM SE-ACC pinch-rSr
'Someone pinched himself.'

3.2.2 Zibun-zisin as a Reflexiviser (Aikawa 1993)

Now let us move on to Aikawa's (1993) analysis. Aikawa adopts Reinhart and
Reuland's reflexivity framework (Reinhart and Reuland 1991, 1993; Reuland and
Reinhart 1995) for her investigation of Japanese anaphora. As noted in chapter 2,
Reinhart and Reuland divide anaphors into two types: SE anaphors like Dutch zich and
Icelandic srg and SELF anaphors such as Dutch zichzelf artd English himself. These two
types of anaphors differ with respect to the ability to reflexivise a predicate; SELF
anaphors car be used to reflexivise a predicate, whereas SE anaphors cannot.
Following this distinction made by Reinhart and Reuland, Aikawa argues that Japanese

zibun is a SE anaphor in that it does not serve to reflexivise a predicate, while zibun-
zisin is a SELF anaphor, that is, it is a reflexiviser. Thus, we can observe a parallel
behaviour between Dutch and Japanese:

(13) (Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 690)
Willem, bewondert zich.;/zichzelf,.
Willem admires SE himself
'Willem admires himself.'

(1a) (Aikawa 1993:42)
Daremo;-ga zibun,,;/zibun-zisiq-o hagemasi-ta.
everyone-NoM SE SE-self-ecc encourage-PsT
'Everyone encouraged himself.'

In (13) and (14) Dutch zich and Japanese zibun are not acceptable. This is because

neither of them is a reflexiviser and thus fails to license a reflexive predicate. In other
words, the above sentences with zich arrd, zibun violate condition B of Reinhart and
Reuland's binding theory. Their conditions and the definitions are stated below.

'Everyone defended himselflme.'
Darcmo;-ga zibuq**o,i-otunet-ta.
everyone-Nou SE-.Lcc pinch-rsr
'Everyone pinched me.') 'Everyone pinched himself.'
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(15) Binding conditions (Reffiart and Reuland 1993: 678)
A: A reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive.
B: A reflexive semantic predicate is reflexive-marked.

(16) Defrnitions (Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 678)
a. The syntactic predicate formed of (a head) P is P, all its syntactic

arguments, ffid an external argument of P (subject).

The syntactic arguments of P are the projections assigned O-role or Case by
P.

b. Tbe semantic predicate farmed of P is P and all its arguments at the relevant
semantic level.

c. A predicate is reflexive iff two of its arguments are coindexed.
d. A predicate (formed of P) is reflanive-marked iff either P is lexically

reflexive or one of P's arguments is a SELF anaphor.

Reinhart and Reuland's condition B says that a reflexive semantic predicate must be

reflexive-marked. A predicate is reflexive-marked if a SELF anaphor is used in an

argument position of a predicate. Hence, zichzelf and zibun-zisin must be selected to
obtain a reflexive interpretation in (13) and (14). If a predicate is intrinsically reflexive,
however, Reinhart and Reuland's condition B is satisfied by the predicate itself and
there is no need to use a SELF anaphor:

(17) (Reinlart and Reuland 1993: 666)
Max schaamt zich.
Ma:r shames SE

'Max is ashamed.'

(18) a. John-ga ziko-hihan-si-ta.
John-Nou self-criticism-do-psr
'John criticised himself.'

b. Iohn-ga ziko-syookai-si-ta.
John-t tolvl self-introduction-do-pst
' John introduced himself.'

c. John-ga ziko-bengo-si-ta.
John-Notvt se lf-defence-do-pst
'John defended himself.'

Since these predicates are intrinsically reflexive, they cannot take an object whose
referent is different from that of the subject DP. That this is the case is illustated by the
following examples.

(19) *Ma:c schaamt Mary.
Max shames Mary
'Ma>r shames Mary.'
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(20) (Aikawa 1993: 75)
a. *John-ga Mary-o ziko-hihan-si-ta.

John-tlona Mary-ecc self-criticism-do-psr
lit. 'John self-criticised Mary.'

b. *John-ga atarasi-i sensei-ni Mary-o ziko-syookai-si-ta.
John-Nona new-NPsr teacher-oer Mary-acc self-introduction-do-psr
lit. 'John self-infroduced Mary to the new teacher.'

c. *John-ga Mary-o ziko-bengo-si-ta.
John-Novt Mary-ecc self-defence-do-pSt
lit. 'John self-defended Mary.'

Some predicates are doubly listed in the lexicon, i.e. they have a reflexive as well as a

non-reflexive entry. The reflexive entry can take a SE anaphor, while the non-reflexive
entry requires a SELF anaphor to obtain a reflexive interpretation.

(21) (Reuland and Reinhart 1995:242)
a. Max wast zich.

Max washes SE

'Max washes.'
b. Max wast zict:.e;elf.

Max washes himself
'Max washes himself.'

(22) (Aikawa 1993:90)
a. ??Daremo/ Dareka-ga zibun-o eran-da.

everyone someone-NOtr,t SE-ACC choose-pSf
' Everyone/Someone chose himself.'

b. (?)Dare-ga teki-kara zibun-o kabawa-na-kat-ta-no?
who-uOru enemy-from SE-aCC protect-NEG-COP-PST-Q

'Who did not protect himself from the enemy?'

(23) a. Daremo/ Dareka-ga zibun-zisin-o eran-da.
everyone someone-ltoM sE-self-ecc choose-pst
' Everyone/Someone chose himself.'

b. Dare-ga teki-kara zibun-zisin-o kabawa-na-kat-ta-no?
who-NOM enemy-from SE-self-ACc protect-NEG-COp-pST-Q

'Who did not protect himself from the enemy?'

Reinhart and Reuland offer independent support for their claim that some predicates are
intinsically reflexive. Let us look at (24).

(2a) @einhart and Reuland 1993: 656n13)
a. Wassen is gezond.

washing is healthy
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'Washing (oneself) is healthy.'
b. Haten is niet gezond.

hating is not healthy
'Hating (only someone else) is not healthy.'

45

The examples in (24\ are instances of nominalisation of a verb. Since wassen 'wash' is

doubly listed in the lexicon as [+/-reflexive], the nominalisation of the intrinsically
reflexive entry yields a reflexive interpretation. On the other hand, haten'hate' does

not have an intrinsically reflexive entry; hence its nominalisation can only have a non-
reflexive reading. Aikawa also provides the following examples from Japanese.

(25) (Aikawa 1993: 87-88)
a. Bengo-su-ru-no-wa yoku-na-i.

defenc e-do-Npsr-coMp-Top go od-ueo-Npsr
'Defending (oneself/someone else) is not good.'

b. Hihan-su-ru-no-wa yoku-na-i.
criticism-do-Npsr-coMp-Top good-xnc-MsT
'Criticising (oneselflsomeone else) is not good.'

c. Suisen-su-nr-no-wa mezurasl-1.

recorrmendation-do-MsT-C0MP-TOP rare-NPST

'Recommending (oneselflsomeone else) is rare.'

(26) (Aikawa 1993:88)
a. Hukusyuu-su-ru-no-wa yoku-na-i.

revenge-do-Npsr-coMp-Top good-uEc-MsT
'Taking revenge (on *oneself/someone else) is not good.'

b. Tuihoo-su-ru-no-wa yoku-na-i.
banishrnent-do-MST-coMp-Top good-rcc-Npsr
'Banishing (*oneselflsomeone else) is not good.'

c. Yuukai-su-ru-no-wa yoku-na-i.
kidnap-do-Nrsr-coMp-Top good-uec-Npsr
'Kidnapping (*oneselflsomeone else) is not good.'

Nominalised predicates in (25) are doubly listed in the lexicon as [+/-reflexive], while
ttrose in (26) are listed only as [-reflexive]. As in the case of the Dutch example in
(24a), only [+/-reflexive] predicates in (25) can yield a reflexive interpretation.

Nominalisation of a verb is one of the means which Aikawa uses to divide
predicates in Japanese into [+i-reflexive] and [-reflexive]. There are two additional tests

that she applies in dividing predicates into two t1pes. The first test concems verbs of
Chinese origin; if a given verb can take a reflexivising prefix zila- , it is considered to
belong to the class of [+i-reflexive]. The other test is whether the subject quantifier
phrase can bind zibun in the object argument position. If it can, the predicate used is
regarded as [+/-reflexive]. Based on these three tests, Aikawa (1993: 81, 89) provides
the following lists of verbs for [+Areflexive] and [-reflexive].
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(27) l+l-reflexivel
bengo-su-rz 'defend' syookai-su-ru'intoduce'
simei-su-ru'appoint' hihan-su-nz 'criticise'
saiyoo-su-nr 'employ' suisen-su-rz 'recommend'
erab-u'choose' mamor-u'protect'
kaba-u'defend, protect' seme-ru'blame'
yurus-u'forgive'

(28) [-reflexive]
sidoo-su-ru'guide, instruct' huhtsyuu-su-nt'take revenge'
settolat-su-ru 'persuade' taiho-su-ru'arrest'
tuihoo-su-rz 'banish' yuukai-su-nt'kidnap'
nagur-u'hit' ker-u'kick'
tuner-u'pinch' tatak-u'hit'
hagemas-,u 'encourage' nilalm-u'hate'
kira-u'dislike'

Recall from section 3.1 that the judgement on locally bound zibun by a quantifier
phrase appears to differ between Katada and Aikawa (see (4a) versus (5b) and (6b, c)).
The reason why Katada accepted the sentence with a quantifier antecedent is because

she chose the [+reflexive] entry of a doubly listed predicate seme-nt 'blame' in her
example.

In section 3.1 we noted Aikawa's observation that Local zibun is not felicitous
with a quantifier antecedent (in case the predicate is [-reflexive]). Her examples are

repeated below.

(29) (Aikawa 1993: 4l-42)
a. John;ga zibw/zibun-zisin,-o hagemasi-ta.

John-Nou SE SE-self-ecc encourage-PsT

' John encouraged himself.'
b. Daremo;ga zibun,./zibun-zisin;o hagemasi-ta.

everyone-NoM sE sE-self-nCC encourage-PsT

' Everyone encouraged himself.'

(30) (Aikawa 1993: 4l-42)
a. John,-ga zibun,/zibun-zisinl-o tunet-ta.

John-uona SE SE-self-ecc pinch-rsr
'John pinched himself.'

b. Dare;ga zibun,./zibun-zisin,-otunet-ta-no?
who-worvr SE SE-self-acc pinch-rsr-Q
'Who pinched himself?'

c. Darekq-ga zibun".y'zibun-zisinl-o tunet-ta.
someone-NoM sE SE-self-eCC pinch-rSr
'Someone pinched himself.'
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Aikawa ilgues that the reason why (29b) and (30b, c) are ungrammatical with zibun in
the object argument position is because local zibun cannot be construed as a bound
variable. Thus, she states the following generalisation:

(31) (Aikawa 1993:62)
a. A reflexiviser X must be constnred as a bound variable, if it occurs in the

domain of reflexivity for a predicate.

b. A non-reflexiviser X cannot be construed as a bound variable in the domain
of reflexivity for a predicate, unless the predicate is intrinsically reflexive-
marked.

The grammaticality of (29a) and (30a) with zibun is claimed to be due to the
availability of coreference between zibun and its antecedent John. By contrast, when a

quantifier phrase occurs in the subject position of a sentence, as in (29b) and (30b, c),
the option of coreference is excluded. Since zibun cannot be constrred as a bound
variable when it occupies an argument position of a non-reflexive predicate, the
sentence with a quantifier antecedent is judged to be ungrammatical. As Aikawa herself
notes, however, unlike Local zibun, non-local zibun can be easily construed as a bound
variable irrespective of the type of a predicate. The following examples are taken from
Aikawa.

(32) (Aikawa 1993:43)
a. Dareka/ Daremo-ga [zibun-no kodomo]-o nagut-ta.

someone everyone-NoM SE-GEN child-aCC hit-pSr
'Someone/Everyone hit his child.'

b. Dareka/ Daremo-ga [John-ga zibun-o seme-ta-to] it-ta.
someone everyone-NOM John-NOM SE-ACC blame-pSr-COMP say-PST

'SomeonelEveryone said that John blamed him.'

The grammaticality of (32) shows that it is not an intrinsic property of zibun that it
cannot be construed as a bound variable. Hence, as it stands, Aikawa's claim that local
zibun cannot be a bound variable is just an assumption that she makes in order to
explain the contrast in (29) and (30). However, her claim is in fact empirically
inconect, as I will demonstrate below with three pieces of evidence. First, when a

phrase hke zibun-de or zibun-no te-de'with one's own hand' is added to (29b) and
(30b, c), a reflexive interpretation becomes easier to obtain.

(33) a. Daremo-ga zibun-de zibun-o hagemasi-ta.
everyone-NohA sE-with sE-ecc encourage-PsT
'Everyone encouraged himself on his own.'

b. Dare-ga zibun-no te-de zibun-o tunet-ta-no?
who-r.rorvr SE-csN hand-with SE-ecc pinch-esr-Q
'Who pinched himself with his own hand?'
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c. Dareka-ga zibun-no te-de zibun-o tunet-ta.
someone-NoM SE-GEN hand-with SE-ecc pinch-esr
'Someone pinched himself with his own hand.'

Examples in (33) are all acceptable with the intended reflexive interpretation (even
though zibun-zisin would be the most favoured option if one wishes to express a

reflexive reading). If local zibun with a non-reflexive predicate could not be construed
as a bound variable, as Aikawa argues, the improvement in the acceptability of these

sentences would remain a mystery. Next, let us consider the following sentence.

(34) Engi-o sidoo-tyuu-no butaikantoku-wa John-ni yorimo
acting-acc direction-in.the.middle.of-cEN stage-director-Top John-uar than
motto oogesa-ni Bill-ni zibun-o tuner-ase-ta.
more exaggeratedly Bill-oAT SE-Acc pinch-cAus-psr
'The stage director who was directing acting made Bill pinch himself more
exaggeratedly than (he made) John (pinch himself).'

Example (3a) is an instance of a comparative ellipsis constuction. As noted in chapter
l, this type of construction is known to yield a sloppy identity reading. That is, (3a) can

be true in the situation where the stage director made Bill pinch himself more
exaggeratedly than he made John pinch himself.4 Following the standard assumption
that the availability of a sloppy reading is due to the constual of a pronominal element
as a bound variable, the fact that (34) allows a sloppy reading nms counter to Aikawa's
claim regarding local zibun. Finally, let us consider the following.

(35) Chris-dake-ga zibun-o hagemasi-ta.
Chris-only-NoM SE-ncc encourage-PsT
'Only Chris encouraged himself.'

A sentence which contains a quantificational particle dake and a pronominal element
within its scope can have different truth conditions depending on whether the
pronominal element is constnred as a bound variable or used for coreference. If it were
the case, as Aikawa claims, that local zibun can allow coreference but not a bound
variable construal, then (35) would be true in the following situation.

(36) Encouraging relation
<cbris, chris>
<breeze, breeze>

4 It should be noted, however, that the most salient interpretation of zibun in a comparative ellipsis
construction is that in which it refers to the matrix subject. This is the case for (3a) too, even though I have
tried to make a sloppy reading more prominent by adding some contextual information. As will be
discussed in chapter 4, that zibun is most likely to refer to the mafix subject in this tlpe of construction
follows from accessibility theory; as the matrix subject is more accessible than the causee arguments, zibun
is likely to be interpreted as refening to the former rather than the latter.
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<sarah, bteeze>

In the situation described in (36) Chris was encouraged by nobody but himself, but
Breeze also encouraged herself. My intuition is that example (35) is clearly false in this
situation; that is, it is impossible to have a coreferential reading here.s This indicates

lhat zibun in (35) is tanslated into a bound variable at the level of semantic

representation (or at the C-I interface in our terms).
We thus conclude that Aikawa's claim that local zibun carnot be construed as a

bound variable (in case the predicate is [-reflexive]) is not supported empirically. In the

next section I will propose an account of local zibun from a different perspective.

3.3 Proposal

3.3.1 Establishment of a Dependency Relation in Japanese

In chapter 2 we saw that there are two possible ways to establish a dependency relation
within C"r: one is via the formation of a CHAIN (which is a by-product of checking)
and the other results from the incorporation of the SELF element into the predicate

head. Let us consider whether Japanese zibun and zibun-zisin can participate in the
formation of a dependency within Cnr. First, w€ note that zibun cannot yield a

collective reading. This is illustrated in (37).

(37) (Aikawa 1993:49)
a. ?*John;to Mury.i-gu zibun,+i-ohagemasi-ta.

John-andMary-t-tona SE-ecc encourage-Psr

'John and Mary encouraged themselves.'
b. ?*John;to Mary:-ga zibuni*i-o tunet-ta.

John-andMary-wonaSE-ecc pinch-rsr
'John and Mary pinched themselves.'

c. ?*John,-to Mury.i-g* zibun,+1-osettoku-si-ta.
John-andMary-NoM SE-ncc persuasion-do-psr
'John and Mary persuaded themselves.'

Examples in (37) can be salvaged in the following three ways. First, these examples
become acceptable when a pluraUcollective suffx -tati is added to zibun. This yields a

collective interpretation.6

(38) a. John'-to Maryi-ga zibun-tatii+;-o hagemasi-ta.
John-andMary-NOMSE-pr-eCC encourage-PST

'John and Mary encouraged themselves.'

5 [t is not clear why a coreferential reading is impossible in (35).
6 Examples in (38) also have a reciprocal reading.
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b. John,-to Maryi-ga zibun-tatl+i-o tunet-ta.

John-andMary-t-tonaSE-pl-acc pinch-rsr
'John and Mary pinched themselves.'

c. John,-to Mary.i-ga zibun-tati,+;-o settoku-si-ta.
John-andMary-t-louSE-pl-ncc persuasion-do-psr
'John and Mary persuaded themselves.'

Second, we can add sorezore 'each' to the examples. In this case they will have a
distributive reading.

(39) a. John,-to Mary.i-ga sorezore zibun,,,-o hagemasi-ta.
John-and Mary-Nou each SE-ecc encourage-PsT

'John and Mary each encouraged themselves.'

b. John,-to Mury.i-gu sorezore zibun,,,-o tunet-ta.

Iohn-and Mary-Nonl each SE-ncc pinch-rsr
'fohn and Mary each pinched themselves.'

c. John,-to Mary;-ga sorezore zibuq,i-o settoku-si-ta.
John-and Mary-NoM each SE-ncc persuasion-do-psr

'John and Mary each persuaded themselves.'

The third option is to use zibun-zisin instead of zibun, as in (40) below. This also results

in a distributive interpretation.

(40) (Aikawa 1993:49)
a. John;to Maryi-ga zibun-zisini,i-o hagemasi-ta.

John-and Mary-Nou SE-self-ecc encourage-PsT
'John and Mary encouraged themselves.'

b. John;to Maryi-ga zibun-zisini,1-otunet-ta.
Iohn-andMary-NouSE-self-acc pinch-rsr
'John and Mary pinched themselves.'

c. John,-to Muryi-gu zibun-zisini,j-osettoku-si-ta.
John-and Mary-ltona SE-self-ecc persuasion-do-psr
*John and Mary persuaded themselves.'

The contast between (37) and (40) shows that zibun is sensitive to the number of the
antecedent DP, while zibun-zisin is not. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that zibun
is specified for a number feature [+singular]. How about zibun-zisin, then? One
possibility is to propose that zibun-zisin is unspecified for a number feature. But in this
case we would need to explain why zibun-zisin, even though it contains zibun, is
unspecified for number. We could stipulate that the addition of zisin somehow
suppresses the number feature of zibun. However, this is not empirically correct. When
zisin is added to a pronoun, the number feature of the pronoun is still retained, as

indicated in (41).
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(a1) a. watasi-tati'we'
b. anata-tati'you'
c. kare-ra'they'

watasi-tati-zisin' ourselves'
anata-tati-zisin' yourselves'
kare-ra-zisin'themselves'

Thus, rather than assuming that elsin suppresses the number feafure of zibun,I would
Iike to suggest that the addition of zisin has the effect of forcing a distributive
interpretation. This is supported by the following three pieces of evidence. First, let us

consider (42).

$2) a. ?*John-to Mary-wa issyo-ni nat-te zibun-zisin-o nagusame-ta.

John-and Mary-ror to gether-oAT become-NF SE-self-acc comfort-psr
'John and Mary comforted themselves together.'

b. John-to Mary-wa sorezore zibun-zisin-o nagusame-ta.
John-andMary-roreach SE-self-ecc comfort-psr
'John and Mary each comforted themselves.'

Example $2a) contains a phrase issyo-ni nat-te 'together', which induces a collective
reading. Hence, zibun-zisin cannot be used felicitously in this context, though, as

shown in (42b), it is fine with sorezore.T Second, adding a pluraVcollective suffix -rarf
to zibun-zrsrz results in an ungrarnmatical sentence, as evidenced in (43).t

(a3) a. *John-to Mary-ga zibun-zisin-tati-ohagemasi-ta.
John-and Mary-NoM SE-self-pl-Acc encourage-PsT

'John and Mary encouraged themselves.'

b. ?*Johnto Mary-ga zibun-tati-zisin-ohagemasi-ta.
John-and Mary-Non,t SE-pI,-self-ecc encourage-psT
'John and Mary encouraged themselves.'

Given that zisin is a distributor, this is exactly what we expect. A third piece of
evidence concens the availability of a collective reading in the following cases.

(44) a. Jacqueline and Christel weighed themselves.
{distributive readingdcoilective reading

b. Jacqueline-to Christel-wa zibun-zisin-okeiryoo-si-ta.
Jacqueline-and Christel-ror SE-self-ncc weigh-do-rsr
' Jacqueline and Christel weighed themselves.'
{dist ibutive reading/*collective reading

Example (44a) can have both a distributive reading (i.e. Jacqueline weighed herself and
Christel weighed herself) and a collective reading (i.e. Jacqueline and Christel stood on

7 Example (42a) is fine on the rcading that John comforted himself and Mary comforted herself and they
together did the self-comforting act. But this is still a disributive interpretation.
E Example (a3b) is grammatical if zkin is construed as an intensifier (which is added to a sentence like
(38a)). We will consider the function of zisin as an intensifier in chapter 4.

5l
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scales together and measured their weight). However, the equivalent sentence in
Japanese can only have a distributive interpretation. Hence, the contrast observed in
(44) strongly supports our claim regarding the function of zisin.

Now, in chapter 2 we have observed that a number feature of Dutch hem

precludes the establishment of a CHAIN within Cg1, while the paucity of a number
feature n zich results in the formation of a CHAIN with the subject argument. Given
that zibun is specified for the feature [+singular], it follows that a CHAIN between
zibun and its antecedent cannot be created within Crr.A dependency can be established
at the C-I interface and an example like (a5a) will be represented as (45b).e

(a5) a. (Aikawa 1993:42)
?*Daremo-ga zibun-o hagemasi-ta.

everyone-NoM SE-ACC encourage-PsT
' Everyone encouraged himself.'

b. everyone (l,x (x.""oone encouraged xroj)

In chapter 2 we noted Reuland's (2001) assumption that two occurrences of a variable
bound by the same l"-operator will correspond to a chain at the C-I interface (as long as

the structural conditions on chains are satisfied). Thus, under the standard assumption
that a chain constitutes one semantic argument, (45b) will violate the arity requirement
of the predicate hagemasi-ra 'encouraged'. This is t}re reason why (45a) is perceived as

Iess acceptable than using a SELF anaphor zibun-zrsirz, which yields a perfectly
acceptable sentence:

(46) (Aikawa 1993:42)
Daremo-ga zibun-zisin-o hagemasi-ta.

everyone-ltou sE-self-ncc encourage-PsT
' Everyone encouraged himself.'

Given that the zisin part of zibun-zrsiz functions as a distibutor, one may be inclined to
suggest that zisin will affect the interpretation of a predicate as a result of the
movement to the predicate head within Cs1. If that were the case, we would be able to
assimilate the distributive function of zisin to the incorporation of SELF which is

independently assumed in Reuland (2001). However, the following example suggests

that these two must be distinguished.

(47) Jacqueline-to Christel-wa [Nicholas-to zibun-zisin]-okeiryoo-si-ta.
Jacqueline-and Christel-ropNicholas-and SE-self-ecc weigh-do-rST
'Jacqueline and Ctristel weighed Nicholas and themselves.'
{disribotive reading/*collective reading

e For the sake of readability I witl mainly use English as a metalanguage in representing logical syntax
expressions for Japanese sentences. Nothing theorctical hinges on this.
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In (afl zisin is embedded within a coordinate stucture, hence extaction is impossible.
Nevertheless, it has a distributive interpretation. This indicates that we cannot simply
assume that zisin will affect the interpretation of a predicate as a by-product of the
incorporation into the predicate head. Thus, I would like to suggest that zrsrn will
instantiate the other use of SELF discussed in Reuland; that is, zisin is tanslated into a

function at the C-I interface which yields a close approximation to the value of the
sister of the immediate ?u-predicate which contains it:r0

(48) everyone (l.x (x",*oo" encouraged f(x,**)))

We therefore conclude that unlike Dutch, no anaphoric dependency can be established
within Cp in Japanese.

Next let us consider the following example.

(a9) a. *Dono dansei-mo kare-o hagemasi-ta.
every man-too he-eCC encourage-PsT
'Every man encouraged him.'

b. every man (1,x (X.,*n,- encouraged **-))

Example (a9$ contains kare n the object argument position and it is perceived to be

worse than (45a). I proposed in section 2.2.3 that the lexical properties of a nominal
element are retained when it is translated into a variable at the C-I interface (as

indicated by the subscript on a variable). Given this assumption, (49b) violates not only
the arity requirement of a predicate, which (45b) fails to satisff as well, but also the
chain condition, as both ttre head and the tail of the chain (xr,.o n'-, xr.r,") are fully
specified for grammatical feat'rres. I I' 12

r0 Reuland (2001: 48?n44) notes that the function he proposes will be made more clear if we ake a body
part reflexive as a prototypical instantiation of it. That is, a reflexive form consisting of some anaphoric
element plus a body part may be rcgarded as a function that, for each x, yields x's body as its value.
Intercstingly, the srn part of zisin in Japanese means 'body', as in Duzsiz 'one's alter ego' (lit. 'divided
body') and sintyoo'height' (lit. 'the length of a body'). Thus, the fact that zrsrn contains an element which
signifies 'body' can be taken as support for our claim that zfuin scrves as an approximation function on a par
with Dutch eefi
rrNotc that unlike the case of zich versus hemin Dutch we cannot attribute ttre contrast in grammaticality
between (45a) and (49a) to the difference of the level at which a dependency relation can be established. As
opposed to zich, a dependency for zibun cannot be cteated within Cp due to the specification of a number
feature. Hence, the level where a dependency is formed is identical for zibun and lcare, i.e. both at the C-l
interface. Also, as will be discussed in chapter 5, I crucially assume that lrare can be constnred as a bound
variable. Thus, an account that (49a) is ungrammaticat because lcare cannot be bound is unavailable in our
framework.
12 Eric Reuland (personal communication) has informed me that one of his motivations in developing a new
frarnework on anaphoric dependencies is to get rid of the chain condition as a theoretical primitive. Thus, in
Reuland (2001) the effects of the chain condition (in Dutch) are claimed to follow from the difference of the
level at which a dependency relation can be established. Reuland also pointed out to me that retaining the
chain condition and letting it apply at the CJ interface would pose an empirical problem. As we have seen

in footnote 7 of chapter 2, Frisian does allow a third person pronoun to occur in the object axgument
position when the predicate in question is intrinsically reflexive:
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The foregoing discussion indicates that if our assumption that zibun is specified
for a number feature is correct, one of the differences between Dutch zich and Japanese

zibun is the level at which a dependency relation can be established. There is another

difference between zich andzibun. This has to do with the possibility of coreference (or
discourse binding). As can be seen in the following discourse fragment, zibun can be

used to refer to an antecedent which is outside of the sentence. By contasl, zich cannot
be used in this way.

(50) (Miura 1982:27)*
Watasi-no tizin,-wa, kuruma-de kodomo-o hii-ta.
I-ceN acquaintance-ToP car-by child-ecc run.over-PST
'An acquaintance of mine ran over a child by (his) car.'
Karel-wa, [kyuu-ni tobidasi-te-ki-ta] hoo-ga wanr-i. [Kodomo-o yoku
he-rop suddenlyrun.out-NF-come-PsT side-t*tol\abad-twsr child-acc well
situke-te- i-na-kat-ta] oya-ga waru-i-to it+e-i-ta.
discipline-Nr-be-Nec-cop-psr parent-Nou bad-nwsr-coMp say-NF-be-psr
'He was saying, "The one who came running out suddenly was to blame." "The
parents who did not discipline the child well were to blame."'
Tokoroga, sono go zibun;no kodomo-ga knruma-ni hik-are-te sin-da.
but that after SE-ceN child-Nona car-by run.over-PAss-NF die-pSr
'But after that his child was run over by a car and died.'

An example like (50) suggests that at the C-I interface zibun can be construed either as

a variable bound by a l,-operator or a free variable. ln case an anaphoric element is

(i) (Reuland 2001: 478)
a. Willerq skammet hirni.

Willem shames him
'Willem is ashamed.'

b. Willem (trx (x*,i,r., skammet 46J)

Hence, if the chain condition applies at the CJ interface, example (i) would be incorrectly ruled out (in
Reuland and Reinhart (1995) example (i) was exempted from a chain condition violation as Frisian himwas
claimed to be underspecified for Case, yet under the framework of Reuland (2001) it is unlikely that the

Case feature of him is visible at the interface). A possible solution suggested by Reuland is to attribute the

ungrammaticality of (49a) to the property of lure that it is a lower accessibility marker (thereby dispensing
with the chain condition as desired). As we will see in chapter 4, a lower accessibility marker like lcare

signals to the addressee to search for a less accessible antecedent, hence an anaphoric relation with the

subject coargument will not be felicitous as the subject of a sentence is generally regarded as highly
accessible. This proposal, however, may pose a problem for the following case.

(ii) John, Bill, Mike-no daremo;ga kare;-no sensei-o sonkei-si-te-i-ru.
John Bill Mike<rx everyone-NoM he€EN teacher-acc respectdo+tr-be-ttrsT
'Each of John, Bill, and Mike respects his teacher.'

ln (ii) it is possible to construe lwre as a variablc bound by a quantifier phrase daremo 'everyone' even
though the antecedent occupies the subject position ofa sentence. In the paucity ofany plausible accounts
on this issue at the moment, I will provisionally assume in this dissertation that the chain condition can be

applied at the C-I interface and leave the empirical problem posed by Frisian for funre research.
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tanslated as a free variable, its value will be assigned by accessing the discouse
storage. Now, given that zibun can be translated as a free variable, Aikawa's (1993)
insight that local zibun can be coreferential with the subject antecedent will be captured
in our framework quite easily. For instance, example (5la) can be represented as (5lb)
at the C-I interface and will be given an interpretation like (51c) by accessing the
discourse storage.

(51) a. (Aikawa 1993:41)
John-ga zibun-o hagemasi-ta.
John-Nona SE-e,cc encourage-Psr
'John encouraged himself.'

b. John (Ix (xronn encouraged y,oJ)
c. John (l,x (xro* encouraged yroJ) &y: John

In (5lb) there is no dependency established between the two arguments of hagemasi-ta.

In other words, these two arguments do not form a chain at the C-I interface, hence the
arity requirement of the predicate is satisfied. At this point one may wonder if the
representation (5lc) will violate rule I, which we discussed briefly in section 2.2.4.
Rule I is repeated below.

(52) Rule I: Intasentential coreference (Grodzinsky and Reinhart 1993:79)
NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with C, C a variable A-bound by
B, yields an indistinguishable interpretation.

At first blush, it seems that rule I should block (5lc), since a re,presentation like (53b) is

also available at the interface.13

(53) a. John-ga zibun-o hagemasi-ta.
John-Nou SE-acc encourage-Psr
'John encouraged himself.'

b. John (i,x (x", encouraged x,*J)

Given that example (5la) is a well-formed sentence, I would like to suggest a revision

of rule I by replacing .,\fP ,{ with NP A with fully specified fifeatures. Thus, we have
(54) in place of (52).

(54) Rule I: Intrasentential coreference (revised)
NP A with fully specified {-features cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with
C, C a variable A-bound by B, yields an indistinguishable interpretation.

t3 Note that even though (53b) violates the arity requircrnent of the predicate, it still serves to block a

corefercntial interpretation (5lc). Similarly, (56b), which violates both the arity requirernent of the predicate
and the chain condition, willqualiff to block (55b).
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Since zibun is not fully specified for $-features, the revised rule I does not apply to
block (51c) and we can have a coreferential interpretation as desired.ro The following
case is however blocked by our revised rule I.

(55) a. *John-ga kare-o hagemasi-ta.
John-xona he-acc encourage-PsT

'John encouraged him.'
b. John (i,x (*ro* encouraged y*.)) & y = John

In (55) kare is intended to corefer with the subject John. Since kare is fulIy specified
for Q-features, the revised rule I will block (55b) on the ground that (56b) below is
available.

(56) a. *John-ga kare-o hagemasi-ta.
John-t lOtvt he-eCC encourage-PsT

'John encouraged him.'
b. John (l.x (xro* encouraged x*-,))

We have observed above that when zibun is followed by a pluraUcollective suffx
-tati, it can take a plural NP as its antecedent. The relevant examples are repeated

below.

(57) a. John,-to Mary:-ga zibun-tati1*i-o hagemasi-ta.
John-andMary-NonaSE-pl-acc encourage-PsT
'John and Mary encouraged themselves.'

b. John;to Mary:-ga zibun-tatit+.;-otun€t-ta.
John-andMary-uonaSE-pl-ecc pinch-rsr
'John and Mary pinched themselves.'

c. John,-to Maryi-ga zibun-tatir+;-osettoku-si-ta.
John-andMary-uonaSE-pl-ecc persuasion-do-psT

'John and Mary persuaded themselves.'

ra In section 3.1 we noted McCawley's (1972) obseruation that local zibun is not felicitous with a predicate
like nagur-u'hit'. Her example is repeated below.

(i) (Oshima 1979:425426; originally from McCawley (1972))
*Hirosi-wa zibun-o nagut-ta.
Hirosi-rop SE-ncc hit+sr
'Hirosi hit himself.'

Presumably, speakers Iike McCawley retain the original version of rule I in their gramrnar, while those who
accept a coreferential reading of local zibun have the rcvised rule L The fact that there are nro instantiations
of rule I will be captured if we assume that rule I is parameterised and that the original version is the
unmarked option in UG. Upon hearing utterances with a coreferential reading of local zibun, then, speakers
will come to set the paftrmeter to the revised version.
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Since the possibility of coreference is available for local zibun, at the C-I interface

example (57a), for instance, can be represented as follows:

(58) John & Mary (1.x (xro*orr,rary €ncowsg€d y,iu*-o,J) & V: John & Mary

In (58) the arity requirement of the predicate is satisfied and the value of a free variable
y will be assigned by accessing the discourse storage. In this case, the assigned value is
a group of individuals due to the lexical information of the suffix -/a/i.

We also noted in (39) that local zibun becomes felicitous with a plural antecedent
when sorezore is added to the sentence. Presumably, the fuirction of sorezore is to yield
a distributive interpretation of a predicate. If that is the case, the addition of sorezore
has a similar effect to that of zisin, the difference being that zisin, but not sorezore, can

salvage a derivation from an arity violation. I assume that the addition of sorezore
results in a representation like (59b) at the C-I interface.

(59) a. John;to Mary:-ga sorezore zibuni,;o hagemasi-ta.
John-and Mary-Nona each SE-ncc encourage-Psr
'John and Mary each encouraged themselves.'

b John (l,x (x6,,, encouraged y,"*)) &y: John &
Mary (l,x (xr,, encouraged zroJ) &z= Mary

In (59b) zibun is franslated as a free variable and the arity requirement is satisfied. As
above, the values of the free variables will be assigned by accessing the discourse
storage.

3.3.2 Expletive 7*ro Pronoun

One of the important observations made in Aikawa (1993) is that local zibun is not
felicitous with a quantifier antecedent when the predicate is [-reflexive]. Her examples
are repeated below.

(60) (Aikawa t993: 42)
a. ?*Daremo-ga zibun-o hagemasi-ta.

everyone-NOU sE-ACC encourage-PsT
'Everyone encouraged himself.'

b. ?*Dare-ga zibun-o tunet-ta-no?
who-rloM SE-ecc pinch-rsr-Q
'Who pinched himself?'

c. ?*Dareka-ga zibun-o tunet-ta.
someone-NoM SE-Acc pinch-rsr
'Someone pinched himself,'
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Unlike Aikawa, some native speakers of Japanese (including myselfl may find that the
above sentences are in fact acceptable with a reflexive interpretation. But I do perceive
a subtle difference between (61) and (62) below. That is, although a reflexive
interpretation is available in both cases, the interpretation in which zibun refers to the
speaker is preferred over a reflexive interpretation in (61). In the case of (62), however,
both readings seem to be equally available.

(61) a. Daremo;ga ziburrrp".r,".r,-o tunet-ta.
everyone-NoM SE-ACC pinch-rSr
'Everyone pinched me.'> 'Everyone pinched himself.'

b. Daremo,-ga zibun**.r,;-o nikun-de-i-ru.
everyone-NoM SE-Acc hate-l+r-be-NPST

'Everyone hates me.'>'Everyone hates himself.'

Daremoi-ga zibuny*oLr-o mamot-ta.
eYeryone-NoM SE-ACC protect-PST
'Everyone protected himself/me.'
Daremo'-ga zibunr**cr-oseme-te-i-ru.
everyone-NoM SE-ACC blame-rff-be-lrpSr
' Everyone blames himself/me.'

(6?) a.

b.

lrlote that according to the lists of predicates provided by Aikawa (see (27) and (28)),
the predicates used in (61) are both [-reflexive], while those n (62) are [+/-reflexive].
Thus, although one may differ to the extent that they allow a reflexive interpretation of
a non-reflexive predicate and/or in the identification of the set of intrinsically reflexive
predicates in Japanese, the intuition itself that some verbs are intrinsically reflexive
seems to hold.

Why, then, are some speakers more lenient on a reflexive interpretation of a non-
reflexive predicate in the above cases? To put it differently, if examples in (60) and
(61) violate the arity requirement of a predicate, where does this fluctuation in
acceptability come from? I would like to suggest that this may well be related to the
fact that one can omit a subject and/or an object in Japanese (i.e. it is possible to use a
zero pronoun in an argument position). That is, on a pfi with an example like (63)
some speakers may have a tendency to supply azeto pronoun at the C-I interface when
the arity requirement is not apparently met.

(63) Orou mo @rrkat-ta?
already buy-rsr

'Did (you) buy (it) already?'

If that is the case, the arity requirement of a predicate will be satisfied by the presence
of an inserted zero pronoun. Thus, I suggest that a representation like (6a) will be
available at the C-I interface (for the sake of concreteness, let us assume that a zero
prononn will project a DP and zibun will come to occupy its specifier position).
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(64) everyone (l.x (X",*on" encouraged [x66* O]))

This statery of protecting a derivation from an arity violation is in effect tantamount to
the role obtained by the addition of SELF:

(65) a. Willem bewondert zichzelf.
Willem admires himself
'Willem admires himself.'

b. Willeq bewondert [. zich; [p zelf]l

In both cases an element which is translated into a variable at the C-I interface (i.e.

zibun and zich) is not the coargument of the subject. Now, an intiguing fact about
Japanese is that it has an overt lexical item which can be used for precisely the same
purpose. Let us observe (66).

(66) a. Daremo-ga zibun-no koto-o hagemasi-ta.

everyone-NoM sE-GeU thing-Acc encourage-PsT

'Everyone encouraged himself (lit. his thing).'
b. everyone (l,x (x""*one encouraged [xr6*-no koto]))

In (66) zibun is embedded within a projection headed by a semantically vacuous
elernent lato (which literally means 'thing') and hence it is not the coargrrment of
daremo 'everyone'. The fact that &oro does not contribute to the meaning of (66)

suggests that it is there to merely satisfy the arity requirement of the predicate. Thus,
the presence of such a stategy in Japanese can be taken as independent support for its
availability with a null element.

Let us now consider how the zero pronoun in (64) could be given an

interpretation. One possibility would be to constnre it as a variable bound by the 1.-

operator. However, this would lead to the formation of a chain consisting of x",-on",
x,ib*, and xo on the assumption that the zero pronoun is c-commanded by xri6-, attd
hence the resultant chain would be interpreted as one semantic argument. Another
option would be to constnre the zero pronoun as a free variable, the value of which is
assigned by accessing the discourse storage. Note, however, that this option does not
worh either, since the antecedent is a quantifier expression and thus does not refer.
Hence, we are led to conclude that this zero pronoun is presumably an expletive, being
inserted to merely satisff the arity requirement of a predicate.rs' 16 Ou analysis can also

rs The existence of an expletive zero pronoun can be gleaned from the following observations.

(i) a. Kyoo-wa ameda.
today-tor rain-cop
'Today it is rainy.'

b. tKyoo-ga ameda.
today-uou raincop
'Today is rainy.'
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account for the fact that native speakers usually prefer the reading in which zibun refers
to the speaker in (60) and (61).17 Since the insertion of an expletive zero pronoun is an

exta operation that is needed to salvage a derivation from an arity violation, construing
zibun as referring to the speaker, thereby satisffing the arity requirement of a predicate
without an additional operation, is more economical. Thus, I am claiming that (67a) is
more economical than (67b).

(67) a. everyone (l,x (x.,"oone encouraged y"*J) & y: speaker
b. everyone (l,x (x.,.oone encouraged [xr6* O]))

If our reasoning is on the right track, we predict that when (67a) is not available for
some reason, (67b) should become easier to obtain, as there is no other economical way
to interpret the sentence. I would like to suggest that there is at least one such case

where (67b) is easy to obtain. This has to do with the fact that when a pbrase hke zibun-
de or zibun-no te-de is added to the sentence, it becomes easier to have a reflexive
interpretation (discussed in section 3.2.2). The relevant examples are repeated below.

(68) a. Daremo-ga zibun-de zibun-o hagemasi-ta.
everyone-NoM SE-with SE-ACC encourage-PsT
'Everyone encouraged himself on his own.'

b. Dare-ga zibun-no te-de zibun-o tunet-ta-no?
who-Nou SE-cs].I hand-with SE-ncc pinch-rsr-Q
'Who pinched himself with his own hand?'

c. Kyoo-wa John-ga yasumi-da.
today-ror John-Nou absence-coP
'Today John is absent.'

In (ia) lcyoo 'today' is followed by a topic marker. That this cannot be the (underlying) subject of the
sentence is shown in (ib) where lcyoo is followed by a nominative Case marker. Note also that a topic-
marked phrase is not necessarily the grammatical subject of a sentence, as illustrated in (ic). Under the
standard assumption that every sentence must have a subject, it follows that there is an expletive zero
pronoun in (ia).
15 If the insertion of a zero pronoun is indeed possible to satisfu the arity requircment of a predicate, one
may wonder why the following sentence is not licensed:

(i) a. *John'ga O O hagemasi-ta.
John-NOU encourage-PsT
'John encouraged (himself).'

b. John (2'x (x"6, encouragedlxs@)))

In (ib) one of the zero pronouns is constnred as a variable bound by the l.-operator and the other is used to
satisfu the arity requirement. under the assumption that a zero pronoun is akin to an overt pronoun except
for its phonetic realisation, example (ia) is ruled out due to the violation of the chain condition, as the tail is
fully specified for $-features.
17 Aikawa (1993: 53) also notes that a linguistic antecedent is (presumably) prcferred for local zibun when
the antecedent is a referential expression, while the 'speaker' reading is preferrcd when thc antecedent is a
quantifier expression.
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c. Dareka-ga zibun-no te-de zibun-o tunet-ta.
someone-NoM SE-GEN hand-with sE-ACC pinch-rSr
'Someone pinched himself with his own hand.'

An interesting fact about phrases like zibun-de and zibun-no te-de is that these phrases

cannot refer to the speaker in the above cases. Now, it has been known since the work
of Howard and Niyekawa-Howard (1976) that two occturences of zibun in a clause
must have the sErme antecedent.rB Their example is given below.

(69) (Iida 1996: 80; originally from Howard and Niyekawa-Howard (1976))
Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga zibun-no heya-de zibun-no sigoto-o
Taroo-top Hanako-rtoM SE-GEN room-in SE-cru work-Rcc
si-te-i-ta-tol it-ta.
do-m-be-PST-coMP say-Psr

rE However, it is not necessarily the case that two occurrences of zibun in a clause cannot have distinct
antecedents. Observe the following contrast.

(i) a. (lida1996:277)
Taroo-wa Hanako-o zibun-no tomodati-to zibun-no zitensya-ni nose-ta.

Taroo-top Hanako-ncc SE+eu friend-with SE-cpt't bicycle-on put-psr
'Taroo; put Hanako; on hisl bicycle with hisl friend.'
'Taroo; put Hanako; on her; bicycle with herl friend.'

*'Taroo; put Hanako.;on hisi bicycle with her; friend.'
+'Taroo; put Hanako; on her; bicycle with his; friend.'

b. Taroo-wa zibun-no tomodati-to issyo-ni, Hanako-o zibun-no zitensya-ni nose-ta.

Taroo-Top SE+Et't friend-with together Hanako-ncc SEce'ru bicycle-on put-psr
'Taroo; put Hanako; on his, bicycle together with hiq friend.'

*'Taroo; put Hanakoi on heri bicycle togetherwith her; friend.'
*'Tarooi put Hanakoj on his; bicycle together with heri friend.'

'Taroo; put Hanakq on her; bicycle togetherwith his; friend.'
c. Hanako-o zibun-no zitensya-ni, Taroo-wa zibun-no tomodati-to issyo-ni nose-ta.

Hanako-ncc SE-crt.t bicycle-on Taroo-rop SE-cEN friend-with together put-psT
'Tarool put Hanakq on hisi bicycle together with hiq friend,'

*'Tarooi put Hanakoj on her; bicycle together with herS friend.'
*'Tarool put Hanakoi on hiq bicycle together with her; friend.'

'Tarool put Hanakoi on her; bicycle together with hisi friend.'

Examples in (i) indicate that the antecedenB can diverge if one of them intervenes between two occurrences
of zibun. This distinct antecedent interpretation becomes available when thcrc is a pause (as indicated by a
comma in ttre examples). The corcfercntial possibilities in (ih, c) are represented schematically below.

(ii) a. DP;-wa... zibuny,; ..., DP;'o ... zibuny,
b. DPi+ ... zibury; ..., DP;wo... zibun;7".;

(ii) reveals that zibun can be coreferential with a topic-marked DP irrespective of its syntactic position. As
we will see in chapter 4, this is in accordance with the claim that zibun, a high accessibility marker, signals
to the addressee to search for a highly accessible antecedent like a topic. How about the impossible cases of
corefercnce in (ii), then? It seerns that the answer to this question lies in the fact that the presence of a pause
makes a distinct antecedent interpretation possible. That is, assurning that one of the functions of a pause is
to signal a processing unit, a palrse urges the addressee to look for an antecedent for zibun within that unit
(where an accusative Case-marked DP is still highly accessible due to its recent mcntion).
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'Taroo, said that Hanako; was doing hisl work in his' room.'
'Taroo, said that Hanako, was doing her, work in her, room.'

*'Tarooi said that Hanako; was doing his, work in her, room.'
*'Taroo, said that Hanako., was doing her, work in his, room.'

Since the 'speaker' reading of zibun is not available in (68), it follows from the

observation made by Howard and Niyekawa-Howard that both occurences of zibun
must be construed as variables bound by the l,-operator. As there is no other option to
satisff the arity requirement of a predicate but to insert an expletive zero pronoun, a

reflexive interpretation is easier to obtain in (68) than in (60) or (61).
Finally, let us consider the following examples.

(70) a. Daremo,-ga zibun'-o hagemasi-ta.
everyone-NoM SE-ACC encourage-PsT
'Everyone encouraged himself.'

b. Zibun.y*o1r,-o daremoi-Ba r,hagemasi-ta.
SE-nCC everyone-NOM encourage-PsT

'Himselfilvle, everyone encouraged.'
c. Daremot-ga zibun-zisin;-o hagemasi-ta.

everyone-Noru SE-self-ecc encourage-PsT

' Everyone encouraged himself.'
d. Zibun-zisin;o daremoi-Bo r,hagemasi-ta.

SE-self-acc everyone-NoM encourage-PsT

'Himself, everyone encouraged.'
e. Daremo,-ga zibun;-no tomodati-o hagemasi-ta.

everyone-NoM SE-GEN friend-nCC encourage-PsT

'Everyone encouraged his friend.'
f. Zibun;no tomodati-o daremo,-ga r' hagemasi-ta.

sE-arN friend-ecc everyone-NoM encourage-PsT

'His friend, everyone encouraged.'

I have proposed above that when zibun is locally bound by a quantifier phrase, as in
(70a), some speakers manage to obtain a reflexive interpretation because an expletive
zero pronoun can be inserted to satis$ the arity requirement of a predicate. Example
(70b) shows, however, that when local zibun is scrambled to the sentence-initial
position, it becomes impossible to yield a reflexive interpretation (Katada 1988, 1989,

l99l). This seems puzzling if an expletive zero pronoun is in principle available. Note
also that this contrast does not obtain when zibun-zisin or zibun-no tomodarl' 'SE's
friend' is scrambled to the sentence-initial position, as shown in (70d) to (70f1. In
chapter 2 we have observed that a l,-operator will be introduced at the C-I interface as a

by-product of the subject argument checking the EPP feature within Crr:

(71) a. [Jacquelin€ [[r."qo"rin" [swam]]]
b. Jacqueline (1,x (xh"qu"ri,," swam))
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At the interface, the lower copy of Jacqueline will be tanslated into a variable bound
by the l.-operator. More specifically, when a DP undergoes movement (e.9. to check
the EPP feature), its lower copy is bound by the moved DP, which, upon the

intoduction of a l,-operator, will be bound by the l"-operator, while the higher copy
serves as the sister of the l,-predicate. I would like to suggest that the contrast observed
in (70) will naturally follow from this mapping procedure. First, let us consider (70b),
the mapping procedure of which is illustatedin(72).

(72) a. [[zibun]-o [[daremo];ga [[daremo], [[zibun], hagemasi-tallll
b. everyone (i,x (x*"oonc encouraged zibuq))
c. zibun (1,y (everyone (l,x (x.,-on encouraged y**))))

We assume that the mapping procedure proceeds bottom up. Thus, in (72b) a )'-
operator will be introduced as a consequence of daremo checking the EPP feature. The

lower copy of daremo will be translated into a variable bound by the l-operator.
However, the lower copy of zibun cannot be bound by this l,-operator, as it is already

bound by the higher copy (Reinhart 2000: 303). This is the difference between (70a)

and (70b); in the former zibun is not bound within the l.-predicate and hence nothing
prevents it from being bound by the l"-operator, while in the latter zibun is already

bound within the l,-predicate and cannot be further bound.re ln (72c) another l.-operator
is introduced since zibun has been scrambled to the sentence-initial position. This l"-
operator will bind the lower copy of zibun. Finally, zibun in (72c) will be assigned a

value by accessing the discourse storage. As we will see in chapter 4, the value
assigned to zibun must be highly accessible in a given discouse (e.g. the speaker).2o

Now let us consider if the insertion of an expletive zero pronoun is permiued in
(70b). First, note that if zibun is scrambled to the sentence-initial position within Co,
we will have a derivation as shown n (72). In this culse, the question of whether to
insert an expletive zero pronoun does not arise, as there is no arity violation in the
derivation (i.e. zibun is constnred as a free variable). But how about the following
derivation?

[ [daremo];ga [[daremo], [zibun-o hagemasi-ta] I l
everyone (l,x (x**one encouraged xrioJ)
everyone (l.x (x""*one encouraged [xr5* O]))
[[zibunfo [daremo-ga [[zibun], hagemasi-tal]I

CHL

C-I interface
C-I interface
PF interface
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(73) a.

b.
c.

d.

We build the derivation shown in (73a) within Co (which is identical to (70a)) and
send it to the interface components. At the C-I interface, zibun will be bound by the l"-

re Note that even if zibun in (70a) covertly moves to check its Case feature, the higher copy of zibun is still
within the i.-predicate of which the subject is the sister. Thus, the higher copy of zibun can be bbund by the

l,-operator, in which case a reflexive interpretation obains.
z0 As mentioned in footrrote 5 of chapter l, Katada (1991) reports that some speakers can interpret the

scrambled zibun as referring to the subject in case it is a referential expression. This follows from our claim
that a value is assigned to the scrambled zibun by accessing the discourse storage.
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operator, which results in an arity violation. However, since the insertion of an

expletive zero pronoun is possible in Japanese to remedy the arity violation, we will
take this option, which yields (73c). Finally, at the PF interface, we scramble zibun to
the sentence-initial position, as in (73d). If this PF scrambling were allowed by the
grafirmar, we would incorrectly predict that (70b) can have a reflexive interpretation.
However, the following data from English independently suggest that PF movement to
the left periphery is not possible.

(74) *Him,, every boy hopes the teacher will recommend l.
?His' best friend, every boy hopes the teacher will recommend f,.

If PF movement to the left periphery were permitted, we should be able to have a
bound variable reading in (74a). That this is not the case indicates that the derivation
shown in (73d) is not possible.2l

Next let us consider (70f).

(75) a. [[zibun-no tomodati].;-o [[daremo];-ga [[daremo], [[zibun-no tomodati],
hagemasi-talJll

b. everyone (l,x (x","oone encouraged [zibun's friend],))
c. everyone (l,x (x.,"oone encouraged [xr,o*'s friend]r))
d. *zibun's friend (Iy (everyone (l"x (x*,"oon. encouraged y,,o*,rr,,*J)))
e. *xr,o,n's friend (l,y (everyone (1,x (xru*on encouraged y*,r"*J)))
f. everyone (1.x (x.,*one encouraged x,,o*'s friend))

As above, a l.-operator will bind the lower copy of daremo in (75b). However, the
crucial difference between (72b) and (75b) is that in the latter case it is the whole DP
zibun-no tomodati which is bound by the higher copy. In other words, zibun embedded
within this DP is not bound within the l,-predicate and nothing excludes binding it by
the l"-operator. This is indicated in (75c). Although it is in principle possible to
introduce another l"-operator, as in (75d), this results in an uninterpretable
representation, since the sister of the higher )"-predicate (i.e. the scrambled DP)
contains a variable bound by the lower l.-operator (this is made clear in (75e)). Hence,
assuming that either the higher or the lower copy can be utilised for interpretation, ttre
only option to constnre this DP is via the lower copy. This yields the representation
(7sf)."

The account I propose for zibun-zisin is essentially identical to the one outlined
above. Thus, we have the following mapping procedure at the C-I interface for (70d).

a.

b.

(76) [[zibun-zisin];o [[daremo];ga [[daremo]; [[zibun-zisin]., hagemasi-tall]l
everyone (1,x (x.,*onc encouraged [zibun-zisin].,))
everyone (l,x (x.,*onc encouraged [x65*-zisin],))

2r Example (74a) from English demonstrates that the issue of PF movement to the left periphery is
independent of that of the insertion of an expletive zero pronoun.
22 The availability of a bound variable reading for (74b) in the text will be explained in the same way.

a.

b.
c.
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d. *zibun-zisin (Iy (everyone (l,x (x.,*one encouraged yriu*-ri.iJ)))
e. *x65*-zisin (l.y (everyone (l,x (x encouraged y"-a.iJ)))
f. everyone (l.x (x*-on" encouraged f(xroj))

As zibun itself is not bound in (76b), it can be bound by the l-operator, resulting in a
representation (76c).23 It is not possible to constue the higher copy of zibun-zisin,
hence the lower copy will be interpreted. Finally, as indicated in (76f), the zisin part of
x,i6un-zisin will serve as a fi:nction which yields a close approximation to the value of
Xrib*'

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have observed that unlike Dutch zich, Japanese zibun cannot form a

dependency relation within C", due to the specification of a number feature

[+singular]. We have also seen that tbe zisin part of zibun-zisin serves to yield a

distributive interpretation of a predicate. The distributive function of zisin is available
even when zibun-zisin is embedded within a coordinate structure, which has led to the

conclusion that zisin will be Eanslated into a function at the C-I interface, just like the

zelf part of zichzelf in Dutch. The dependency relation between local zibua and its
antecedent can be established at the C-I interface, and yet the dependency formed with
zibun-zisin is favoured since the former will violate the arity requirement of a predicate
(on the assumption that two occurrences of a variable bound by the same ),-operator
will constitute a chain). The logical syntax representation with local zibun can still be

salvaged by the possible insertion of an expletive zero pronoun, which accounts for the
variability of judgements among native speakers. The other difference between Dutch
zich and Japanese zibun concerns the possibility of coreference (or discourse binding).
Since zibun can be used for coreference, it is claimed that it can be translated into not
only a bound variable but also a free variable. Finally, the theoretical consequence of
the possibility of coreference for zibun in the local domain has resulted in the
modification of rule I.

23 I assume that the zibun part of zibun-zisin occupies the specifier position of a DP headed by ersin. I also

assume along with Noguchi (1997: 781) that a genitive Case marker zo is inserted within a lexical
projection, hence the conuast between zibun-no tomodatiwithzibun in Spec-NP versus zibun-zisin.
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Chapter 4
Anaphora in the hlon-Local Domain

4.1 Introduction

As mentioned in chapter 1, one of the properties of zibun which is often noted in the
literature is that it is subject oriented. This is illustated in (1) and (2).

(1) (Kitagawa 1981:68)
Taroo,-ga Hanakol-o zibunr.,-notomodati-nomae-deziman-si-ta.
Taroo-uonaHanako-ACCSE-apN friend-cgN front-inbrag-do-rSr
oTaroo bragged about Hanako in front of hislher friends.'

(2) John;ga Bill.;-ni [Mikeu-ga zibun;*;*-o kenasi-ta-koto]-o tuge-ta.
John-tton,t Bill-oer Mike-t*lol\4 SE-ecc speak.ill.of-psr-conap-Acc tell-psr
'John told Bill that Mike spoke ill of himlhimself.'

In (1) zibun can be anaphoric to the subject Taroo but not to the object Hanako.
Likewise, zibun in (2) can take either the matrix or subordinate subject as an antecedent
but not the indirect object Bfl/. Several researchers have proposed that the property of
subject orientation can be accounted for if we assume that a SE anaphor adjoins to Infl
or VP at LF. Under this adjunction hlpothesis, the subject is the only antecedent which
can bind tle raised anaphor in its local domain, hence subject orientation follows
naturally (Katada 1988, 1989, 1991; Cole, Hermon, and Sung 1990, 1993; Cole and
Sung 1994; Cole and Warrg 1996). For instance, the analysis proposed by Katada is
represented schematically in (3).

(3) (adapted from Katada (1991:296))
a. NP,-ga [u, .. . NPr-ni ... [.r* .. . zibun-Case . . . ]] S-Stnrcture

NOM DAT

where CP* stands for zero or more occurrences of clauses
b. NP,-ga [rp zibun [u, ... Mr-ni ... [cr. . .. /-Case ... ]]1 LF
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Katada assumes that (i) zibun can undergo long-distance raising and adjoin to W at LF
as long as the Eace left behind is lexically governed, and (ii) Case markers are lexical
governors.' Hence, the trace in (3b) satisfies the ECP. Given that zibun raises to \IP at

LF, it follows that zibun can be bound by NP, but not by NP, in (3), as only the former
locally c-corlmands the raised anaphor. The analysis proposed by Cole et al. is quite
similar to Katada's, one of the differences being that they assume the movement of a

SE anaphor takes place cyclically from Infl to InfI (in accordance with the head

movement constraint;.
Aikawa (1993), on the other hand, explores an approach which does not assume

any movement of zibun atLF. She argues that since zibun lacks the specification of 0-
feafires and cannot be interpreted as such, it will be bound by the first accessible Agr at

LF so that it can receive $-features for interpretation. According to Aikawa, then,

subject orientation follows from the assumption that zibun is bound by Agr (i.e. zibun
receives the index of the subject in the Spec-IP position via spec-head agreement with
Agr). Moreover, following Borer (1989) and Progovac (1992), Aikawa assumes that
there are two types of Agrs (anaphoric and referential Agrs) and that Japanese

instantiates an anaphoric Agr. As opposed to a referential Agr, which manifests overt
agreement morpholo{y, trt anaphoric Agr may depend on a c-corrmanding Agr for its
content, in which cilse an Agr chain is formed. Long-distance binding of Japanese

zibun is claimed to follow from the assumption that an Agr chain can transmit the index
of a remote antecedent to zibun from the Agr associated with the antecedent to the one
which binds zibun in its local domain. Aikawa's analysis is illustrated in (4).

(4) (Aikawa 1999: 168)
a. Jotrn;ga [Billi-ga Mary*-ni zibunyy.l-no koto-o hanasi-ta-to]

John-Nou Bill-uouMary-oerSE-ceN thing-acctell-psr-covrp
omot-te-i-ru.
think-ur-be-NPSr
'John thinks that Bill told Mary things about himlhimself.'

b. [John, Ag2 tBillj Agrl Mary* zibuni6r.r V] Vl

Agr chain zibun bound to the first accessible Agr

However, it is not necessarily the case that the antecedent for zibun must be a
subject. As pointed out in Kitagawa (1981), it is indeed possible to constnre Hanako in
(1) as an antecedent for zibun if the sentence is put into an appropriate context, i.e. a

context in which Hanako is the topic of the discourse.

(5) (Kitagawa 1981: 68)
A: DoositeHanako-wa tere-te-i-ru-no?

why Hanako-ropembarassed-lir-be-Npsr-e

I As noted in section 3.2.1, Katada argues tbat the reason why zibun undergoes movement is that it is an

operator anaphor and thus it has to be in an A'-position at LF along with other operators like quantifiers and
wh-words.
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'Why is Hanako embarrassed?'
B: Taroo,-ga Hanako;-o zibun4-no tomodati-no mae-de

Taroo-NonaHanako-AccSE-cuN friend-cnrrr front-in
ziman-si-ta-kara-da-yo.
brag-do-nsr-because-coP-PRT
'That's because Taroo bragged about Hanako in front of his/her friends.'

Similarly, Bill in (2) can be an antecedent for zibun when he is regarded as the
discourse topic.

(6) A: Doosite Bill-wa okot-te-i-ru-no?
why Bill-top angry-NF-be-xrsr-q
'Why is Bill angry?'

B: Sore-wa-ne, John-ga Bill;-ni [Mike-ga zibun;o
that-rop-pRr John-Nou Bill-oar Mike-Nona SE-ecc
kenasi-ta-koto]-o tuge-ta-kara-da-yo.
speak.ill.of-psr-coup-ACc tell-pst-because-cop-pRT
'That's because John told Bill that Mike spoke ill of him.'

Examples (5) and (6) are quite significant in that they clearly show that the syntactic
accounts discussed above are not tenable, as they necessarily predict that only a subject
can be the antecedent for a SE anaphor. In this chapter I would like to offer an
alternative account with respect to the behavioru of zibun and other anaphoric
expressions in the non-local domain. Specifically, we will see that their distribution
follows frorn accessibility theory.

4.2 Zibun as a High Accessibility Marker

As mentioned in chapter 2, Reuland (2001) claims that a logophoric interpretation of an
anaphoric element may be available if a CHAIN is not formed within Csr. His rule L is
repeated below.

(7) Rule L: Logophoric interpretation (Reuland 2001: 466)
NP A cannot be used logophorically if there is a B such that a CHAII.I (B, A) can
be formed.

Stating the intuition behind rule L in our terms, we take it that an interpretation
sensitive to discourse factors as suggested in accessibility theory (which subsumes
logophoricity) becomes available if a dependency relation between an anaphoric
expression and its antecedent is not established within Cr,,. h chapter 3 we have seen
that a dependency betweenzibun and its antecedent cannot be formed within Co due to
the specification of a number feature [+sing;ular]. If that is the case, it follows that the
distribution of zibun will be subject to discourse considerations. For instance, the
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reason why the matrix subject can qualify as an antecedent for zibun in the object

argument position of the subordinate clause in (2), repeated here as (8), is that a

dependency with the subordinate subject is not established within C*, and this opens up
the possibility of a logophoric interpretation.

(8) John;ga Bill,-ni [Mike*-ga zibun;7221a-o kenasi-ta-koto]-o tuge-ta.
John-Nou Bill-oer Mike-ttona SE-ecc speak.ill.of-psr-coup-Acc tell-psr
'John told Bill that Mike spoke ill of himlhimself.'

By conEast, Dutch zich cawtot take a long-distance antecedent.

(9) Jacqueline, hoopt dat Christe! zichryl verdedigsn gaat.

Jacqueline hopes that Christel SE defend goes

'Jacqueline hopes that Christel is going to defend herftrerself.'

This is because a dependency between Christel and zich is established within C* as a

by-product of Move/Attract and checking.
In section 4.1 we saw that zibun can take the (indirect) object as an antecedent

when it is regarded as a discourse topic. This behaviour of zibun is derimental to the
syntactic accounts of SE anaphors discussed earlier, yet this is exactly what
accessibility theory predicts. As noted in section 2.3.2, zibun is a high (possibly the
highest) accessibility marker. Thus, when the speaker uses zibun, he signals to the
addressee to search for a highly accessible antecedent. When an example sentence is
presented in isolation, as is usually the case in the synta,x literature, this means that
zibun is most likely to be interpreted as being coreferential with the subject of the
sentence, as it is highly accessible. However, from the point of view of accessibility
theory, a discourse topic is also highly accessible, ffid this is the reason why the
(indirect) object in (5) and (6) can qualiff as an antecedent for zibun. Furthermore,
given a sentence like (10) out of context, native speakers usually prefer the matrix
subject as an antecedentfor zibun over the subordinate subject.

(10) Johnr-wa [Billi-ga zibun v;-o hagemasi-a+o] it-ta.
John-rop BiU-uoIvI SE-ncc encourage-psr-coMp say-psr
'John said that Bill encouraged hirnlhimself.'

In (10) the matrix subject is followed by a topic marker wa, while the subordinate
subject has a nominative Case marker ga. The preference for a topic-marked antecedent
also follows from accessibility theory if we assume that the topicimatrix subject of a
sentence is more accessible than the subordinate subject.2

2 Within the framework of centring theory (Joshi and Weinstein l98l; Grosz, Joshi, and Weinstein 1983;
Sidner 1983; Grosz and Sidner 1986), Kameyama (1988) and Walker, Iida, and Cote (1994) propose the
following ranking in Japanese.
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That a topic counts as a highly accessible antecedent can be observed in the
following example as well.

(l l) (Miura 1982:27)*
Watasi-no tizin'-wa, kuruma-de kodomo-o hii-ta.
I-cgN acquaintance-ToP car-by child-ecc run.over-psr
'An acquaintance of mine ran over a child by (his) car.'
Karel-wa, [kpu-ni tobidasi-te-ki-ta] hoo-ga waru-i. [Kodomo-o yoku
he-rOp suddenlyrun.out-NF-come-PsT side-Nonabad-tipSr child-eCC well
situke-te-i-na-kat-tal oya-ga wam-i-to it-te-i-ta.
discipline-ln-be-xec-coP-psT parent-Nou bad-t'tpsT-CoMp say-NF-be-psr
'He was saying, "The one who came running out suddenly was to blame." "The
parents who did not discipline the child well were to blame."'
Tokoroga, sono go zibun;no kodomo-ga kuruma-ni hik-are-te sin-da.
but that after SE-cptt child-t'iou car-by nm.over-pASS-NF die-psr
'But after that his child was run over by a ca^r and died.'

As noted in chapter 3, example (l l) is an instance of discourse binding; zibun in the
last sentence does not have an antecedent within the sentence and it can be interpreted
as being coreferential with watasi-no tizin'an acquaintance of mine'. In our terms, this
is because watasi-no tizin is the topic of this discourse fragment and the author uses the
high accessibility marker zibun to signal to the reader that its antecedent is highly
accessible. In Aikawa's (1993) analysis, on the other han{ the properry of discourse
binding is treated separately from that of subject orientation. Setting aside the issue of
discourse binding, Aikawa concentrates on the phenomena like subject orientation and
offers a purely syntactic account for them. In our terms, however, both of these

properties derive from the fact that the antecedent of zibun is highly accessible, thereby
we can provide a unified account for them.

It has often been noted in the literatrue that the referent of zibun can be the
speaker or the addressee (depending on the dialect). Iida (1996), for instance, considers
this property to be distinct from the anaphoric property of zibur (i.e. zibun can be used

as the first or second person pronoun as well), and yet on our account the first or
second person pronoun use of zibun simply follows from the fact that the speaker and
the addressee are highly accessible in a discourse. Moreover, an example like the
following can be readily accounted for by accessibility theory.

(i) Expected cenfie order (Kameyama 1988: 61n28)
TOPIC > rDENT > SIJBJ > OBJ(2) > OTHERS

(ii) Cf ranking for Japanese (Walker, Iida, and Cote 1994: 199)
(GRAMMATICAL OR ZERO) TOPIC > EMPATIIY > SUBJECT >
OTHERS

In centring theory, the ordering of fonrard-looking centres (Cfs) reflects
translating the above rankings into accessibility theory, we take it that a topic
subject.

OBJECTz > OBJECT >

discourse salience. Thus,
is more accessible than a
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(12) (Miura 1982: l0)*
[ [Watasi-tati;nitotte taisetu-na-no] -wa, [ituka-wa tuini sin-u]

I-pl-for important-coP-coMP-ToP someday-ror eventually die-l{Psr
zibuq-gasonohi-made donoyoo-nasisei-de iki-ru-ka-toiukoto-dear-oo].
SE-Notvt that day-until what.kind.of attitude-with live-lpsr-Q-coMp-cop-will
'The important thing for us will be with what kind of attitude each of us, who will
someday eventually die, should live until that day.'

In (12) zibun can be constnred as referring to watasi-tati 'we' embedded within the

subject argument. Note that the antecedent watasi-tati does not c-command zibun, ffid
yet coreference is possible in the above case. This is because watasi-tatf (presumably
referring to both the author and the reader) is regarded as highly accessible, since the

style of writing from which (12) was taken is such that the author is addressing the

reader throughout the book. (13) is an additional example illustrating the same point.

7t

(13) (Uchida 1992:33)*
Soreni [watasi-tati;ga zennin-o yosoo-u-no-ga
besides I-pL-Nou good.person-Acc pretend-unsr-coMP-NoM
zyoozu-na-koto]-wa, hoka-naranu zibun;ga yoku sit-te-i-mas-u.
good-cor-CoMP-Top others-NEc SE-Nou well know-NF-be-poL-NpsT
'Besides, that we are good at pretending to be good people, each one of us knows
well.'

In (13) the sentential object argument is topicalised and followed by a topic marker wa.

The antecedent watasi-tatf is embedded within this topicalised CP and hence does not
c-corrmand zibun in the matrix subject position. But, as above, coreference is possible

since watasi-tati is highly accessible.s

3 As observed in Aikawa (1993), zibun in the non-local context will yield a disnibutive reading.

(D (Aikawa 1993:30)
Johni-to Maryi-ga zibuniy.i*;no uti-o tate-ta.

John-and Mary-Not't SE-cEu house-acc build-psr
'John and Mary built their houses.'

This behaviour of nonJocal zibun apperrs to suggest thal zibun may simply be a distributor rather than
being specified for a number feature [+singular]. However, if that were the case, the reason why the addition
of sorezore improves the acceptability of (ii) would be mysterious.

(ii) John;-to Mary;-ga sorezore zibunii-o hagemasi-ta.

John-and Mary-uona each SE-Acc encourage-psr
'John and Mary each encouraged themselves.'

Without sore:z,ore, there is a strong prcference to construe zibun in (ii) as rcfening to the speaker. lf zibun
itself could serve to yield a distibutive interpretation in the local context, we would not have this preference
for the 'speaker' reading in the absence of sorszore. Moreover, as noted in section 3.3.1, zibun-zisre cannot
be followed by a pluraUcollective suflix -lari.
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As mentioned in section 2.3.1, Reinhart (1995) adds the clause 'cenEe of
consciousness' to the list of highly accessible antecedents. Addition of this clause
seems reasonable when we consider the fact that the speaker can produce an utterance
not only from his own point of view but also from the point of view of a third-person
individual. When the speaker adopts the point of view of another individual and reports
her thoughts and feelings, the mental representation of this individual is presumably as

highly accessible as that of the speaker or the addressee. As noted in foofirote I I of
chapter 2, the notion of cente of consciousness subsumes Sell's (1987) sounce and
sELF among other things. Sell's definitions are given in (14).

(14) (Sells 1987:457)
SoURCE: one who is the intentional agent of the communication
SELF: one whose mental state or attitude the content of the proposition describes

Examples below are cases where a non-subject DP is regarded as the centre of
consciousness. (15a) is an instance of souRcg, while (15b) illustrates an exElmple of
SELF.

(15) (Kameyama 1984: 230)
a. Hanako-wa Taroo,-kara [zibun;ga kat-ta-koto]-o kii-ta.

Hanako-top Taroo-from SE-Nou win-psr-coMp-Acc hear-psr
'Hanako heard from Taroo that he had won.'

b. [Zibun;ga gan-dear-u-toiu] sindan-ga Mitiko,-o zetuboo-e
SE-Nona cancer-COP-NPST-COur diagnosis-Novt Mitiko-ACC despair-to

oiyat-ta.
drive-pSr
'The diagnosis that she had cancer drove Mitiko to despair.'

At this point it is important to examine whether the notion of centre of
consciousness is indeed necessary to explain the anaphoric behaviour of zibun. Qne

(iii) tJohn-to Mary-ga zibun-zisin-tati-ohagemasi-ta.
John-and Mary-uorrl SE-self-ru-ncc encourage-PsT

'John and Mary encouraged themselves.'

The ungrammaticality of (iii) was attributed to the incompatibility beween the distributive function of zisin
and a collective -tati. By conbast, zibun can be accompanied by -tati and yield a collective rcading.

(iv) John;to Maryi-ga zibun-tati;*i-ohaganasi-ta.
John-andMary-ttollSE-pL-Acc encourage-psr
'John and Mary encouraged tftemselves.'

Furthermore, the contrast observed between (8) and (9) in the text with rcspect to the (un)availability of a

logophoric interoperation of Japanese zibun versus Dutch zici would be unaccounted for if zibun were not
specified for a number feature [+singular] and a dependency with its antecedent could be established within
C"r. I will therefore assume thtt zibun is specified for a number feailre [+singular] and leave open the
question of why it can yield a distributive rcading in the non-local context for future research.
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may consider that, when the speaker adopts a third-person point of view, this person is
regarded as a topic of discourse, thereby the whole notion of centre of consciousness

can be subsumed under topichood. However, an example like (16) clearly indicates the
need to distinguish centre of consciousness from topichood.

(16) John;wa l@ibasukettobooru-no sensyu-ni nar-e-ru-to]
John-rop basketball-cEN player-oer become-can-NPsT-coMP
omot-te-i-ru.
think-nm-be-NPST

'John thinks that (he) can become a basketball player.'
John;wa [O; zissai-no zibun, yorimo se-ga taka-i+ol
John-rop actual-ceu SE than height-rtou tall-upsr-coMp
omot-te-i-ru-kara-ne.
think-xr-be-NPsr-because-PRT
'For John thinks that (he) is taller than his actual self.'

Note that both a zero pronoun and zibun are anaphoric to John in the second sentence

of (16). If centre of consciousness were only a species of topichood, then (16) could
only express a contradictory statement like 'John (i"x (x thinks that x is taller than x
actually is))'. However, the fact that a non-contradictory reading is available for (16)
supports our claim that both of these notions are necessary as highly accessible
antecedents. That is, a zero pronoun can be anaphoric to John as he is the centre of
consciousness (Sell's SoURCE), while zibun can take John as an antecedent since he is
the topic of the discourse.a

{ Example (16) is problematic to Iida's (1996) account on zibun binding. She proposes the following
constraints for the felicitous we of zibun.

(i) Constraints onzibunbinding (lida1996:242)
a. Syntactic constraint

Zibun may not o-command its antecedent.

b. Discourse constraint
An antecedent of zibun is the perspective chosen by the speaker in describing the situation in
question.

(iD Definition of o-command (Iida 1996: 115)
Let Y and Z be synsem objects with Y referential, Y o-commands Z just in case Y is less oblique than
some X that dominatcs Z. In case X = Z,Y is said to locally o+ommand Z.

Iida argues for a conjunctive theory of zibun binding; that is, every occurence of zibun must satisff both the
syntactic and discourse constraints stated above. Her proposal predicts that not only a zero pronoun but also
zibun mwt be anaphoric to the cente of consciousness in (16). Accordingly, there is no possibility to yield
a non-contradictory reading on her account.
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4.3 Zisin as an Intensifier

Chapter 4

I have suggested in section 3.3.1 that the zisin part of zibun-zisiz is Eanslated into a

function at the C-I interface which yields a close approximation to the value of the
sister of the immediate l,-predicate which contains it. Since a dependency cannot be
formed between zibun-zisin and its coargument within Cs1, we predict that zibun-zisin
in the object argument position of a subordinate clause can take the matrix subject as an
antecedent (on a par with zibun which occurs in a subordinate clause). But our
prediction does not seem to be borne out:

(17) (Katada 1988: 171)
John,-ga Bill,-ni [Mike*-ga zibun-zisirr,y.i71-o seme-ta-to] it-ta.
John-NouBill-parMike-NonaSE-self-ncc biame-psr-coMpsay-psr
'John said to Bill that Mike blamed him/trimself.'

One often finds an example like (17) in the literature on Japanese synta,x. According to
the reported judgement, it seems difficult to construe zibun-zisin in the subordinate
clause as referring to the matrix subject John in (17). Crucially, however, Katada
(1988: l84nl) notes that the reading where zibun-zisin in a subordinate clause is
anaphoric to the matrix subject is possible for some speakers, especially when it occurs
in the specifier position of an NP. Moreover, when a complimentiser to rn (17) is
replaced with another complimentiser koto, a long-distance anaphoric relation becomes
clearly available. This is illustrated in (18).

(18) John;ga Bill-ni [Mike;-ga zibun-zisini4-o s€rr0-ta-koto]-o tuge-ta.
John-Nona Bill-per Mike-ttou SE-self-ncc blame-psr-coMp-Acc tell-psr
'John told Bill that Mike blamed himihimself.'

It should be noted that, when zibun-zisin is constmed as referring to the matrix subject
John in the above sentence, the interpretation obtained is a contrastive reading, that is,
John told Bill that Mike blamed him and not someone else. Thus, example (18)
demonstrates tlat, in case a dependency relation is not established within C"r, the
SELF part of a complex anaphor which occurs in an argument position of a predicate
does not necessarily serve as an approximation function but can be constnred as an
intensifier as well.s By contrast, when a dependency between a SELF anaphor and its

5 More specifically, K0nig and Siemund (2000) suggest the following forthe use of SELF as an intensifier.

(i) (Kiinig and Siemund 2000:45)
Adnominal intensifiers relate a centre X (referent of the focus) to a periphery of alternative values.

(ii) (Ktinig and Siemund 2000:45)
Conditions for the use of adnominal X+ef
a. X has a higher position than Y in a hierarchy;
b. X is more significant than Y in a specific situation;
c. Y is defined in terms of X;
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coargument is established within Co, the anaphor must take the coargument as its
antecedent. Reuland (2001: 483485) suggests that the SELF element in English can

undergo movement to the predicate head within Crr. Accordingly, an English anaphor

cannot take a long-distance antecedent when it occurs in an argument position:

(19) Jacquelinel thinks that Coritq trusts herself.4.

However, as argued in Reinhart and Reuland (Reinhart and Reuland 1991, 1993;
Reuland and Reinhart 1995), a SELF anaphor can be used logophorically in case it
does not occupy an argument position of a predicate by itself. This is illustated in (20).

(20) (Reinhart and Reuland 1993:670)
Max boasted that the queen invited Lucie and himself for a drink.

In contast to (19), the anaphor in (20) can take a long-distance antecedent. In
Reuland's (2001) framework this is because a dependency in (20) is not created within
Cr1, for the extraction of SELF out of a coordinate structure is not possible.

Let us now return to the question of why replacing a complimentiser facilitates a

long-distance anaphoric reading of zibun-zisin. First, note that a complimentiser to car.
be used to represent either direct or indirect speech, and, koto to represent indirect
speech. Thus, a subordinate clause in (17) can be taken to represent direct discourse

spoken by John. Second, Aikawa (1993) points out an interesting fact on the difference
between zibun and zibun-zisin:

(21) (Aikawa 1993: 52)
a. Jotrn;ga zibuny***o-o hagemasi-ta.

John-Nona SE-ncc encourage-PsT

'John encouraged himselflme.'
b. Johni-ga zibun-zisini/.spcaka-ohagemasi-ta.

John-Nou SE-self-acc encourage-psr
'John encouraged himselflme.'

Examples in (21) show that zibun-zisin cannot be constnred as referring to the speaker,

while this is possible for zibun.If that is the case, it follows that, when the subordinate

d. X is the centre of perspective (logophoricity).

The conditions stated in (ii) are exemplified below.

(iii) (K0nig and Siemund 2000: a6)
a. The chancellor himself was surprised at the results.
b. Nobody cared about the fans when the fire broke out, but the rock star himself was quickly

whisked away.
Lucy's sister is more intelligent than Lucy herself.
(Fraser 1981: 100)t
Jemima guessed that Pompey had chivalrous doubts about leaving her in the gaunt building,
with only Tiger, now in a highly restless mood, as company. She herself had no such fears.

c.

d.
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clause in (17) is interpreted as representing direct speech, zibun-zisin cannot refer to the
speaker of the utterance being reported, namely John.6 On the other hand, when a

complimentiser lwto is used in place of to, as in (18), the subordinate clause can only
represent indirect discourse and hence nothing in principle excludes a long-distance
anaphoric reading of zibun-zrsiz. Moreover, although Aikawa ergues that zibun-zisin
must take a (c-commandirrg) linguistic antecedent, the following example demonstrates
that this is not necessarily the case.7

(22) Boku-wa ano toki totemo kanasi-kat-ta.
I-rop that time very sad-cop-psr
'I was very sad at that time.'

ISinyuu-da-to omot-te-i-ta] John-ga kotomoarooni zibun-zisin-o
best.friend-cop-coMp think-ur-be-psr John-uotvt of.all.people SE-self-ncc

uragit-ta-kara-da.
betay-PSr-because-CoP
'That's because John, whom (I) considered (my) best friend, betayed me of all
people.'

In (22) the speaker is regarded as highly accessible, either because he himself is the
topic of this discourse or because the discourse is presented from his perspective. In
either case zibun-zisin can be anaphoric to the speaker in the above example. As noted
above, Katada (1988) reports that some speakers managed to obtain a long-distance
anaphoric reading for an example like (17). Presumably, then, when these speakers

were presented with example (17) for judgement, they did one of the following: (i) they
interpreted a subordinate clause in (17) as indirect speech, or (ii) they were able to
construct a situation where John was envisaged as a highly accessible antecedent and
interpreted the sentence relative to that context.

As mentioned above, Aikawa (1993) observes that there is a difference between
zibun and zibun-zisin with respect to the (relative) availability of the speaker as an

antecedent. A question that comes to mind is why zibun-zisin is more difficult to
interpret as referring to the speaker. With respect to this question, I would like to
suggest that the way a dependency can be established between zibun(-zisin) and its
antecedent affects the relative availability of the 'speaker' reading. Let us consider
(23), which illustrates possible logical syntax representations for (2la).

(23) John (l"x (*ro* encouraged x,*J)
John (l"x (xro* encouraged y,'oJ) & y = John

6 That this is the case becomes clear when we consider the following example.

(D +Ber! said, "Leo gave him; wine."

ln (i) hin cannot be coreferential with Bert.
7 Aikawa (t993: 52) does not explicitly say that zibun-zisin must take a c-commandrng linguistic antecedenL
but she claims that zibun-zisin will be necessarily construed as a bound variable (hence the inability to take
the speaker as an antecedent).

a.

b.
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c. John (tr x (xronn encotraged yr*J) & y : speaker

In (23a) zibun is constnred as a variable bound by the l"-operator. As we have seen in
chapter 3, this results in an arity violation.s Hence, we opt for tanslating zibun as a free

variable and assign a value to it by accessing the discourse storage, as in (23b, c). Note
that both John and the speakeruLre equally available upon accessing the discourse

storage.e Next let us take a look at possible logical syntax representations for (21b).

Qa) a. John (l,x (Xronn encouraged f(x"6j))
b. John (i,x (xrotn encouraged [xoo*-zisin]))
c. John (Ix (xror,n encouraged [y,,0*-zisin])) & y = Joht

d. John (l,x (x.,o* encouraged [y,i6*-zisin])) &y = speaker

At the C-I interface zisin can be tanslated into either an approximation function, as in
(24a), or as an intensifier, as in (24b-d). In (2aU b) zibun is construed as a variable
bound by the l.-operator. As above, it is also possible to tanslate zibun as a free

variable, in which case it is assigned a value by accessing the discourse storage, as in
(24c, d).'0 Thus, there are three possible representations in which zibun takes the value

of John, while there is only one for the speaker. This, I suggest, is the source of the
preference for the linguistic antecedent reported in Aikawa (1993). Moreover,
assuming that a variable can be bound by a higher l,-operator only when a clause in
which it occurs is represented as indirect discourse, the fact that a long-distance

anaphoric reading is possible in (18) readily follows from the mapping procedure. Let
us consider (25).

(25) a. John (l.x (x,onn told Bill that Mike (Iy (y*,0. blamed f(y,6J))))
b. John (l,x (xro* told Bill that Mike (Iy (yrir. blamed [y,6*-zisin]))))
c. John (l,x (xroo told Bill that Mike (Iy (yr,*" blamed [xro*-zisin]))))
d. John (l"x (xro* told Bill that Mike (Iy (yr,*. blamed [2,6*-zisin]))))

& z= Mike
e. John (l"x (xro* told Bill that Mike (Iy (yr1. blamed [zar,,-zisin]))))

& z= John
f. John (?,,x (x,,n told Bill that Mike (Iy (yr'*" blamed [255*-zisin]))))

& z= speaker

In (25a) zisin is translated into an approximation function, while in the other cases it is
construed as an intensifier.rlThere are three representations in which zibun comes to

E Although the insertion of an expletive zero pronoun is in principle possible to salvage a rcpresefltation like
(23a), this is, as it wert, an extra operation selected as a last rcsort when no other option is available to yield
a proposition in question or when a bound variable reading is explicitly called for by the context (as in the
case of a comparative ellipsis construction).
e It should be noted that we are considering example sentences out of context herc and in the subsequent

discussion.
r0 The represenation (24c) willnot be blocked by (2ab) under ourrevised rule I (discussed in section 3.3.1).
rr Note that the following representation is not allowed in our frarnework.
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have the value of Mike, two for John, and one for the speaker, which is reflected in the
preference for the reading with the local antecedent Mike, the long-distance antecedent
John, and zibun referring to the speaker, respectively. Furthennore, it is now clear why
a long-distance anaphoric reading is harder to obtain for (17). Since the subordinate
clause in (17) can be taken to represent direct speech as well as indirect speech, this
adds two more possibilities in which zibun takes the value of the local antecedent Mike
(i.e. zisin being construed as a function and as an intensifier). The overall possibilities
for each reading then become five for the local reading, two for the long-distance
reading, and one for the 'speaker' reading. By contast, recall that Katada (1988) notes
that zibun-zisin which occurs in the specifier position of an NP within a subordinate
clause can be easily construed as referring to the matrix subject:

(26) John;ga Bill-ni [Mike1-ga zibun-zisini/j-notomodati-oseme-ta-to]
John-Notvt Bill-oarMike-Norra SE-self-cgx friend-acc blame-psr-coMp
it-ta.
say-PST

'John said to Bill that Mike blamed his own friend.'

This, too, readily follows from the mapping procedure if we assume that zisin tn a
specifier position cannot be translated into an approximation function.r2 If that is the

(i) +John (lx (xro* told Bill that Mike (Iy (yy,1. blamed (x,iu,,JD))

In (i) the function is supposed to yield John's approximation as its value. This representation is however
ruled out under our assumption that an approximation function takes the sister of the immediate l,-predicate
which contains it. Hence, in the following case too, zich cannot be constnred as an approximation function
but only as an intensifier.

(ii) Jacqueline denkt dat Frank haar zelf bewondert.
Jacqueline thinks that Frank her self admires
'Jacqueline thinks that Frank admires her herself.'

12 Aikawa (1993) observes that when zibun-zisin occurs in the specifier position of an NP, it will be

construed as an intensifier.

(i) (Aikawa 1993: 154)
a. John;ga zibun;-no syasin-o mi-ta.

John-NoMSE{EN picture-nccsee-PsT
'John saw his picture.'

b. John;ga zibun-zisin;no syasin-o mi-ta.
John-NouSE-self-cru picture-nccsee-psT
'Johns saw his own picture.'

Aikawa suggests that the reason why zibun-zurz in (ib) induces a contrastive reading is because (ia) is
available if the speaker simply wishes to express the proposition in question (i.e. the speaker must have
some rcason when he uses zibun-zisln instead of zibun). The fact that zisin in (ib) is necessarily construed as

an intensifier suggests that the following representation is not available at the Cl interface.

(ii) *John (l,x (x saw (x)'s picture))
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case, the overall possibilities will be three for the local reading (or two if a subordinate

clause can only represent indirect discourse), two for the long-distance reading, and one

for the 'speaker' reading.
Lastly, let us look at two cases where native speakers opt for construing zisin as

an intensifier rather than an approximation function. The most obvious case is when the

subordinate subject is not an animate entity:

(27) Heisil-wa [teki-no sentooki-ga zibun-zisin;o nerat-te-i-ru-koto]-ni
soldier-rop enemy-ceN fighter-NoM SE-self-ecc aim.at-NF-be-r.psr-coMP-DAT

kigatui-ta.
notice-PSr

'The soldier noticed that an enemy's fighter was aiming at him himself.'

As zibun can only be anaphoric to an animate entity, construing zisin in the above

sentence as a function would yield a semantically anomalous interpretation (sentooki is
a military aircraft). Thus, the only way to make sense of zisin in (27) is to constnre it as

an intensifier, and the sentence means that the soldier noticed that an enemyos fighter
was aiming at him and not someone else. Also, a contrastive reading is quite easy to
obtain for (28) below, as the linguistic information provided by the sentence makes it
clear that comparison is intended.

(28) John,-wa [Bil!-ga [hoka-no hito-de-wa-naku zibun-zisinui]-o
John-rop Bill-Nou other-cgN person-coP-ToP-NEc SE-self-ncc
sorrkei-si-te-i-ru-koto]-o sit-ta.
respect-do-lrr-be-r.rpsT-CoMP-ACC realise-PsT
'John realised that Bill respected not other people but himlhimself.'

4.4 Zibun and Other Anaphoric Expressions in Japanese

In this section we will briefly consider differences between zibun and other anaphoric

expressions in Japanese. First, let us consider (29).

Hence, we are led to assume the following condition for translating SELF into an approximation function.

(iii) Condition for translating SELF into an approximation function
SELF which occurt in a non-argument position of a predicate cannot be construed as an

approximation function.

Intuitively, the condition stated in (iii) makes sense when we consider the fact that the SELF used as a
function sewes to protect a derivation from an arity violation. When an anaphor does not occupy an

argument position of a predicate, there will be no arity violation and hence there is no need to use SELF as a
function.
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(29) a. (Kameyama 1988: 54)

[Hitome @,mi-ta) hito-ga John;-o suki-ni nat-ta.
glance see-PST person-NOu John-eCC fond-naT become-PST

'A person who took a glance at (him) became fond of John.'
b. *[Hitome zibuq-o mi-ta] hito-ga John;o suki-ni nat-ta.

glance SE-ncc see-Psr person-Nou John-ecc fond-onr become-psr
'A person who took a glance at him became fond of John.'

In (?9a) a zero pronoun occurs within a relative clause whose head is the subject of the
sentence, and in (29b) zibun is used in place of a zero pronoun. Examples in (29) show
that a zero pronoun can be anaphoric to the object John, while this is not possible for
zibun. The contrast in (29) readily follows from accessibility theory; since a zero
pronoun is a lower accessibility marker than zibun, it can be anaphoric to a less

accessible antecedent like the object of a sentence. Moreover, accessibility theory
predicts that, when John in (29) is made more accessible, it should be possible to use

zibun to establish coreference with John. This is indeed the case, as illustated below.

(30) John,-wa saikin Bill-kara aru koto-o siras-are-ta-ga niwakani-wa
John-rop recently Bill-from some thing-acc tell-pess-psr-but at.once-Top
sinzi-rare-na-kat-ta.
believe-can-NEG-coP-PST
'John was told something by Bill but could not believe (it) at once.'
Sore-wa [hitome zibun,-o mi-ta] hito-ga John;-o suki-ni
that-ToP glance SE-acc see-PsT person-Nou John-eCC fond-oer
nat-ta-toiukoto-da.
become-PST-COMP-COP
'Which is to say, a person who took a glance at him became fond of John.'

(31) [[Hitomezibun,-omi-ta] hito-ga i-ta-toiukotol-ga John;o
glance SE-acc see-psr person-NoM be-psr-coMp-NoM John-ecc

dooyoo-s-ase-ta.
disturbance-do-caus-PST
'That there was a person who took a glance at him disturbed John.'

Example (29b) is placed in a context in (30) where John is regarded as the topic of the
discourse, while in (31) the relative clause which contains zibun is embedded within a
proposition which describes John's mental state. In these cases it becomes possible to
constnre zibun as being anaphoric to John.

Lastly, let us consider the following example.t3

13 In the discussion that follows, we will assume that the subordinate clause in (32) represents indircct
speech.
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(32) (Katada l99l:304)
?*Jotrn;ga [zibun;ga kare,-no hahaoya-o seme-ta-to] it-ta.

John-Nona SE-wou he-cfN mother-,qCC blame-pST-COMP say-PST

'John said that he blamed his mother.'

Katada (1988, 1989, l99l) attempts to account for the ungralnmaticality of (32) on the

basis of the property of kare illustrated below.

(33) (Katada 1991: 305-306)
a. *Darekq-ga [kare;ga kat-ta-to] omot-ta.

someone-NOn4 he-NOM win-pST-COMP think-pSr
'Someone thought that he won.'

b. *Dare;ga [kare;-ga tensai-da-to] omot-te-i-ru-no?
who-t IoIvI he-Nou genius-coP-coMP think-ur-be-MsT-Q
'Who thinks that he is a genius?'

Examples in (33) seem to suggest that lure cannot be bound by a quantifier phrase.ra

As mentioned in section 3.2.1, Katada argues that zibun is an operator anaphor and that
it undergoes movement to an A'-position at LF along with other operators like
quantifiers and wh-words. If that is the case, Katada contends, the ungrammaticality of
(32) and (33) will follow under the following assumption:

(34) (Katada l99l:307)
Kare must be operator-free.

In Katada's analysis zibun in (32) will adjoin to the matrix VP at LF, hence resulting in
a violation of (3a). Katada offers the following example in support of her analysis.

(35) (Katada 1991:308)
Jotrn;ga [kare;ga Bill-ni zibuq-no koto-o hanasi-ta-to] omot-te-i-ru.
John-rqona he-Nou Bill-oer SE-ceN thing-ecc tell-psr-coMp think-rqr-be-rvpsr
'John thinks that he told Bill things about himself.'

In contrast to (32), both kare and zibun can be anaphoric to John in (35). According to
Katada, this is because the subordinate subject lwre remains operator-free, as zibun can
adjoin to the subordinate VP in (35). It should be noted, however, that the coreferential
reading in (35) becomes possible only if l<are is stessed. We will come back to this
point shortly.

Katada's analysis can successfully account for the contrast between (32) and (35).
However, Hoji (1990) points out a problem with her analysis (discussed in Aikawa
(1993, 1999)). Let us consider Hoji's criticism.
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(36) (Aikawa 1999: 170)
Daremo,-ga soitu,-no hahaoya-o seme-ta.

everyone-NOM that. guy-GEN mother-ecC blame-pSr
'Everyone blamed that guy's mother.'

Example (36) shows that the demonstrative soitu 'that guy' can be consfired as a
bound variable. As sofra can be bound by an operator, it is predicted, according to
Katada's analysis, that replacing kare in (32) with sofru should yield a grammatical
sentence. The following example indicates, however, that this is not the case.

(37) (Aikawa 1999: 170)
?*John;ga [zibun;ga soitu,-no hatraoya-o seme-ta-to] it-ta.

John-xou SE-Nona that.guy-GEN mother-eCC blame-pST-CoMp say-psT

'John said that he blamed that guy's mother.'

Thus, tle ungrammaticality of (37) casts doubt on Katada's analysis. Lasnik (1989), on
the other hand, suggests an account of the ungrammaticality of (32) based on the
following generalisation as to a referentiality hierarchy:

(38) (Lasnik 1989: 161)
A less referential expression may not bind a more referential one.

As lrare is bound by a less referential expression zibun in (32), it is ruled out by the
generalisation stated in (38). But this generalisation fails to provide an account for the
following sentence where zibun does not c-commandkare.

(39) *Johq-ga [zibun;-no hahaoya-ga kare'-o seme-ta]-to it-ta.
John-hrol,r SE-Nou mother-Novt he-ecc blame-psr-coMp say-psr
'John said that his mother blamed him.'

As should be clear by now, the ungrammaticality of (32), (37) and (39) will quite
naturally follow from accessibility theory without recourse to any additional
grammatical stipulations. As discussed in section 2.3.2, zibun is a high (possibly the
highest) accessibility marker in Japanese, while kare andpresumably soitu (being in the
same so-demonstative paradigm along with sozo) are both lower accessibility markers.
Accordingly, when the speaker uses different accessibility markers within the same

sentence, they will most likely be taken to refer to distinct antecedents; if coreference
were intended, he would use markers of the same or comparable degrees of
accessibility. How about the grammaticality of (35), then? I would like to suggest that
the answer to this question resides in the fact that stessing kare makes coreference
possible for (35). As mentioned in section 2.3.1, a stessed pronoun is regarded to be a
lower accessibility marker than an unstressed pronoun, hence it signals to the addressee
to search for a less accessible antecedent. The relevant examples are repeated below.
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(40) (Ariel 1990:65)
a. Jane, kissed Maryr, and then shey.i kissed Harry.
b. Jane; kissed Mary,, and then SHE.yj kissed Harry.

However, there is reason to believe that a stressed pronoun does not inherently code a
lower degree of accessibility than an unstessed pronoun but rather merely serves to
cancel a default anaphoric relation. That a stressed pronoun cannot be a lower
accessibility marker can be gleaned from the following examples.

(al) (adapted from Ariel (1990: 66))
a. John, bought a book PROi to read.

b. *John, bought a book for him, to read.

c. Johni bought a book for HIM, to read.

Ariel (1990: 73) regards PRO as one of the extremely high accessibility markers.
Hence, PRO can be anaphoric to the subject/topic of a sentence, ffi h (41a).ti The use

of an unstessed pronoun, which is lower on the accessibility marking scale than PRO,
signals to the addressee to search for a less accessible antecedent and this is the reason
that coreference with John is excluded in (41b). Now if a stessed pronoun were to
code even lower accessibility, we would not expect it to be coreferential with John n
(alc). The fact that coreference is possible here suggests that the use of stess is to
cancel a default anaphoric relation, as exemplified in (41b, c).

If we are on the right track in assuming that stessiog a pronoun has the effect of
cancelling a default anaphoric relation, the reason why coreference is possible for (35)
is straightforward. When lcare is unsfiessed in (35), John and knre are interpreted as

disjoint in reference. Accordingly, stessing the pronoun cancels the disjoint reference
and makes coreference between them possible. As for zibun, since it is a high
accessibility marker, it will be constued as being anaphoric to a highly accessible
antecedent l*e John. Furthermore, it seems that there is a locality constraint on the use

of stress to cancel a default anaphoric relation. This is illustrated n(42).

$2) a. Jacqueline smiled at Mariq. SHEi smiled at Corrie.
b. *Jacqueline smiled at Mariq. It was raining hard outside. SHE, smiled at

Corrie.

Although the precise conditions for using stress to cancel a default anaphoric relation
are not clear at the moment, the existence of some locality consfraint may explain why
stessing kare tn (32) does not result in the cancellation of disjoint reference.

15 It should be noted that PRO cannot be anaphoric to a topic when it is obligatorily controlled.

(i) a. As for Jacqueline;, her father bought a book PROI to read.

b. *As for Jacqueline;, I tried PRO; to come.
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4.5 Summary

Chapter 4

In this chapter I have argued that the distribution of non-local zibun and other
anaphoric expressions in Japanese cannot be fully captured by the syntactic accounts
proposed so far and that it can be best explained by accessibility theory. The reason
why zibun(zisin) can participate in a long-distance anaphoric relation (as opposed to
Dutch zich) follows from our rendition of Reuland's (2001) rule L: an interpretation
sensitive to discourse factors as suggested in accessibility theory becomes available if a

dependency relation between an anaphoric expression and its antecedent is not
established within Crr. We have also observed that, contrary to the standard
observation, an occurrence of zibun-zisin in the object argument position of a

subordinate clause can be anaphoric to the matrix subject. The reason why zibun-zisin
has been regarded as a local anaphor is attributed to a failure to distinguish truo

different kinds of complimentisers to aad koto, the former of which can be used to
represent either direct or indirect speech. When a subordinate clause is taken to
represent direct discourse, it is difficult to construe an instance of zibun-zisin in the
object position of the subordinate clause as referring to the matrix subject. Finally, the

mapping procedure operative at the C-I interface provides different possibilities to
construe anaphoric expressions, which is claimed to be reflected in the preferences for
the readings obtained.



Chapter 5
Bound Variable Interpretation

5.1 Introduction

It has been standardly assumed that, as opposed to languages like English, in Japanese

third person pronouns cannot be constnred as bound variables (Kitagawa 1981; Saito
and Hoji 1983; Hoji 1991; Noguchi 1997):

(l) (Saito and Hoji 1983:247)
**daremo,-ga [kare;gaMary-ni kiraw-are-te-i-ru-to]

everyone-Nola he-t{ou Mary-by dislike-PAss-NF-be-MsT-coMP
omoikon-de-i-ru(-koto )
be.convinced-r.m-be-NPsT-C0MP
'(thaQ everyone is convinced that he is disliked by Mary'

(2) (Hoji t99t:287)
*Daremo,-ga [kare;gatuku-ta] omotya-okowasi-ta.
everyone-uOna he-wOumake-psTtoy-Acc break-pSf
'Everyone broke the toy that he had made.'

(3) (Noguchi 1997:770)
*Daremo,-ga kare;-no hahaoya-o aisi-te-i-ru.
everyone-Nou he-cpx mother-Acc love-xr-be-MsT
'Everyone loves his mother.'

Contary to the equivalent sentences in English, lcare in examples (1) to (3) cannot be
constnred as bound variables. As we have seen in chapter l, however, it is possible to
constrre lrare/lmnozyo as a bound variable in the following cases.

(4) John, Bill, Mike-no daremo,-ga karel-no sensei-o sonkei-si-te-i-ru.
John Bill Mike-opx everyone-Norra he-oEN teacher-Acc respect-do-ur-be-r.rpsr
'Each of John, Bill, and Mike respects his teacher.'
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(5)
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?Sono dansikoo-de-wa [Matsumoto sensei-ni eigo-o narat-ta]
that boys'.school-at-ToP Matsumoto teacher-from English-ncc learn-psr
seito-no daremol-ga kare,-no eigo-no zituryoku-o age-ta.
student-GEN everyone-NoM he-CeN English-CEN command-eCC improve-rST
'At that boys' school every student who leamed English from Mr Matsumoto
improved his command of English.'

(6) [Ondai-ni hait+a] zyosi-gakusei-no daremo,-ga [kanozyo,-no
music.college-to enter-PsT female-student-GfN everyone-NOna she-cfN
sainoo-o mottomo yoku hikidasi+e-kure-ru1 senser-nl
talent-ACCmost fullybring.out-NF-do.a.favou-ItPSTteacher-DAT
dea-e-ta.
meet-can-PST

'Every female student who entered the music college was able to meet a teacher
who could bring out her talent to the full extent.'

In this chapter we will investigate why a bound variable construal of kare is easier to
obtain in the above examples in comparison to cases like (1) to (3). But before
discussing a novel analysis, we will first look at two previous proposals regarding lwre,
one of which claims that kare cannot be constnred as a bound variable and the other
argues that the apparent bound variable construal of kare must be distinguished from a

pure bound variable reading of English pronouns.

5.2 D-Pronouns and N-Pronouns (Noguchi 1997)

Noguchi (1997) has recently proposed that the reason why Japanese third person
pronouns cannot be bound by a quantifier phrase is that personal pronouns in Japanese
are categorially nouns, while those in English are determiners, and that only the latter
type of pronouns or D-pronouns can be constrred as bound variables. Noguchi's
proposal is schematically represented in (7).

(7) Binding and coreference in DP

Binding/Coreference +

DP

DNP

I

NCoreference

According to Noguchi, personal pronouns in Japanese are syntactictically N-pronouns,
which can be used for coreference but not as bound variables. Noguchi provides the
following pieces of evidence in support of his claim.
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(8) (Noguchi 1997:784; originally from Hornstein and Weinberg (1988: la9))
a. John criticised every senator, in private while praising the, bastard in public.
b. Jobn will buy no winel before thel damn thirrg is ready to drink,

(9) (Noguchi 1997 785; originally from Evans (1977:491))
Every logician, was walking with a boy near thati logician's house.

An anaphoric epithet with the definite article the and a definite d.escription headed by a
demonsfrative that can also be constrred as variables bound by a quantifier. This is in
accordance with Noguchi's proposal that binding applies only to firnctional items.

Noguchi's claim that personal pronouns in Japanese are categorially nouns is
based on the following four observations (Noguchi 1997: 777-778). Let us consider

each of them in turn. First, following an observation made in Kuroda (1965: 105),

Noguchi notes that personal pronouns in Japanese can be preceded by an adjective, or a
possessive or demonstrative pronoun, while those in English usually cannot. The

following examples are taken from Noguchi (1997:777).
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(10) a. tiisa-i kare
small-r.psr he

lit. 'small he'

b. watasi-no kare
I-ceN he
'my boyfriend'

c. kono kare
this he

lit. 'this he'

Examples in (10) can be readily explained if we assume that personal pronouns in
Japanese are syntactically nouns. As Noguchi notes, however, in some restricted cases

personal pronouns in English can also be modified by an adjective or an indefinite
article, as evidenced in (11).

(l 1) (Noguchi 1997: 778-779)
a. I like the real me.
b. That's not a he; that's a she.

Noguchi (1997:778-779) treats cases like these as peripheral, suggesting that the noun-
like stahrs of English personal pronouns is the result of category conversion from D to
N. But if category conversion is available for English pronouns, it seems plausible to
assume that the same mechanism is applicable to Japanese as well, and that one of the

differences between the two languages is the relative flexibility for category
conversion.

Second, as indicated by the translation given in (l0b), Japanese lcare and kano4to
can be used to denote 'boyfriend' and 'girlfriend' respectively (even without a

possessive pronoun), which Noguchi claims is in sharp contast to English personal
pronouns. This would not be surprising, however, if Japanese personal pronouns

belong to a lexical category, for lexical items can undergo semantic change. But since
personal pronouns in English can sometimes function as a noun rather than a
determiner, semantic change of the sort similar to Japanese lcarellwnozyo might be

expected as well. Indeed, when he or she is used as a noun, it can mean a male or
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female animal; for instance, one can ufier (1lb) to describe the gender of a cat. Thus,
the semantic change observed for the third person pronouns in Japanese does not
conclusively show that they are syntactically different from English personal pronouns.

Third, although personal pronouns in English possess the whole range of
grarnmatical $-features and as such constitute a paradigm, this is not the case for
Japanese personal pronouns, which are thus non-paradigmatic. Noguchi suggests that
being a member of a paradigm seems to be a sufficient condition for classiffing a
lexical item in question as belonging to a functional category. As Noguchi notes,
however, this is not a necessary condition, for the English definite article rfte does not
constitute a paradigm (at least at present). Hence, if being a member of a paradigm is

not a necessary condition for a functional item, the fact that personal pronouns in
Japanese do not constitute a paradigm does not unequivocally reveal its categorial
status.

The final argument concerns the fact that the use of personal pronouns in Japanese
is strictly conditioned by register. Thus, lcarelkano4to cannot be used to refer to a very
young child or an adult of a higher social status. Furthermore, there are a number of
variants for the first and second person pronouns (the use of which is again conditioned
by register). This is taken to suggest that personal pronouns in Japanese are open-class
items, hence it seems nafural to assume that they are syntactically nouns. However, the
fact that karellcano4to is conditioned by register does not necessarily mean that they do
not belong to a functional category, for the second person pronouns in many European
languages are also distinguished for formal versus informal uses. Moreover, it is not
entirely clear whether personal pronouns in Japanese belong to an open class. It is trre
that many of these pronouns derive from other lexical items historically, but the class of
pronouns is not as open as that of nouns or adjectives, to which new lexical items are
added much more easily.

Noguchi's claim that N-pronouns cannot be construed as bound variables is
crucially based on the assumption that kare cawtot be bound by a quantifier phrase. As
we have seen, however, in certain cases it is possible to constue kare as a bound
variable. We have also observed in section 1.4 that kare lused in a comparative ellipsis
constnrction can yield a sloppy identity reading and that knre which occurs within the
scope of a quantificational particle dake rcsults in ambiguity tnrth-conditionally. These
are the standard tests to confirm that a pronominal element in question can be constnred
as a bound variable. Moreover, as noted in (9) above, Noguchi regards a bound variable
constrral of English that NP as support for his claim that binding applies only to
functional items. But if that were the whole story, we would not expect a contast
between (12a) and (l2b) below.

(12) a. (Noguchi 1997:785)
Every boy, dates a girl who adores that, boy.

b. *Every boy, likes that, boy's girlfriend.

Furthermore, as we have seen in (10) and (11), Noguchi states that a personal pronoun
functions as a noun when it is preceded by a modifier. This predicts that when
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kare/kanozya is modified by an adjective, it cannot be constued as a bound variable
and hence a sloppy reading should be unable to obtain. The following example

demonstrates, however, that this is not the case.

(13) Marry-wa Heleen-ni yorimo saki-ni Jacqueline-ni utukusi-i
Marry-rorHeleen-parthan earlier Jacqueline-DATbeautiful-MsT
kanoryo-no syasin-o tor-ase-ta.
she-crN picture-eCc take-ceus-PsT
Iit. 'Marry let Jacqueline take a picture of beautiful her earlier than (she let)
Heleen (take a picnre of beautiful her).'

The situation envisaged in (13) is that both Jacqueline and Heleen were dressed up

beautifully and Marry let Jacqueline take a pictrue of herself earlier than she let Heleen

take a picture of herself. Example (13) can be tnre in this situation, which suggests that
a sloppy reading is indeed possible with lwnozyo preceded by a modifier. We can thus

conclude that whether kare/kanozyo is regarded as a noun or a determiner, it can in
principle be construed as a bound variable. In the next section we will briefly consider

a proposal that the apparent bound variable constual of kare is not the same as a pure

bound variable reading of English pronouns.

5.3 Formal Dependency and Indexical Dependency (Iloji et al. 2000)

Hoji et al. (2000) observes that in certain cases lwre can yield an apparent bound
variable interpretation:

89

(la) (Hoji et al. 2000:142)
a. ?Dono gakusei;-mo [sensyuu karel-o suisen-si-ta] sensei-ni

every student-too last.week he-eCC reconrmendation-do-PsT teacher-DAT

orei-o okut-ta.
present-Acc send-psr
'Every shrdent sent a present to the teacher who recommended him last
week.'

b. Dono nooberusyoo-zyusyoo-sakkq-mo kare,-no hisyo-o tureteki-ta.
every Nobel.Prize-winning-author-too he-oeN secretary-Acc bring-PsT
'Every Noble Prize-winning author brought his secretary.'

In contast to examples (1) to (3), lcare n the above cases seems to be construed as a

bound variable. Hoji et al. argue, however, that examples such as in (14) are not
instances of pure bound variable anaphora. Following Ueyama (1998), Hoji et al. claim
that there are two types of configuration which appear to yield a bound variable
interpretation: one is equivalent to the standard c-corrmand configuration (formal
dependency (FD) in their terms) and the other is PF (i.e. linear) precedence or indexical
dependency (ID). FD is established between a 0-indexed NP (i.e. an NP without an
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index) and its antecedent, while ID is formed between an I-indexed NP and its
antecedent. Their definitions are stated below.

(15) Formal dependency (Hoji et al. 2000: 1a8)
a. *FD (a, p) if o does not c-command B at LF.
b. A 0-indexed NP can be interpreted only if it is a ""rtNP.
c. A O-indexed NP can be covariant with any type of QP (i.e. both FDqPs and

cxtstentialepS).

(16) Indexical dependency (Hoji et al. 2000: 149)
a. *ID (cr, F) if o does not precede p at PF.

b. Not only . smarrSp but also aru'e"i{P can be interpreted as an I-indexed NP.
c. F,-, can be covariant with ctl* only if q, is * existentialQP.

The distinction between smarlqpr and r*s"Ms is based on the 'amount of semantic
content' that they have. For instance, sore 'it, that thing' is an instance of a "drNP,
while sono zidoosya-gaisya 'that automobile company' represents what they call a
r"'e"ltlP. On the other hand, *QPr include NP-sae'even NP' and kanari-no lrazu-no N
'most of the Ns' and existcntialQPs comprise dono.l/'which N' and dono N-mo'every N'.
Now, Hoji et al. argue that the apparent bound variable construal of kare is due to the
establishment of ID and that kare cannot yield a pure bound variable reading via FD. If
that is the case, we predict that an apparent bound variable interpretation of lmre should
be available in case un existentialqP occurs in the first conjunct of a coordinate stnrcture
and kare in the second. Let us consider the following examples.

(17) a. Gakubutyoo-wa [Yoshida sensei-ga Akio-o sidoo-si-te
dean-rOP Yoshida teacher-Nona Akio-ncc supervision-do-up
Kasajimasensei-ga kare-nisuisenzyoo-o kai-ta-no-kal
Kasaj ima teacher-NoM he-DAT recorrmendation-ACc write-psr-coMp-e
siri-tagat-te-i-ta.
know-want.to-r+n-be-PSr
'The dean wanted to know if Professor Yoshida supervised Akio and
Professor Kasajima wrote a recoillmendation for him.'

b. ??Gakubutyoo-wa[Yoshidasensei-ga dono dansi-gakusei-o
dean-top Yoshida teacher-ttou which male-student-Acc
sidoo-site, Kasajima sensei-ga kare-ni suisenzyoo-o
supervision-do-ur Kasaj ima teacher-Nou he-uar recorrmendation-ecc
kai-ta-no-ka] siri-tagat-te-i-ta.
write-psr-coMp-e know-want. to-r.r-be-psr
'The dean wanted to know which male student Professor Yoshida supervised
and Professor Kasajima wrote a recorrmendation for him.'

c. Gakubutyoo-wa [Yoshida sensei-ga dono gakusei-o
dean-Top Yoshida teacher-tsovt which student-eCC
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sidoo-si-te, Kasajima sensei-ga sono gakusei-ni
supervision-do-lrr Kasajima teacher-NOM that student-DAT
sulsenzyoo-o kai-ta-no-ka] siri-tagat-te-i-ta.
recorlmendation-ecC write-PST-COMP-Q know-want.to-rqr-be-psr
'The dean wanted to know which student Professor Yoshida supervised and
Professor Kasajima wrote a recorlmendation for that student.'

(18) a. Gakubutyoo-wa [Yoshida sensei-ga Akio-o sidoo-si-te, kare-ga
dean-TOP Yoshida teacher-Novt Akio-RCC supervision-do-ur he-Novt

TOEFL-de koo-tokuten-o tot-ta-no-ka] siri-tagat-te-i-ta.
TOEFL-on high-score-Acc get-PST-CoMP-Q know-want.to-NF-be-psT

'The dean wanted to know if Professor Yoshida supervised Akio and he got
a high score on the TOEFL test.'

b. ?*Gakubutyoo-wa[Yoshidasensei-ga dono dansi-gakusei-o
dean-roP Yoshida teacher-uOna which male-student-Acc
sidoo-si-te, kare-ga TOEFL-de koo-tokuten-o tot-ta-no-ka]
supervision-do-xr he-NIOtvI TOEFL-on high-score-Acc get-pST-COMp-Q

siri-tagat-te-i-ta.
know- want. to -ur-be-PST

'The dean wanted to know which male student Professor Yoshida supervised
and he got a high score on the TOEFL test.'

c. Gakubutyoo-wa [Yoshida sensei-ga dono gakusei-o

dean-roP Yoshida teacher-Nou which student-ACC
sidoo-si-te, sono gakusei-ga TOEFL-de koo-tokuten-o
supervision-do-nr that student-NoM TOEFL-on high-score-Acc
tot-ta-no-ka] siri-tagat-te-i-ta.
get-PST-COMP-Q know-want.to-l.IF-be-PsT
'The dean wanted to know which student Professor Yoshida supervised and
that student got a high score on the TOEFL test.'

Examples (l7a) and (18a) simply show that coreference between Akio and kare is
possible, while (l7b) and (t8b) demonstrate that although 16r existentiarQP dono dansi-
galanei 'which male student' precedes knre, and hence the conditions for ID are met,
kare cawrot yield an apparent bound variable reading in these cases. By contrast, as

(l7c) and (18c) indicate, such a reading is readily available with sono galanei'that
student' (though (l8c) may be a little clumsy), which can be taken as support for
Ueyama's (1998) claim that sono NP can yield an apparent bound variable
interpretation via ID. Moreover, although Hoji et al. provide example (19a) below to
suggest tbat lcare does not exhibit reconstruction effects and that it is PF precedence
which counts for the availability of an apparent bound variable reading, this may
simply be attributed to the fact that kare does not easily allow backward anaphora

9t
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except when it occupies the specifier position of an NP (Ifunzaki 1994 124-127).t That
this is the case is illustrated in (l9b).2

(19) a. (Hoji et al. 2000: 1a6)
?*[[Sensyuu kare,-o suisen-si-ta] sensei-ni], dono gakusei;mo

last.week he-n cc recommendation-do-PST teacher-DAT every student-too
,j orel-o okut-ta.

present-ACC send-PsT
'To the teacher who recommended him last week, every student sent a

present.'
b. [[Sensyuu kare,-no koto-o suisen-si-ta] sensei-nil, dono

last.week he-ceN thing-ecc recommendation-do-psr teacher-DAT every
gakusei;mo 11 orei-o okut-ta.
student-too present-AcC send-psr
'To the teacher who recommended him (lit. his thing) last week, every
sfudent sent a present.'

We thus conclude that the bound variable construal of kare is constained by a c-
command configuration.3 [n the following section we will consider why /rare does not
readily allow binding by a quantifier phrase in certain cases.

5.4 Accessibility-Theoretic Account on a Bound Variable Interpretation

ln chapter 4 I suggested that the distribution of Japanese anaphoric expressions in the
non-local domain can be accounted for by accessibility theory. Along the same lines I
would like to propose that the relative availability of a bound variable constmal for
different anaphoric expressions also follows from accessibility theory. That is, in the

I We may provisionally assume that this is a PF constraint in Japanese.
2 It may be noted that a bound variable interpretation becomes easier to obtain in (l9b) if an empathy verb
kure-ru'do a favour' is added to sursen-si-rc *recommended':

(i) [[Sensyru karel-no koto-o suisen-si-te-kure-ta] sensei-ni].; dono
last.week he-crN thing-ncc rccommendation-do-Nrdo.a.favour-pst teacher-oet every

gakusei;mo t;orei-o okut-ta.
student-too present-Accsend-Psr
'To the teacher who rccommended him (lit. his thing) last week, every student sent a present.'

3 HoSi et al. (2000: 154-155) in fact note that some native speakers of Japanese allow knre to be interpreted
via FD (though such speakers apparently constitute a minority) and that for these speakers kare can be
construed either by the establishment of FD or [D. One may thus wonder if the judgement reported in (l9b)
in the text simply reflects that of a speaker who can interpret lare via FD. It should be noted, however, that
it is quite diflicult for me to construe lsre in (l7b) and (l8b) via [D. Thus, in contrast to the statement made

by Hoji et al., it is not necessarily the case that some speakers can interpret lcare on the basis of FD or ID.
Moreover, I perceive a contrast between (l9a) and (l9b) (and the contrast is more clear between (l9a) and
example (i) of footnote 2), which would not be accounted for if the establishment of FD were suffrcient to
have a bound variable reading of kare for the speakers in question.
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default case the speaker selects a high accessibility marker to code a bound variable
interpretation. This is presumably because only a very restricted syntactic configuration
can license a bound variable reading (roughly, a quantifier antecedent needs to c-
command an anaphoric expression), and when the speaker selects an anaphoric
expression to signal to the addressee that the intended antecedent is a quantifier phrase

in such a restricted domain, he will naturally use a high accessibility marker. Moreover,
the syntactic requirement of c-command for a bound variable interpretation makes a
quantifier antecedent occur higher in the sfructure than an anaphoric expression, most
commonly in the Spec-IP position. From the accessibility-theoretic point of view, the
subject position is, of course, highly accessible and a high accessibility marker will be

used to establish an anaphoric relation. However, if a quantifier autecedent is made less

accessible for some reason, we predict that a lower accessibility marker can also be

used to yield a bound variable reading. We will come back to this point shortly.
In Japanese the most natural way to express a bound variable interpretation is to

use zibun or a zero pronoun, as in (20).

(20) Daremoi-ga [zibun'-ga/O' siawase-ni nar-u-koto]-o
everyone-NoM SE-NOM happiness-DAT become-].{PST-COMP-ACC

nozon-de'i-ru.
hope-wr-be-NPsr
'Everyone hopes that he will become happy.'

This is because they are high accessibility markers in Japanese. Languages like Spanish
and Italian have both pro and clitics. In these languages, tlen, it is these elements
which are nornally selected to encode a bound variable reading:a

(21) a. Spauish
Nadie, cree queproi es inteligente.
'Nobody believes that he/she is intelligent.'

b. Italian
Nessuno, crede che Maria 1o, ami.
'Nobody believes that Maria loves him.'

On the other hand, due to the lack of a zero or clitic pronoun, English uses an overt
(stong) pronoun for a bound variable interpretation:

(22\ Every boy, wonders what he, will become in the future.

As mentioned above, our proposal that the relative availability of a bouud variable
constmal for different anaphoric expressions follows from accessibility theory entails
that a lower accessibility marker can also be used if a quantifier antecedent is
considered to be less accessible. In this regard I would like to suggest that the conEast

a I rcgard Ariel's 'agreement markers' in the accessibility marking scale (see section 2.3.1) as the prcsence
of pro in the subject position.
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observed in (12), repeated here as (23), is due to the fact that a relative distance

between an anaphoric expression and its quantifier antecedent plays a role in
determining how accessible the antecedent is, with a shorter distance between the two
making it more accessible. In other words, given a lower accessibility marker ltke that
boy,the addressee will search for a less accessible DP for its antecedent, and in the case

of (23b) she will regard every boy as too prorninent for that boy to be anaphoric to. By
contrast, in (23a) a relatively long distance between an anaphoric expression and its
antecedent makes the latter less accessible than the one in (23b), hence a bound
variable reading becomes easier to obtain.s

s One may wonder if an expression like that boy should be treated as a bound variable on a par with a

pronoun. Although it has been a standard assumption that a pronoun can be translated into a variable at
some abshact level of representation (at the CJ interface in our framework), it may seem counterintuitive
that a definite description like that boy can also be constnred likewise. However, there is reason to believe
that at least some cases of that NP are consfrued as bound variables. Evans (1980) notes that whether a
pronoun is bound by a quantifier antecedent or not can be gleaned by replacing the antecedent with a

quantifier expression no. Evans himself used this test to distinguish a bound pronoun from an E-type
pronoun:

(i) (Evans 1980:339-340)
a. Few congressmen admire only the people they know.
b. No congressmen admire only the people they know.
c. Few congressmen admire Kennedy, and they are very junior.
d. *No congressmen admire Kennedy, and they are very junior.

In a similar way, we can ask whether a quantificational sentence which contains that NP still makes sense

when we replace the quantifier antecedent with no. Examples in (ii) suggest that that NP can be construed
as a bound variable in these cases.

(ii) a. No logician, was walking with a boy near that logician;'s house.

b. No boy; recommended that boy;'s best friend for the class monitor.
c. No boyl wants to date a girl who compares that boy; with another boy all the time.

ln some cases, however, replacing a quantifier antecedent with no resulB in an ungrammatical sentence:

(iii) a. Though every boy; said hi to Mary, she didn't say hi to that boy;.
b. *Though no boy said hi to Mary, she did say hi to that boy.
c. Every patienq arrived at this hospital one day and that patienq died on the next day.
d. tNo patient arrived at this hospital one day and that patient dicd on the next day.

Examples (iiia c), then, are not instances of a bound variable interpretation. Presumably, they are cases of
E-type anaphora; thus, what the anaphoric expression in (iiia) denotes is something like 'the boy who said
hi to Mary'.

Ueyama (1998) and Hoji et al. (2000) argue that that lfP cannot enter into FD, though it can be
anaphoric to its antecedent via ID (see section 5.3 for the definitions of FD and ID). Their claim is based on
the following pieces of evidence:

(iv) (Hoji et al. 2000: 152-153)
a. *Even the invited speake4 told me that Chomsky had endorsed that speaker;'s new theory.
b. +[Whose evaluation of that linguis!] did every generative gramrnariani believe that the

adminisration had demanded t, ?
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(23) a. (Noguchi 1997: 785)
Every boy; dates a girl who adores that boy1.

b. *Every boy' likes that boyr's girlfriend.

In Japanese, too, one of the reasons why a bound variable interpretation is difficult to
obtain in cases like (24) below is because the quantifier antecedent is too prominent for
kareto be anaphoric to it.5

(24)??Daremoi-ga kare;no ryoosin-ni kansya-si-te-i-ru.
everyone-Nona he-oEN parents-DAT gratitude-do-ln-be-Npsr
'Everyone is grateful to his parents.'

In cases like (6), repeated here as (25), we noted that a bound variable reading of the

third person pronoun kano4to was possible.

(25) [Ondai-ni hait-ta] zyosi-gakusei-no daremo;ga [kano4yo,-no
music.college-to enter-PsT female-student-GEN everyone-t tou she-GgN

sainoo-o mottomo yoku hikidasi-te-kure-ru] sensei-ni
talent-ecC most fully bring.out-NF-do.a.favour-MsTteacher-pet
dea-e-ta.
meet-can-PST

Example (iva) seems to suggest that that speaker cannot be covariant with an tuQP even the invited spealcer,

while (ivb) is taken to indicate that that linguist does not exhibit reconstnrction effects. However, examples
in (iv) do not conclusively show that that NP cannot enter into FD. First, the ungrammaticality of (iva) may
be due to the incompatibility between the demonstrative that and the definite article within the DQP. ilhat

is, although the precise conditions for what couns as compatible are not clear at the moment, the following
examples are acceptable with the intended bound variable rcading.

(v) Pesetsky told me that Chomsky had endorsed his own new theory. Lamik also told me that Chomsky
had endorsed his own new theory. Even that invited speaker told me that Chomsky had endorsed that
speaker's own new theory.

(vi) Toyota ran into financial houble because of the financial difficulties of its oveseas factories. Nissan
also ran into financial trouble because of the financial diffrculties of its ovemeas factories. Even that
automobile company ran into financial trouble because of the financial diffrculties of that company's
ovemeas factories.

As for (ivb), is ungramrnaticality may be attributed to the fact that that NP does not allow backward
anaphora in general (we may provisionally assume that this is a PF constraint along with the case of
Japanese kare discussed in section 5.3):

(vii) +The faculty's evaluation of that linguis! included a detailed examination of the dissertation completed
by that young linguis!.

We will thus assume that at least some cases of rf,at NP canbe constnred as bound variables.
5 There is another factor which makes a bound variable reading of lare less available. We will come back !o
this point shortly.
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'Every female student who entered the music college was able to meet a teacher
who could bring out her talent to the full extent.'

Observing (25), one might think that, if distance plays a role in the relative availability
of a bound variable constmal, then (25) should not allow a bound variable
interpretation, for the pronotn knnozyo occurs right next to the quantifier antecedent. I
would like to suggest, however, that it is the strrctural distance between an anaphoric

expression and its quantifier antecedent at the C-I interface which is crucial for the

availability of a bound variable reading.T As is clear from the English translation,
kanozyo in (25) is embedded within a relative clause, hence there Ere a number of
ma,ximal projections intervening between the pronoun and its quautifier antecedent.

Accordingly, despite the PF proximity, kanozyo can be anaphoric to daremo, which is

now regarded as less accessible in comparison to the one in (24). Further support for
our proposal is presented in (26).

(26) a. *Daremo;-ga kare;-no hanasi-o si-ta.
everyone-NoM he-GEN talk-ACC do-PST

'Everyone talked about him (lit. did his talk).'
b. ?Daremo,-ga [kare;no itiban sonkei-si-te-i-ru] hito-no hanasi-o

everyone-NoM he-GEN most respect-do-lsr-be-l+psTperson-GEN talk-Acc
si-ta.
do-PST

'Everyone talked about the person he respected most.'

Note that the PF strings of (26a, b) are exactly the same up to the point where kare
shows up (including the Case marker), yet it is easier to obtain a bound variable
interpretation in (26b) than in (26a) as the pronoun is more deeply embedded in the
former.s

7 Assuming that the mapping of a syntactic object onto a logical syn6x representation proceeds bottom up,
we might suppose that the grammar keeps track of the number of mapping operations that intervene
between translating the node which immediately dominates an anaphoric expression and translating the one
that immediately dominates its quantifier antecedent. Hence, the morc structural distance there is between
an anaphoric expression and its antecedenL the more operations will be counted. This information is
accessed in case a dependency relation is not formcd within C,.".
E As a PF distance mirrors a structural distance in English, it is not obvious whether a stnrctural distance is
relevant for a bound variable reading of that.l/P. However, the contrast observed below may be taken as

support for our proposal under the assumption that there is an additional VP projection for a double object
construction and hence there is more struchral distance in (ii) than in (i).

(i) a. *Every boy; likes that boy;'s girlfriend.
b. +Every boyi kissed that boy;'s girlfriend.
c. +Every boyl hugged that boy;'s girlfriend.

(ii) a. Every boy; gave that boy;'s best friend something precious.

b. Every boy; sent that boyl's best friend a Chrisrnas card.

c. Every boyl recommended that boyl's best friend for the class monitor.
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When we investigate examples of Japanese that allow a bound variable reading of
kare/lmnozyo, we find that they basically fall into two groups. One group consists of
cases where a third person pronoun is deeply embedded within a sentence, hence the

structural distance is considered to be large, while the other group comprises cases

where there is some modification to a quantifier antecedent so that the quantifier
denotes a resticted set. The relevant examples are listed in (27) to (3 I ).

(27) (Hoji et al. 2000: 142)
?Dono gakusei;mo [sensyuu karel-o suisen-si-ta] sensei-ni

every student-too last.week he-ecc recommendation-do-PSTteacher-DAT

orei-o okut-ta.
present-ACc send-Psr
'Every student sent a present to the teacher who recommended him last week.'

(28) (Aikawa 1991b: 202)
Nihonryosidai-no dareka;ga kondo-no gakusei-kaigi-ge
Japan.Women' s.I-Iniv.-CfN someone-NOM next-GEN student- conference-at
kanozyo;-no ronbun-o happyoo-su-ru.
she-cex paper-ACc presentation-do-t.tpst
'Someone from Japan Women's University is going to present her paper at the

next student conference.'

lt should be noted, however, that exarnple (iiia) is not good with the intended bound variable interpretation,

though it becomes acceptable when a modal is added.

(iiD a. fEvery boy; showed that boyl's best friend a fireasure.

b. Every boy; will show that boy;'s best friend a treasure.

That the addition of a modal facilitates the availability of a bound variable reading can be observed in the
following case, too.

(iv) a. *Every boy; kissed that boy;'s girlfriend.
b. ?Every boy; may kiss that boy;'s girlfriend (but may not kiss anyone else).

Aoun and Li (1996) also observe, in this rcgard, that the addition of a modal improves thc acceptability of a

bound variable interpretation of a Chinese third person pronoun ,4:

(v) (AounandLi 1996: 348,352)
a. *Meiren;shuo tq de le jiang.

nobody say he get AsPprize
'Nobody said that he got the prize.'

b. Meiren; yuangyi/teneng/hui shuo q de le jiang.
nobody will might will say he get r.sr prize
'Nobody might/will say that he got the prize.'

c. Meircq shuo t4 yinggailkenenglhui de jiang.
nobody say he should might will gct prize
'Nobody said that he should/might/would get the prize.'

Obviously therc is much more going on than merely strrlctural distancc in determining the availability of a

bound variable rcading of that NP. I will, however, leave this matter for futurc research.

97
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(29) (Hoji 1991:297)
a. ?Dono sakkq-ga [Mary-ga kare;-o but-ta-to] it-ta-no?

which author-Nou Mary-NoM he-Acc hit-psr-CoMp say-psr-e
'Which author said that Mary had hit him?'

b. Dono nooberusyoo-zyusyoo-sakkq-ga [Mary-ga kare,-o but-ta-to]
which Nobel.Prize-winning-author-NoM Mary-NoM he-Acc hit-PsT-coMp
it-ta-no?
say-PST-Q

'Which Nobel Prize-winning author said that Mary had hit him?'

(30) John, Bill, Mike-no daremo,-ga kare;-no sensei-o sonkei-si-te-i-ru.
John Bill Mike-GEN everyone-NOna he-cEN teacher-ACc respect-do-l,n-be-ttpst
'Each of John, Bill, and Mike respects his teacher.'

(31) ?Sono dansikoo-de-wa [Matsumoto sensei-ni eigo-o narat-ta]
that boys'.school-at-ToP Matsumoto teacher-from English-ncc learn-psr
seito-no daremo,-ga kare;-no eigo-no zituryoku-o age-ta.

student-GEN everyone-NoM he-GeN English-CpN command-Acc improve-rsr
'At that boys' school every student who learned English from Mr Matsumoto
improved his command of English.'

Example (27) further confirms our proposal that structural distance plays a role in the
availability of a bound variable constnral of kare, while examples from (28) to (31)
illustrate that modification of the quantifier antecedent somehow improves a bound
variable reading of a third person pronoun.

I would like to suggest that the phenomenon obsenred in (28) to (31) can be

accounted for by accessibility-theoretic considerations, but before we discuss an

analysis for it, Iet us first consider the nature of third person pronouns in Japanese. The
point that I wish to draw attention to is the fact that Japanese lure arrd kano4to are
specified for [+male] and [-male], respectively. In general, when an anaphoric relation
is established between two DPF, an anaphoric expression conveys less information than
its antecedent (Ariel 1990: 201). Thus, the reason why an anaphoric relation in (32b)
below is perceived to be worse than that of (32a) is that the anaphoric expression the
bus encodes more information than its antecedent the vehicle,

(32) (Ariel 1990: 201; originally from Sanford and Garod (1981))
a. The bus' came trundling round the bend. The vehicle, almost flattened a

pedestrian.
b. ??The vehicle' cztme tundling round the bend. The bus, alrnost flattened a

pedestrian.

Now let us consider what would happen when we try to process a sentence like (24),
repeated here as (33), out of context. Since ,tare inherently carries the gender
information [+male], which is not linguistically encoded in the quantifier antecedent
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daremo, the addressee will be inclined to search for an antecedent for lure which
encompasses all of its information.e'r0

(33)??Daremoi-ga kare,-noryoosin-ni kansya-si-te-i-ru.
everyone-Nona he-cEN parents-DAT gratitude-do-xr-be-NPsT
'Everyone is grateful to his parents.'

However, if (33) is uttered in a context where it is clear that daremo quantifies over the

set of men, a bound variable reading becomes easier to obtain. Thus, I would like to
propose that the reason why it is possible to have a bound variable interpretation in
cases like (28) to (31) is that it is easier to envisage what the quantifier antecedent
quantifies over. This is clearly the case for (28), (30), and (31), where the gender

specification for the quantifier antecedent is linguistically expressed, while in the case

of (29) this is presumably because our perception of the world suggests that authors in
general, and Nobel Prize-winning authors especially, are more likely to be males.

Thus, trvo factors interact to make a bound variable reading of a third person

pronoun less available in Japanese: (i) it is a lower accessibility marker, and (ii) it is

specified for gender. However, when a quantifier antecedent is regarded as less

accessible and the gender specification as to what the quantifier antecedent quantifies
over is clear, a bound variable interpretation of lcare/kanozyo becomes easy to obtain.

Example (25) is such a case. On the other hand, when only one of these factors is
satisfied, it does become easier to have a bound variable reading in comparison to cases

like (33) uttered out of context, but the reading may not be as felicitous as those like
(2s).

Finally, let us briefly consider a bound variable reading of sono /VP in Japanese.rr

I have proposed in section 2.3.2 that the accessibility marking scale in Japanese is as

follows:

(34) Accessibility marking scale in Japanese

zibun ( zero pronouns < third person pronouns < sono NP

However, one may have some doubt about the relative ranking between third person
pronouns ard sono I/P, for it seems easier to have a bound variable reading with sono
NP than with third person pronouns. For instance, Hoji (1991) gives the following
judgement.

e This includes not only the S-feature specification of kare but also the language-specific constraints like the
impossibility for lcare to be used to refer to a very young child or an adult of a higher social status (Noguchi
1997:778).
r0 Aikawa (l99tb: 202) also observes that the gender specification for a quantifier antecedent is crucial to
have a felicitous bound variable reading of lure/lcanozyo.
r! I assume, along with Hoji et al. (2000), that some cases of sozo i[P can be constnred as bound variables
(FD in their rcrms), while in other cases it can be anaphoric to its antecedent via tD (see section 5.3 for the
examples of sono i/P which enter into ID).
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(35) (Hoji 1991 299)
a. ??Dono hito;ga [Mary-ga kare,-o but-ta-to] it-ta-no?

which person-Nona Mary-Nou he-ecc hit-psr-coMp say-psr-e
'Which person said that Mary had hit him?'

b. Dono hito;ga [Mary-ga sono hito;o but-ta-to] it-ta-no?
which person-Nona Mary-Nou that person-ecc hit-psr-coMp say-psr-e
'Which person said that Mary had hit that person?'

However, I would like to suggest that the reason why sono hito 'that person' seems

easier to be bound than kare is that sono hito is gender-neutal and hence it does not
contain any additional information that its quantifier antecedent does not have. Thus,
the degree of acceptability of (35b) is comparable to the one in (36).

(36) Dono dansei,-ga [Mary-ga kare,-o but-ta]-to it-ta-no?
which man-NoM Mary-Nou he-acc hit-psr-coMp say-psr-e
'Which man said that Mary had hit him?'

Similarly, if we replace sono hito in (35b) with sozo zyosei 'that lady', a bound
variable reading becomes impossible to obtain.

(37) *Dono hito,-ga [Mary-ga sono zyosei,-o but-ta]-to it-ta-no?
which person-Nou Mary-NoM that lady-ecc hit-psr-coMp say-psr-e
'Which person said that Mary had hit that lady?'

Therefore, conffary to the obsenration made in the previous literature, it is not the case

that sono NP can yield a bound variable interpretation more easily than third person
pronouns.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter I have suggested that the availability of a bound variable construal for
different anaphoric expressions follows from accessibility theory. In the default case
the speaker chooses a high accessibility marker to encode a bound variable reading.
This is because the intended quantifier antecedent typically occupies the subject
position of a sentence and hence it is regarded as highly accessible. However, if the
strrcttual distance between an anaphoric expression and its quantifier antecedent
becomes larger, a lower accessibility marker can also be used to yield a bound variable
interpretation. We have also observed that a third person pronoun in Japanese does not
easily allow binding by a quantifier phrase due to the interaction of trvo factors: (i) it is
a lower accessibility marker, and (ii) it is specified for gender. However, when both of
these factors are satisfied in that a quantifier antecedent is considered to be less
accessible and the gender specification as to what the quantifier antecedent quantifies
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over is clear, then a bound variable reading of a third person pronoun becomes easy to
obtain.
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Conclusion

In this dissertation we have investigated three main issues regarding anaphora in
Japanese: (i) what roles the simplex anaphor zibun and the complex anaphor zibun-zisin
play in yielding a reflexive interpretation (i.e. the function of zibun versus zibun-zisin
in the local domain), (ii) how non-local zibua should be dealt with in the grammar, and
(iii) why it is difficult to construe a third person pronoun in Japanese as a variable
bound by a quantifier phrase. We have adopted Reuland's (2001) framework on
anaphoric dependencies, according to which there are three levels to encode a

dependency.

(l) a. within C*
b. at the C-I interface
c. by accessing the discourse storage

Dependencies within Cnr. can be established by either (i) the formation of a CHAIN
(which is a by-product of checking) or (ii) the incorporation of the SELF element into
the predicate head. According to Reuland, Dutch zich wilrl enter into a dependency with
its antecedent within C", by forming a CHAIN. By contrast, we have observed in
chapter 3 that a CHAIN will not be formed between Japanese zibun and its antecedent
due to the specification of a number feature [+singular]. Although dependencies within
C* can also be created by the incorporation of SELF, I have proposed that the elsln
part of zibun-zisin instantiates the other use of SELF claimed by Reuland, that is, zisin
will be translated into a function at the C-I interface which yields a close approximation
to the value of the sister of the immediate l.-predicate which contains it. This proposal
is based on the following three observations. First, zisin wlll induce a distributive
inteqpretation even when it is embedded within a coordinate stnrcture, which suggests

that we cannot simply assimilate the distributive function of zisin to the incorporation
of SELF assumed in Reuland. Second, the srn part of zisin means 'body', which is
compatible with Reuland's proposal that a body part reflexive is a prototlpical
instantiation of an approximation function that he suggests (i.e. a reflexive form
consisting of some anaphoric element plus a body part may be regarded as a function
that, for each x, yields x's body as its value). The third observation is concerned with
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the fact the SELF used as a function serves to protect a derivation from an arity
violation. This protection sfrategy is independattly available in Japanese by the use of a
semantically vacuous element koto (which literally means 'thing'), hence it is

reasonable to assume that this stategy is instantiated by other lexical items as well. The

insertion of an expletive zero pronoun was also suggested in this regard, which
accounts for the fact that some native speakers can manage to obtain a reflexive
interpretation of local zibun with a quantifrer antecedent (when the predicate in
question is [-reflexive]).

If our proposals regarding zibun(-zistn) ue on the right track, it follows that in
Japanese, as opposed to Dutch, il anaphoric dependency will not be formed within
Crr. The immediate consequence of this can be observed in the possibility of a

logophoric interpretation of an anaphor. Reuland argues that a logophoric interpretation
may be available if a CHAIN is not formed within Csr. His rule L is repeated below.

(2) Rule L: Logophoric interpretation (Reuland 2001:466)
NP A cannot be used logophorically if there is a B such that a CHAIN (B, A) can

be formed.

Following the spirit of rule L, I have proposed that an interpretation sensitive to
discourse factors, as suggested in accessibility theory (Ariel 1990, 1991, 1994, in
press), becomes available if a dependency relation between an anaphoric expression
and its antecedent is not established within C"r. We have seen in chapter 4 that the
distribution of a high accessibility marker zibun indeed follows from accessibility
theory. We have also observed that, contrary to the standard observation, zibun zisn
occurring in the object argument position of a subordinate clause can be anaphoric to
the matrix subject, especially when the complimentiser which is used to infroduce a

subordinate clause is the one which can only represent indirect speech. The fact that
zibun-zisin can take a long-distance antecedent follows from our proposal that zibun-
zisin wlll not form a dependency with its antecedent within Co and hence its
interpretation is regulated by accessibility theory on a par with zibun. I have also
suggested that the procedure that franslates anaphoric expressions into variables at the
C-I interface can account for (i) the inability of the scrambled zibun to yield a reflexive
interpretation (in case the subject is a quantifier expression), (ii) the difficulty of
constuing zibun-zisin as referring to the speaker (as compared with zibun), and (iii) the
preference for a local antecedent for zibun z.rn occurring in the object argument
position of a subordinate clause headed by a complementiser to (which can represent
either direct or indirect discourse). Finally, I suggested in chapter 5 that the difficulty of
construing kare as a variable bound by a quantifier phrase follows from the interaction
of two factors: (i) it is a lower accessibility marker, and (ii) it is specified for gender.
We have seen, however, that when a quantifier antecedent is regarded as less accessible
(due to the stuctural distance between kare and its antecedent) and the gender

specification as to what the quantifier antecedent quantifies over is clear, a bound
variable reading of kare becomes easy to obtain. The fact thal lare can be bound even
when it occurs right next to its quantifier antecedent has provided a stong piece of
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evidence that it is structural distance that counts for the relative availability of a bound
variable constual of lower accessibility markers.
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Deze dissertatie onderzoekt drie belangrijke vragen met betekking tot anafora in het

Japans: (i) op welke manier dragen de enkelvoudige anafoor zibun en de complexe
anafoor zibun-zisin bij aan de realisatie van een reflexieve interpretatie (de functie van
zibun versus die van zibun-zisin in het locale domein); (ii) op welke manier moet het
gedrag van het niet-locale zibun in de grammatica worden verantwoord en (iii) waarom
is het in het Japans moeilijk om een persoonlijk voornaamwoord in de 3" persoon te

interpreteren als gebonden variabele van een gekwantificeerde constituent (in
hoofdstuk 1 worden representatieve voorbeelden van elk verschijnsel gegeven). Deze

studie is verricht tegen de achtergrond van het theoretische kader zoals voorgesteld in
Reuland (2001) gekoppeld aan de 'accessability'-theorie ontwikkeld door Ariel (1990,
1991,1994, en te verschijnen). Deze vooronderstelde theorieEn worden samengevat in
hoofdstuk 2 vergezeld met een voorstel voor een 'accessabiliteits-schaal' voor het

Japans, die gebaseerd is op een corpus-studie in de omgangstaal.
Binnen het theoretisch kader van Reuland (2001) kan een anaforische

afhankelijkheid bewerkstelligd worden op de volgende drie niveau's:

(1) a. binnen het computationele systeem (Cxr)
b. op het niveau van het conceptueel-intentionele (C-I) interface
c. op het niveau van de discourse

Afhankelijkheden binnen het computationele systeem worden ofwel gevormd door een

KETEN (die een bijproduct is van 'checking') of door de incorporatie van een SELF-
element in het predicerende hoofd. Volgens Reuland staat het Nederlandse zelf in een

afhankelijkheidsrelatie met zijn antecedent op het niveau van het computationele
systeern door KETEN-vorming, terwijl de afhankelijkheid van hem ten opzichte van
zijn antecedent niet binnen het computationele systeem gerealiseerd kan worden als

gevolg van de getalsspecificatie var. hem. Dit voorstel van Reuland volgend wordt in
hoofdstuk 3 voorgesteld dat het Japanse zibun geen KETEN vormt met zijn antecedent
vanwege de specificatie [+singular] var, zibun Hoewel afhankelijkheden binnen het
computationele systeem ook gerealiseerd kunnen worden door incorporatie van SELF,
wordt voorgesteld dat hetzisin-gedeelte vanzibun-zisin een instantiatie is van een ander
gebruik van SELF. Daartoe wordt zisin verlaald in een functie op het C-I interface die
eenzelfde waarde geeft als het argument van het onmiddellijke l,-predicaat waarin het

bevat is. Dit voorstel is gebaseerd op de volgende drie observaties. Ten eerste, zisin
geeft een distributieve interpretatie, zelfs wanneer het ingebed is in een

nevenschikkende stuctuur, hetgeen suggereert dat we de distributieve functie van zisin
niet eenvoudig gelijk kunnen stellen aan de incorporatie van SELF, zoals aangenomen

in Reuland. Ten tweede, het srr?-deel van zisinbetekent 'lichaam' hetgeen compatibel is
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met het voorstel van Reuland dat een 'lichaamsdeel-reflexief een prototypische
instantiatie is van een approximatie-functie (een reflexief bestaande uit een anaforisch
element en een lichaamsdeel kan worden beschouwd als een functie die voor elke x, het
lichaam van x als waarde levert). De derde observatie beteft het feit dat SELF,
gebruikt als functie, dient om de afleiding te behoeden voor een ariteitsschending
(onder de aanname dat twee voorkomens van een variabele gebonden door dezelfde l,-
operator telt als 66n argument). Deze beschermingssfrategie is onafhankelijk
beschikbaar in het Japans door het gebruik van het semantisch lege element koto (dat
letterlijk 'ding' betekent); dus ldkt het redelijk te veronderstellen dat deze strategie ook
beschikbaar is voor andere lexicale elementen. Er wordt in dit verband ook
gesuggereerd dat een expletief leeg pronomen wordt gernserteerd om een afleiding
voor een ariteitsschending te behoeden, hetgeen kan verklaren dat sommige
moedertaalsprekers een reflexieve interpretatie van het locaIe zibun gebonden door een

gekwantificeerde constituent kunnen hebben (terwijl het predicaat in kwestie t-
refleciefl is).

Als onze voorstellen met betrekking tot zibun(-zisin) op het juiste spoor zijn, dan

volgt dat, in tegenstelling tot het Nederlands, in het Japans een anaforische
afhankelijkheid niet gevormd wordt op het niveau van het computationele systeem. De
onmiddellijke consequentie hiervan kan bekeken worden aan de hand van de

mogelijkheid tot het hebben van een logoforische interpretatie van een anafoor.
Reuland beargumenteert dat een dergelijke interpretatie mogelijk moet zijn als er geen

KETEN wordt gevormd biruren het Cr1. We suggereren dat, als we dit inzicht volgen,
een interpretatie voor de anafoor beschikbaar moet zijn die gevoelig is voor discourse-
factoren, zoals voorgesteld in 'accessability'-theorie. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt aangetoond
dat de distributie van een markeerder van hoge accessabiliteit zoals zibun inderdaad
voorspeld kan worden uit deze theorie. Ook laten we zien dat, in tegenstelling tot de

standaard-observatie, zibun-zisin op de objectspositie van een onderschikkende zin,
anaforisch kan zijn ten opzichte van een subject in de matrix-zin, met name wanneer
het voegwoord dat de onderschikkende ztn introduceert het voegwoord is dat
uitsluitend indirecte rede weergeeft. Het feit dat zibun-zisin een lange-afstands
antecedent kan nemen, volgt uit het voorstel dat zibun-zisin geen anaforische
afhankelijkheid induceert binnen het C", en dat de interpretatie gereguleerd wordt via
de accessabiliteits-theorie, op dezelfde manier als zibun. Bovendien wordt de suggestie
gedaan dat de procedure die anaforische uitdrukkingen vertaalt in variabelen op het C-
I-interface de volgende kwesties kan verklaren: ten eerste, de onmogelijkheid dat
gescrambled zibun een reflexieve interpretatie kan verkrijgen (in geval het subject een
gekwantificeerde uitdrukking is); ten tweede, de moeilijkheid om zibun-zisin te laten
ver-wijzen naar de spreker (in tegenstelling tot zibun): en ten derde, de voorkeur voor
een locaal antecedent voor zibun-zisin op de positie van het object van een

onderschikkende zin waarvan het hoofcl het voegwoord ,o (dat gebruikt kan worden
voor de directe en indirecte rede) is.

Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 5 beweerd dat de moeilijkheid om kare te gebruiken
in een constnrctie als een variabele gebonden door een gekwantificeerde constituent,
volgl uit de interactie van twee factoren: het feit dat het een lage
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accessabiliteitsmarkeerder is, en dat lcare een specificatie heeft voor geslacht. Er wordt
aangetoond dat als een l*:rvantificerend antecedent wordt beschouwd als minder
'accessible' (als gevolg van de structurele afstand tussen lcare en het antecedent) en de
geslachtsspecificatie duidelijk maakt waaroyer de kwantificerende uitdnrkking
kwantificeert, een gebonden variabele-lezing vaa lwre desalniettemin gemakkelijker
wordt. Het feit dat lcare kan worden gebonden zelfs als het optreedt naast zijn
kwantificerend antecedent biedt sterke evidentie voor de rumname dat de structurele
afstrnd de beslissende factor is voor de beperkre beschikbaarheid van een gebonden

variabele constnrctie van lage accessabiliteits-markeerders.
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